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aking it clear that the
Ayodhya issue would be
M
one of the main campaign

agenda in the Lok Sabha poll,
BJP president Amit Shah on
Friday said the party was committed to a “Bhavya Mandir”
and declared that the “2019
battle” between Narendra Modi
and his “desperate opponents”
would be a decisive one and
with a massive impact on coming times. Addressing thousands of delegates attending the
two-day National Council meet
here, Shah asked party workers
to ensure that Modi returns to
power with full majority and
continues the “nation building”
without a break.
The tag line of the Council
was “Abki baar phir Modi
Sarkar” and the meeting venue
reverberated with a loud roar
when Shah mentioned Ram
Mandir in his speech.
The meet was attended by
almost all top leaders including
Modi, LK Advani, MM Joshi,
Rajnath Singh, Sushma Swaraj,
Arun Jaitley, JP Nadda, Chief
Ministers of BJP-ruled States
including Uttar Pradesh’s Yogi
Adityanath and former Chief
Ministers Shivraj Singh
Chouhan and Raman Singh.
Yogi was greeted with loud
cheers by the BJP council
members when he arrived at
the stage.
The backdrop of the dais
had Modi and Shah on the two
sides along with Swami
Vivekananda and Atal Bihari
Vajpayee.
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In his speech, Shah praised
the leadership of Atal-Advani
which established and contributed to the rise of the party
at the national level, he said.
Shah said BJP is committed for a “grand temple” at the
disputed site in Ayodhya and it
would be accomplished “at the
earliest”. He accused Congress
of trying to delay the temple
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and gave reference of its leader
Kapil Sibal who he said sought
that the apex court’s hearing on
the Ram temple issue be fixed
after the Lok Sabha poll.
Attaching huge significance to the result of 2019 general elections, Shah said it
would be a battle between the
Modi who has brought “glory”
to India and his desperate
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n a major blow to CBI Special
Director Rakesh Asthana,
the Delhi High Court on Friday
ruled that he will be investigated in the ongoing bribery
case and no prior sanction
was required to prosecute him,
implying he enjoys no protection against a possible arrest.
Justice Najmi Waziri said
that the allegation of “mala
fide” raised against then CBI
Director Alok Verma has not
been made out.
Rejecting a clutch of petitions for quashing of the FIR
filed against Asthana, CBI DSP
Devender Kumar and alleged
middleman Manoj Prasad, the
HC set a 10-week deadline to
complete the investigations in
the case.
The court held that permission for prior sanction to
prosecute Asthana was not
required considering the facts
of the case. Asthana is likely to
challenge the HC verdict before
the Supreme Court.
The HC gave its verdict
while dismissing the petitions

m
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filed by Asthana, Kumar and
Prasad challenging the FIR
lodged against them. Asthana
was booked on charges of
criminal conspiracy, corruption
and criminal misconduct
under the relevant sections of
Prevention of Corruption Act.
Verma and Asthana were
embroiled in bitter feud for several months and had levelled
charges of corruption against
each other. Both of them were
divested of their charge and
sent on leave on the night of
October 23.

lok Verma, who was
removed as CBI Director
by the PM-led Selection Panel
on Thursday, has resigned from
the service and claimed that he
was transferred on the basis of
“false, unsubstantiated and frivolous allegations” made by
only one person, who was
inimical to him.
Verma was transferred as
the Director General Fire
Services, Civil Defence and
Home Guards after ousting as
CBI Director.
Verma also complained
that the Selection Committee
did not provide him an opportunity to explain details as
recorded by the CVC before
arriving at the decision.
“Natural justice was scuttled
and the entire process was

turned upside down in ensuring that the undersigned
(Verma) is removed from the
post of the Director CBI. The
Selection Committee did not
consider the fact that the entire
CVC report is premised on
charges alluded by a complainant who is presently under
investigation by the CBI,”
Verma said in his resignation
letter to the Secretary of
Department of Personnel and
Training.

rivals having contrasting ideologies glued together with
the sole “oust Modi agenda”.
“Opposition parties know that
alone they cannot defeat
Modi,” he said.
Interestingly, the BJP president while pointing to the significance of “2019 LS battle”
made a reference to the third
battle of Panipat between

?C8

Afghan ruler Ahmad Shah
Abdali and Marathas where the
defeat of the latter led to “gulami” (slavery) for 200 years.
“Lok Sabha polls battle of
two ideologies; BJP stands for
cultural nationalism, poor,
while rivals together merely for
power,” said the BJP president.
Shah also threw punches on the
“one family rule” and its alleged

rein of corruption. He said
Congress was leveling charges
in the Rafle jet fighter purchase
as it was “frustrated” that there
was no blemish on Modi during his full tenure.
The election result would
impact the future of India, he
claimed and went on to say that
National Democratic Alliance
(NDA) would come back to
power with a thumping majority and in UP “the party would
increase its tally from 71 to 74”.
Shah said in last one week,
the Modi Government took
two major decisions of giving
reservation to economically
weaker sections in the upper
caste and reducing Goods and
Services Tax (GST) on the
traders. The Modi Government
has “fulfilled” the dreams of

crores of youths with 10 per
cent reservation in jobs and
education for the general category poor, and described the
Constitution amendment Bill
as one of the most important
legislations passed by
Parliament.
This is one of the most
important
legislations
Parliament has passed, he said.
Shah hailed the GST
Council’s decision to double the
limit for exemption from payment of GST to C40 lakh and
announced that the higher
turnover cap of C1.5 crore for
availing composition scheme of
paying 1 per cent tax will be
effective from April 1.
Modi would deliver the
concluding session of the council on Saturday.
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ith the Samajwadi Party
(SP) and the Bahujan
Samaj Party (BSP) all set to
announce the composition of
the Uttar Pradesh political
alliance on Saturday, the
Congress is ready with its plan
to walk alone.
AICC sources said the
party chief Rahul Gandhi, after
due consultation with the State
unit leaders, was prepared to go
solo in the politically crucial
State.
Amid talks of seat sharing
for Lok Sabha polls from which
the Congress seems to be out,
Samajwadi Party president
Akhilesh Yadav and BSP chief
Mayawati will address a joint
Press meet at Lucknow on
Saturday.
The top leadership of both
the parties had met in New
Delhi last week to discuss
broad parameters of an alliance
to take on the BJP unitedly in
the Lok Sabha elections.
Sources said both the SP
and the BSP are planning to
contest on 37 seats each out of
the 80 on offer in Uttar Pradesh
and plan to leave just two, Rae
Bareli and Amethi, the bastions
of Sonia Gandhi and Rahul

Gandhi for the Congress.
Smaller parties like the
Rashtriya Lok Dal (RLD) and
the Nishad Party are also likely to be in the alliance. In the
2014 Lok Sabha elections, the
BJP and its allies had won 73 of
the 80 seats in UP.
Akhilesh and Mayawati
decided to bury their differences and pool in their
resources to contest three
bypolls and won all giving
them hope that if they team up,
they can pull voters away from
the BJP. The mahagathbandhan
arithmetic had worked in the
bypolls as a consolidation of

OBC, Dalit and Muslim votes
powered joint opposition candidates to victor y in
Gorakhpur, Phulpur and
Kairana last year.
A senior Congress leader
said talk on a UP ‘mahagathbandhan’ had been going on for
a while but Congress members
in the State were of the opinion that the party should it go
alone as it has an independent
identity among the people.
Rahul in an interview to an
international newspaper on
Thursday said the Congress
idea is very powerful in Uttar
Pradesh.

“So, we are very confident of
our ability in Uttar Pradesh
and we will surprise people,” he
was quoted as saying.
The Gandhi scion’s comments were the first indication
of the party’s plan B after the
regional players seemed to
have deserted it.
Rahul is expected to meet
UPCC president Raj Babbar
and AICC in-charge of party
affairs in the State Ghulam
Nabi Azad to deliberate on the
matter on Sunday evening.
“A decision on who to join
hands with always rests with
the party high command, but
we have already shared that
workers and supporters want
the Congress to go alone in UP
where it still has its own identity which is different from
these parties,” said the leader.
He recalled than when in
2009 Lok Sabha polls, when,
the situation was apparently
against the Congress, the party
got 21 seats in the State, paving
the way for the return of the
Congress-led
UPA
Government at the Centre.
The more indicative of the
Congress mind is the fact that
Rahul had made it clear that the
Congress cannot be underestimated.
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midst verbal duel between
the ruling Congress and
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
after Assembly elections, a
video has surfaced in which the
BJP national general secretary
Kailash Vijayvergiya is seen
saying, “We could topple this
Government (Congress) in 15
days if the party high command instructs us to do so.”
Addressing a party gathering presumably at Indore,
Vijayvergiya says, “Log to hum
ko hi jyada chahte hain aur ye
sarkar panch saal chalne wali
nahin hai (People love us more
and this government would not
last for five years. Tum log
chinta mat karo. Jis din upar se
signal mil gaya, 15 din me is
sarkar ko ulta kar denge. (You
people don’t worry. The day we
receive a signal from the party,
we would topple this govern-

wo Armymen, including
one Major rank officer and
an army porter, were martyred
in two separate incidents along
the line of control (LoC) in
frontier Rajouri district of
Jammu division on Friday. In
another attack on Friday, terrorists hurling a grenade on
CRPF bunker in Jammu, but
there were no reports of loss of
life, police said.
According to ground
reports, a Major rank officer,
along with a soldier, received
grievous injuries in an improvised explosive device explosion and later succumbed while
another Army porter was killed
in separate incident of ‘unprovoked’ ceasefire violation by
Pakistan army in Sunderbani
sector.
Unofficial reports, however, claimed a Border Action
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Team (BAT) of Pakistan army
may have targeted an Indian
patrol in the forward area taking advantage of the inclement
weather conditions and undulating terrain.

It was suspected that members of the BAT team may have
planted an IED in the forward
area before retreating towards
Pakistani side of the line of
control.

era Sacha Sauda sect head
Gurmeet Ram Rahim
Singh was on Friday convicted
for the murder of journalist
Ram Chander Chhatrapati.
A CBI court in Panchkula
on Friday convicted Ram
Rahim Singh and three others
for the murder of Chhatrapati,
16 years ago. The quantum of
sentence for the four convicts
will be pronounced by Judge
Jagdeep Singh on January 17.
The same court had convicted the Sirsa-based dera
chief on two counts of rape on
August 25, 2017 and sentenced
him to 20 years of rigorous
imprisonment.
Sirsa-based journalist
Chhatrapati was shot in
October 2002 after a newspaper owned by him published an
anonymous letter narrating
how women were being sexu-

A

ally exploited by the sect head
at the Dera headquarters.
The 51-year- old dera chief
appeared before the CBI court
through video conferencing
from the Sunaria prison near
Rohtak, where he is serving the
20-year sentence.
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ment, said the Indore born
leader amid large cheers from
the crowd.”
However, the former MP
minister in the same breath
added they have received the
mandate so let them run the
government as long as they can.
Saying, “We have been in
power for 15 years so party
workers too have got used to
being in the rule and they now
need to sharpen their weapon
–the weapon of agitation, an
important tool in democracy,”
Vijayvergiya urged the party
workers to sharpen their skills

of protests. The senior leader
urging the party workers to
raise voice against anomalies
asked them to strengthen the
party origination as well.
The BJP leader reminded
the party cadre that the BJP has
spent more time in opposition
in MP and nationally and has
sizable experience of agitation
which would come handy now.
“It’s good it’s time to exhibit our skills. I haven’t been to jail
in MP for 15 years. Its other
matter that I have been to
West Bengal jail,” said
Vijayvergiya with a smile.
Retorting to this jibe,
Congress minister and
Vijayvergiya’s political adversary Sajjan Singh Verma took
a swipe at him saying If he is so
powerful why he did not help
his party form government in
Madhya Pradesh. He even
demanded a probe into
Vijayvergiya’s assets.
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he play showcasing changing scenarios of relationT
ships was staged at Madhya
Pradesh State Tribal Museum
auditorium here on Friday.
The play was performed under
the Abhinayan theatre series.
The play was directed by
Ujjwal Daffal. The play was
beautifully directed and presented before the audience.
At the center of this play
there is a person named Dayal,
who brings a child from with
him his village named Radhe.
Radhe lives with her family at
the house of Dayal in the city,
where she treats Dayal's wife
and children a lot.
Basanti, who works for
Dayal's house, has some intimacy with Radhe. Later this
same affair takes the form of
love between Radhe and
Basanti. A new twist in the
drama comes when Diwan
comes with the papers of
Radha's maternal grandfather
and tells that Radhe's maternal
grandfather has made all his
wealth in the name of Radhe.
So, as soon as this thing is
known to the family of Dayal,

0bRT]TUa^\cWT_[Ph´1PSP[cTAXbWcTh´bcPVTSPcCaXQP[<dbTd\X]1W^_P[^]5aXSPh

their behavior changes immediately towards Radhe, but
Radhe know the reason of
changed behavior is due to the
money. He was treated with
respect just because of the
money. Dayal’s family never

loved Radhe, but seeing money
in his pocket the colours of
their personalities totally
changed. Eventually, Radhe
goes with Basanti and with this
the drama ends.
The play was beautifully

?X^]TTa_W^c^

performed leaving the audience
enthralled. It was a wonderful
play as the artists maintained
the interest of the audience.
The light design and stage
backdrop added zest in the
play.

omeless bovine will be
kept in the cow shelters.
Cows, bulls and strollers will
now not be seen wandering in
the streets. In the initial phase,
stray cows and bulls, found
roaming in Bhopal city, will be
captured and kept in the cow
shelters. This campaign will be
started from Jan 16.
More than 5,000 stray cattle will be rehabilitated in cow
shelters in Bhopal city.
This decision was taken at
an inter-departmental meeting
held at the Mantralaya on
Friday under the chairmanship
of Animal Husbandr y,
Fishermen Welfare and
Fisheries
Development
Minister Lakhan Singh Yadav.
Additional Chief Secretary
Animal Husbandry Manoj
Shrivastava, Bhopal Divisional
Commissioner Kavindra
Kiyawat, Commissioner
MNREGA GV Rashmi,
Collector Sudam Khande,
Secretary Jail Rajiv Dube, DIG
Dharmendra Choudhur y,
Commissioner Municipal
Commissioner B Vijay Dutta,
Director Animal Husbandry
RK Rokade, MD MPLDC Dr

HBS Bhadouria and other officers were present.
Yadav said that the homeless bovine in the state are
being registered with the UID
tag. Cow shelters will be
opened in areas near the highways first beginning with
Bhopal as a pilot project. He
told the Bhopal Divisional
Commissioner, Collector and
Commissioner Municipal
Corporation to launch the
campaign on war footing. After
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ramRang a festival of
colours, art, folk and culG
ture is being organised in the
city. The three-day event began
here from Friday at Gandhi
Bhavan auditorium.
The event is organized by
Ekta Parishad, Youth and Land
Asia, Manav Jeevan Vikas
Samiti. It is an open platform
for the connection of rural and
urban youth. Go Rurban has
been an attempt to connect the
youth of cities and villages
together.
Notably, Gramrang is an
effort, providing an platform by
making available a market to all
the farmers and craftsmen,
where all the goods and products can get fair prices along
with the celebrations of Ba
Bapu 150, in remembrance of
Mahatma Gandhi and
Kasturba Gandhi and along
with that National Youth Day
on January 12.
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The programme began
with the inauguration of
Gramrang by Rajgopal PV,
Founder Ekta Parishad, Jitu
Patwari, "Higher Education,
Youth and Sports Minister,
Madhya Pradesh, Kunal
Chaudhary, MLA Kala Pipal,
Ransingh Parmar Chairman
Ekta Parishad.
The event also witnessed a
photograph exhibition "Yuva ki
Dristi, Gao ki Mitti". The sharing of land and youth has been
shown through photographs
taken on the geographical locations of Madhya Pradesh. In
addition, the first 30 pho-

tographs selected in the photo
competition have been included in the three-day exhibition
"Yuva Ki Shakti, Gao Ki Mitti".
The event began with the
introduction of Gram Rang
along with guest session, "Before
becoming an Muslim or an
Hindu it's important to become
an human first" quoted by Jeetu
Patvari. "Our religion is that no
Human should sleep hungry”
said Raja Gopal P.V.
The event also includes
Story telling competition for
School kids for the vibrant
topics of villages, along with an
open mic session.
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adhya Pradesh players
brought laurels to the
State by bagging a gold medal
in under India Youth Games.
The championship was
played in Pune, Maharashtra.
Gwalior shooting academy
player Avinash Yadav won a
gold medal to Madhya Pradesh
while performing brilliantly at
the 10 meter air rifle event.
Avinash Yadav earned this
medal with a score of 250.9 in
the under-17 boys category.
Rajasthan and Rajasthan were
second and third places.
Similarly, in the 50-kg
weight category played in the
wrestling
competition,
Chhindwara wrestler Shivani
Pawar defeated Maharashtra's
Swati in the semi-finals and
earned silver medal in the final
match. Haryana's player was in
first place. It is noteworthy that
Shivani Pawar has already
received training in wrestling
sports at Madhya Pradesh State

Wrestling Academy.
On this achievement e by
Madhya Pradesh players in the
India Youth Games, the State
Sports and Youth Welfare
Minister Jitu Patwari congratulated the medal winners while
expressing happiness. He has
appreciated the excellent performance of the players of the
state.
Meanwhile, medal winners of the Madhya Pradesh
State Water Sports Sailing
Academy, organized by the
YAI Junior National Sailying
Championship and India
International Rigata (ASF
Youth Cup) held in Chennai on
Friday. Director of Sports and
Youth Welfare SL Thoussen
and apprised him of the
achievements made in the
competitions. On this occasion,
the Academy's Technical
Advisor and Chief Instructor
Arjun Avardi Mr. GL Yadav
was present.
Thoussen discussed the
championship with medal win-

ners and received the necessary
information. He congratulated
them on appreciating the performance of the players in the
YAI Junior National Sailing
Championship and India
International Rigata.
It is worth noting that in
the YAHI Junior National
Sailing Championship, the
academy's players performed
brilliantly with four gold, three
silver and two bronze medals
for Madhya Pradesh.
Similarly, in India
International Rigata held in
Chennai, the players of the
Academy enhanced the glory of
the country and the region by
earning seven medals including
two gold, three silver and two
bronze. Among the medal winners, Harshita Tomar, Uma
Chauhan, Ritika Dangi,
Shraddha Verma and Mishra
with Vidyasas and Ram Milan
Yadav, Govind Bairagi, Satish
Yadav, Ashish Vishwakarma,
Alankar Suryavanshi, were
included in the boys category.
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ome, Jail and Minister affiliated to the Chief Minister
Bala Bachchan has said that the
module of the Skill Training
Centre of Chhindwara will be
implemented in other districts of
the state too. Bachchan was
reviewing the activities of
Technical
Education
Department affiliated to the
Chief Minister at the Mantralaya
on Friday.
On this occasion, Principal
Secretary, Hariranjan Rao,
Secretary DP Ahuja and
Director Virendra Kumar were
present. Minister Bachchan

directed to make a five-year
Perspective Plan to ensure quality in the eight Engineering and
69 Polytechnic Colleges. He
also told to take necessary action
to get MBA Perspective in all the
courses of these institutions.
Bachchan directed to start
the new engineering college
approved in Shivpuri from the
financial year 2019-20. He said
that all the engineering and
polytechnic colleges in the state
should have a perspective plan
to make basic facilities available
in line with AICTE criteria.
This should include building
and infrastructure, equipment,
lab and library. He issued

instructions to provide hostel
facility in all these institutions in
a phased manner.
Minister Bala Bachchan,
while expressing concern over
the status of vacancies in
departmental institutions,
instructed to make arrangements in the next 3 years. He
also asked to make amendments in recruitment and
appointment rules as per
requirement.
Bala Bachchan directed to
start the Global Skill City Park
from the year 2019-20. For this,
it has been decided to expedite
the process by formulating
courses and infrastructure.

3_\TgXUQdXUbS_^TYdY_^c
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Bhopal: Cold weather conditions continued to disrupt normal life in the state with night
temperatures while state capital is witnessing increasing
pattern of night temperatures.
Khajuraho remained the coldest place of the state by recording 3 degree Celsius and same
night temperature was recorded in Nowgong.
Warning has been issued of
cold wave conditions and
Chhatarpur and Gwalior districts are likely to witness cold
wave conditions. Khajuraho,
Nowgong and Gwalior witnessed cold wave conditions in
the past 24 hours. In weather
conditions in the state capital
remained extreme with night

temperature at 8.8 degree
Celsius and day temperature at
23.8 degree Celsius. The day
witnessed clear sky weather
conditions but cold weather
conditions prevailed. The temperatures in the state and state
capital have been witnesses
near the same levels for the past
3-4 days without any significant
change and are likely to change
slightly in the next two days.
According to the forecast
the day and night temperature
would be witnessed around
24 and 9 degree Celsius respectively which would provide
relief and attain normal weather conditions.
Several areas are still witnessing night temperatures

around 6 degree Celsius. The
major cities recorded increase
in temperatures Indore recorded day temperature at 25.2
degree Celsius and night temperature was recorded at 9.8
degree Celsius.
Night temperatures have
increased from low levels but
intense weather conditions
remained and are less likely to
provide relief by the end of the
week.
The region which recorded night temperature around 5
degree Celsius are Datia which
recorded 4.6 degree Celsius,
Gwalior 4.4 degree Celsius,
Mandla 5 degree Celsius, Rewa
5.3 degree Celsius and Umaria
5 degree Celsius.
SR

the campaign is launched, he
will take stock of areas from
where the homeless bovine
have been removed between
January 22 and 25.
He said that if any stray cattle is found during the inspection, stern action will be taken
against the officers-employees
responsible for the area.
ACS Shrivastav told
Collector Bhopal that in the
next three days, they should
assess the total capacity of all 7

cattle shelter homes in the city
so that the bovine caught can
be kept there. Similarly, he
told them to hold discussion
with the managers of all the 27
cow shelters run in Bhopal district and assess their capacity so
that homeless bovine could be
accommodated.
Apart from this, other
arrangements should also be
ensured. Shrivastava told to
warn cowherds not to abandon
or leave their cattle on the roads
otherwise their cows would be
caught and sent to cattle shelters and they will be heavily
penalized.
It is reported in the meeting that the number of homeless bovine is 4.37 lakh. There
are a total number of 1285 registered cow shelters in the state
of which 614 are functional and
1.53 lakh of which are ‘gauvansh’. The number of gauvansh is based on the animal
census of year 2012. There are
approximately 6 lakh homeless
bovine as estimated by the
department in the year 2018.
Discussion was held on identifying venues for opening of
shelter homes for stray bovine,
financial management for governance of the cattle etc.
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f^a[SPRR[PX\TSP]Sd]X`dT?PcT[bPXScWPcP[[UTbcXeP[bPaTRT[TQaPcTS
X]P]P\XRPQ[TPc\^b_WTaTX]^daR^d]cahP\XSbcd]Xch_TPRT
Qa^cWTaW^^SP]SWPa\^]h0[[R^d]cah\T]cPZT_PacX]TPRW^cWTa³b
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1W^_P[)CWT_T^_[T^U<PSWhP?aPSTbWaTRP[[TScWTR^]caXQdcX^]b^U
U^a\Ta?aX\T<X]XbcTa^U8]SXP;PcT;P[1PWPSdaBWPbcaX^]WXbSTPcW
P]]XeTabPah7Xbb[^VP]9PX9PfP]9PX:XbP]WPbQTR^\TUPa\^aT
aT[TeP]cc^SPhCWT2WXTU<X]XbcTa:P\P[=PcW^]5aXSPhaTPRWTS
BWPbcaXb`dPaT]TPa^[SEXSWP]BPQWPX]cWT\^a]X]VP]S^UUTaTS
U[^aP[caXQdcTc^[PcTBWPbcaX<X]XbcTaU^a?dQ[XRAT[PcX^]b?2BWPa\P
<;00aXU<Pb^^SP]SSXbcX]VdXbWTSRXcXiT]bfTaT_aTbT]c
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1W^_P[)2WXTU<X]XbcTa:P\P[=PcWWPbTgcT]STSVaTTcX]Vbc^
bcdST]cbh^dcWP]SRXcXiT]b^]BfP\XEXeTZP]P]S9PhP]ch^]
9P]dPah !fWXRWXb^QbTaeTSPbHdeP3XfPb7TP[b^VaTTcTScWT
bcdST]cbP]SP[[cW^bT_PacXRX_PcX]VX]cWT cWBdahP=P\PbZPa
TeT]cCWT2WXTU<X]XbcTaX]WXb\TbbPVTbPXScWPcSTe^cX]V^][h^]T
SPhU^aBdahP=P\PbZPaXb]^cT]^dVWR^]bXSTaX]VXcbWTP[cWQT]TUXcb
8cbW^d[SQTaTVd[PaP]SP_Pac^USPX[h[XUT7TbPXScWPccWTh^dcWfXcW
WTP[cWhQ^ShP]S\X]SRP]QdX[SUdcdaT^UcWTbcPcTP]ScWTR^d]cah
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HPSPeaTeXTfTScWTf^aZ_[P]_aT_PaTSU^aRWP]VX]V:aXbWXD_PY
<P]SXbX]c^T\P]SXbPcP\TTcX]V^aVP]XbTSPc:XbP]1WPfP]WTaT
c^SPh7Tc^[S^UUXRXP[bc^d_VaPSTcWTf^aZ_[P]P]S\PZTXc\^aT
PSeP]RTSCWTbRWT\TbW^d[SQTR^]eT]XT]cU^aQ^cWUPa\TabP]S
QdbX]Tbb\T]<X]XbcTaHPSPeP[b^eXTfTScWT_^fTa_aTbT]cPcX^]^U
cWTf^aZ_[P]^]cWT^RRPbX^]2^\\XbbX^]Ta0VaXRd[cdaT?a^SdRcX^]
?2<TT]P?aX]RX_P[BTRaTcPah0VaXRd[cdaTAPYTbWAPY^daP<P]PVX]V
3XaTRc^a<P]SX1^PaS5PXi0W\TS:XSfPXP]SbT]X^a^UUXRTabfTaT
_aTbT]cPccWT\TTcX]V
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PRcXeXcXTbCWTVXa[RPSTcbPaTQTX]VcaPX]TSX]SaX[[X]VUXaX]VcaPUUXR
\P]PVT\T]cTcRP[^]VfXcWePaX^db^cWTaPRcXeXcXTb[XZTb[^VP]
faXcX]VUTPcdaTfaXcX]V_^bcTa\PZX]VP]SRd[cdaP[_a^VaP\\TQTX]V
^aVP]XiTSX]cWTRP\_CWTRP\_fWXRWbcPacTS^]9P]dPah$[Pbc
d]STacWTbd_TaeXbX^]^U2P\_2^\\P]SP]cR^[^]T[<dZTbWCXfPaX
fX[[R^]R[dST^]9P]dPah #CWTRPSTcbfTaTcPZT]^]Pc^daa^d]S
cWT<P]PeBP]VaPWP[PhPP]SP__aXbTSfXcWSXUUTaT]cRd[cdaTb^U8]SXP
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1W^_P[)CWT "cW1[X]S2WP[[T]VT2PaAP[[hXbQTX]V^aVP]XbTSQh
8]SXaP6P]SWXAPbWcaXhP<P]PeBP]VaPWP[PhPX]R^[[PQ^aPcX^]fXcW
0adbWX=6>U^aSXUUTaT]c[hPQ[TS^]Bd]SPhCWTaP[[hfX[[QTU[PVVTS
^UUUa^\312Xch<P[[P]SRd[\X]PcTPc<P]PeBP]VaPWP[PhPCWTaP[[h
fWTaTcWTeTWXR[TXbSaXeT]QhPbXVWcTS_Tab^]P]ScWT]PeXVPc^afX[[
QTPQ[X]S_Tab^]cWTa^dcT\P_X]1aPX[[TfPbVXeT]c^cWT\^]cWT
b_^cCWT]PeXVPc^abUa^\P[[^eTa<PSWhP?aPSTbWfX[[_PacXRX_PcTX]
cWTaP[[h
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he movie The Accidental Prime
Minister was screened in the State capital, without any hurdle. However, there
were quite a few viewers on the first day.
At the cinema halls, where the movie
was screened remained under tight security, but no untoward incident was reported in Bhopal.
Meanwhile, the Bharatiya Janata Yuva
Morcha (BJYM) activists Friday created a
ruckus outside a multiplex here where they
had arrived to watch the first show of the
film The Accidental Prime Minister.
A BJYM leader said they watched the
film with fanfare, because the Madhya
Pradesh unit chief of the National Students
Union of India (NSUI) had warned theatre owners against screening it.
Hundreds of BJYM workers reached
the Malhar Mega Mall here, which houses the multiplex, with a band. Before entering the cinema hall, they shouted slogans
against Madhya Pradesh Chief Minister
Kamal Nath, and got into fracas with the
police who were present there anticipating trouble.
BJYM's Indore unit's president
Manasvi Patidar said that NSUI had

?^[XRT_Tab^]]T[_Pca^[X]fPZT^UbTRdaXchPcPRX]T\PWP[[^]cWTUXabcSPh^UcWTaT[TPbT^UR^]ca^eTabXP[\^eXT
CWT0RRXST]cP[?aX\T<X]XbcTa X]1W^_P[^]5aXSPh
?X^]TTa_W^c^

warned cinema halls against screening the
film, so in order to give a befitting reply,
we watched the film in this manner.
NSUI state president Vipin Wankhede
had said in a Facebook post on December
28 that theatre owners will be responsible
for the consequences if the film is screened.
The Congress has termed the Anupam
Kher-starrer film, which revolves around

Manmohan Singh's tenure as prime minister, as BJP's propaganda.
NSUI spokesperson Vivek Tripathi
told that Wankhede's post could be his personal opinion but the Congress government in the state provided adequate security to the theatres. He also alleged that the
release of the film before the Lok Sabha
polls was a sponsored game plan of the BJP.

VWHGLWLRQRI%/)WR
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he first edition of the
Bhopal Literature and Art
T
Festival (BLF) will be held
from January 12-14 at Bharat
Bhawan. The event ‘Heartland
Stories Bhopal Literature and
Art Festival 2019’ is organised
by Society for Culture and
Environment holds ‘Heartland
Stories Bhopal Literature and
Art Festival 2019’ BLF would
see 70 authors, artists and
experts in attendance.
According to organisers
they will be hosting three parallel sessions with the specialists speaking from their books
to ensure a wholesome and
enhanced experience. The subjects of the sessions as varied as

0RR^aSX]Vc^
^aVP]XbTabcWThfX[[
QTW^bcX]VcWaTT
_PaP[[T[bTbbX^]b
fXcWcWTb_TRXP[Xbcb
b_TPZX]VUa^\cWTXa
Q^^Zbc^T]bdaTP
fW^[Tb^\TP]S
T]WP]RTS
Tg_TaXT]RT

Art & Lifestyle, Dialogue and
Discussion, Histor y and
Mythology,
Biography,
Environment
and
Conservation, Defence and
Diplomacy, Culture and
Society, India: The Path Ahead
and Memory and Creativity in
Literature. The book reading
will also be accompanied by

exhibitions and art installations.
The event will begin with
soulful Saraswati Vandana by
Gundecha Bandhu at 9.30 am.
The recital would continue till
10 am at Open Air stage and
Bahirang. After this recital
inauguration ceremony and
announcement of Sushila Devi
Award will take place at 10.15
am. Just after the inauguration
ceremony guests will inaugurate an art exhibition which is
curated by Bhajju Shyam and
Meera Dass and Advised by
John H Bowles. First day of this
event will concluded with
Immortal Music, down memory lane, performance by the
Mankotias at Bahirang at 6.30
pm.
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he TT Nagar police have
nabbed three miscreants
T
who had robbed C4 lakh near

TT Nagar stadium on January
2; C94000 in cash, motorbike
used in the crime and robbed
mobile phone were recovered
from their possession, said SP
Bhopal South Rahul Kumar
Lodha while addressing media
persons during press conference
on Friday.
SP Lodha said that acting
on a tip off miscreants who were
involved in the robbery were
nabbed and when they were
quizzed they confessed crime. In
the further investigation robbed
cash, mobile phone and bike
used in the crime were recovered.
The three miscreants were
identified as Nikki alias Ravi
(26) of Ashoka Garden, Tinku

<XbRaTP]cbX]e^[eTSX]Pa^QQTahfXcWPcaPSTaX]_^[XRTRdbc^ShX]1W^_P[^]
5aXSPh
?X^]TTa_W^c^

alias Shyam Namdev (28) of
Chhola Mandir and Narendra
Dhakad (24) of Chhola Mandir
area. The nabbed miscreants
have been booked by different
police stations of the city for
robbery and other crimes.
Police said that the miscreants used to target the people at
deserted areas and would rob
their valuables by threatening
them. In cases where the victim
would oppose the miscreants
would resort to assault.
Notably on January 2, Veer

Bhanu Singh was robbed by
three bike borne miscreants
when he was near TT Nagar stadium. Victim lodged complaint
with the Khajuri police and
based on the complaint case
under section 392 of the IPC
was registered.
During the investigation
police the habitual offenders and
criminals involved in robberies
were quizzed and footages of
CCTV cameras were investigated which help to narrow
down on the three miscreants.

ouse of a teacher at
Danish Kunj under Kolar
police station was targeted by
miscreants and valuables
worth C90,000 were burgled
during the day on Thursday.
Police said that the victim
Sheel James had gone to school
in the morning and when she
returned late in the afternoon
lock was found broken and on
entering valuables were found
burgled.
A complaint was lodged
by the victim with the Kolar
police and in her complaint,
she stated that she had gone to
school at 8 in the morning and
returned at around 4 pm
where she found that the lock
was broken and on entering
the house valuables were
found broken.
The victim claimed that in
the burglary, one lED TV,
gold and silver jewelry and
C5000 cash were burgled.
The total loss in the bur-

glary is around C90000.
The police have registered
a case under sections 454 and
380 of the IPC.
Police said that the CCTV
footage of the nearby installed
cameras would be searched in
the further investigation.
The neighbours were not
aware of the burglary.
Police suspects that miscreants were aware of the area
and whereabouts of the victim
as the managed to break –in
and escaped with the valuables.
The victim has raised suspicion that the resident of
nearby slum working at the
nearby construction site might
be involved as they used to
pass through their area frequently and were aware of the
whereabouts of the residents
in the colony.
Based on the details in the
complaint and information
provided by the victim, the
police have started investigation.

Bhopal: Chairman of RERA
Antony DeSa has said that the
Act’s intention cannot be fulfilled without making the clients
aware of it for those the RERA
Act was introduced.
It is a social obligation that
fulfils the dreams of the needy
persons. Law specialists have an
important role in this work
and their involvement is also
essential. DeSa was inaugurating a two-day workshop at
Renaissance University, Indore,
on 'RERA and its implementation and effectiveness' on Friday.
DeSa said that the RERA
Act is citizen-oriented but not
against builders. He said that
with this change, the builders
will get more buyers from the
market as demand will increase.
At the same time, the buyer will
be able to get his choice of house
on time with his hard-earned
money. DeSa said that real
estate is the second most important component contributing to
the Indian economy.
RERA Head DeSa said that

SPh2d[X]Pah
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from January 11
DFC Bank Ltd successfulfrom 7 pm to 11.30 pm at Hly completed its Holistic
Sfinetarting
dining restaurant Bayleaf Rural
Development
at Courtyard Marriott, Bhopal
the seven course Culinary
Journey will showcase some of
the best vegetarian and non
vegetarian dishes at the 10-day
Culinary Journey.
Cooked by Hotel’s newly
appointed Executive Chef
Ravish Mishra over his 12
years of kitchen journey in
renowned Indian, American,
Mexican, Italian and French
Hotels, will prepare the dishes.
While talking to media
here on Friday Chef Ravish
said, “This Culinary Journey
will give one of a kind experience to food lovers. It would be
an essence of my collective
experience, from the barbecue
and grill technique from US,
the molcajete, dry roast and
sous-vide from Mexico and fry
& steam cooking from Indian
kitchens. The menu will have
handpicked popular Indian
dishes. These dishes would be
cooked using traditional and
nouvelle culinary techniques
without losing their authenticity.”
Chef Ravish further said
that food is one part of experience while mood, atmosphere, music, feeling, and eye
pleasing plating take it to
another level.
“We would take care of all
these elements to make dining
experience memorable,” he
said, adding that during his
culinary journey he and his
team would be serving dishes
like Bedmi aloo, Khandvi,
Broccoli and green pea shorba,
Kozhi rasam, Bharwaan mirch,
Bhuna murg vadai, Kaale chane
ki galouti, Gosht ki galouti,
Kala khatta sorbet, Wasabi
paneer tikka, Charcoal murg
tikka and fish tikka, Bharwaan
Kashmiri
morels
and
Chettinadu chicken.

CWT\T]dfX[[WPeT
WP]S_XRZTS_^_d[Pa
8]SXP]SXbWTbCWTbT
SXbWTbf^d[SQT
R^^ZTSdbX]V
caPSXcX^]P[P]S
]^deT[[TRd[X]Pah
cTRW]X`dTbfXcW^dc
[^bX]VcWTXa
PdcWT]cXRXch

Programme (HRDP) in five villages in the Mandla district of
Madhya Pradesh.
Through this initiative, 824
households will now have
access to potable water for
drinking and farming as well as
training in new and improved
agriculture practices.
HRDP is a flagship CSR
initiative of #Parivartan, HDFC
Bank’s umbrella brand for all its
social development programmes.
It seeks to better village life
by focussing on improvements
in key areas of Promotion of
Education, Skills Training and

D]STacWXbd]X`dT
_a^VaP\\TP
cW^a^dVW
PbbTbb\T]c^UcWT
eX[[PVTXbRPaaXTS
^dcc^d]STabcP]S
XcbSTeT[^_\T]cP[
]TTSb
Livelihood Enhancement,
Rural Development, Healthcare
and Hygiene and Financial
Literacy and Inclusion.
Under this unique programme, a thorough assessment of the village is carried
out to understand its developmental needs. To address these
needs in a sustainable and
effective manner, the Bank
creates long-term solutions in

partnership with an NGO and
the local community. The beneficiaries of HRDP include
small farmers, youth, landless
labourers, children and
women.
The Bank partnered with
the Watershed Organisation
Trust to implement its HRDP
in Mandla.
The project began on 1st
September 2015 and has helped
to transform Ahmadpur,
Surajpura, Thonda, Salhedanda
and Pondi villages of Mandla
district in Madhya Pradesh.
The 3,522 villagers were
mostly dependent on agriculture and the associated seasonal
labour as their primary source
of income. Through the programme they have now found
alternate means of sustenance.

for the success of the real estate
sector all components connected to should follow the rules of
RERA. He said that all the projects must be registered so that
the benefits of the Act reach the
common man. So far, 2105
projects have been registered in
RERA. Authorities are determined to register the remaining
incomplete projects.
According to the scheme,
information of unregistered
project unregistered by any
informer can be sent through
whatsapp on mobile number
8989880123 or via mail at
RERA.REWARD@gmail.com.
The workshop was also
addressed by RERA Judicial
Member Dinesh Kumar Nayak
and Technical Member
Aniruddha Kapale. Vice
Chancellor of the University,
Swapnil Kothari also shared
his views. Law specialists in a
large number including CAs,
engineers, architects connected
with real estate attended the
workshop.
SR
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mid agitations over the
demand of establishment of
permanent Benches of the High
Court in western and southern
Odisha, Chief Minister Naveen
Patnaik on Friday wrote to
Union Law & Justice Minister
Ravi Shankar Prasad urging
him to take a decision in this
regard.
“There is an overwhelming
public demand for establishment of permanent High Court
Benches in both western and
southern Odisha; and the people of these areas are persistently agitating for the same. The agitations have often affected the
functioning of courts and other
Government offices in these
regions,” the CM mentioned in
the letter.
“While
the
State

±CWTaTXbP]^eTafWT[\X]V_dQ[XRST\P]SU^a
TbcPQ[XbW\T]c^U_Ta\P]T]c7XVW2^dac1T]RWTb
X]Q^cWfTbcTa]P]Sb^dcWTa]>SXbWP*P]ScWT
_T^_[T^UcWTbTPaTPbPaT_TabXbcT]c[hPVXcPcX]V
U^acWTbP\T²

Government is aware of various
decisions of the Hon’ble Supreme
Court as well as the recommendation of the Shri Justice Jaswant
Singh Commission for establishment of the Bench of a High
Court away from its principal
seat, it is also a fact that the
Government of India has the
authority to decide about creation of separate Bench(es) of the
High Court other than the principal seat,” Patnaik wrote.
“In order to facilitate the
Government of India to take an
early decision on this pressing
issue, I would like to reaffirm the
commitment of the State

Government that we will provide all requisite resources for
establishment of High Court
Benches in these areas,” he further wrote.
“In view of the unrelenting
agitations by the people of
these regions and also considering the imperativeness of
the matter, I would request that
an early decision regarding
establishment of permanent
Benches of High Court in
western and southern Odisha
be taken by the Government of
India to fulfil the aspirations of
the people of these regions,” he
concluded.

_a^cTRcf^\T]
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ll India Mahila Congress
president Sushmita Dev
A
here on Friday said that a 33per cent reservation would be
made in Government jobs
for women in Odisha if the
Congress is voted to power in
the 2019 elections.
“We whole-heartedly support Chief Minister Naveen
Patnaik’s proposal for making
a 33-per cent reservation for
women in Parliament and
States Assemblies. If the
Congress is voted to power, a
33-per cent reservation will
also be made for women in

Government jobs,” said Dev at
a Press meet.
Dev, also an MP from
Assam, said the Mahila
Congress would hold womencentric campaigns against the
State Government. The
promises to come up in election manifesto were discussed
at the Mahila Congress exec-

utive meeting here, she said.
She criticised the State
Government for the rising
incidents of rape of minor
girls and women trafficking in
the State. Only 13 per cent of
girls pursue after-school study
in the State while 49 per cent
of the State’s population comprises women, lamented Dev.
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hief Minister Naveen
Patnaik on Friday launched
C
an ‘Ama Ghare LED’ scheme

2WXTU<X]XbcTa:P\P[=PcW_PhbcaXQdcTbc^U^a\Ta?aX\T<X]XbcTa?c;P[1PWPSdaBWPWbcaX^]WXbSTPcWP]]XeTabPahX]1W^_P[^]5aXSPh

?X^]TTa_W^c^

for the poor beneficiaries to
provide them energy-efficient
bulbs free of cost.
The scheme was flagged off
at the State Secretariat through
videoconferencing to benefit a
total of 95 lakh families (87
lakh NFSA and 8 lakh SFSS
beneficiaries).
Every household under the
Centrally-sponsored NFSA and
the State’s SFSS schemes would
be provided four 9-watt LED
bulbs under the scheme, an
official release said.
The Government would
procure 3.80 crore energy-efficient lighting bulbs to distrib-

BRWT\TfPbU[PVVTS
^UUPccWTBcPcT
BTRaTcPaXPccWa^dVW
eXST^R^]UTaT]RX]Vc^
QT]TUXcPc^cP[^U($
[PZWUP\X[XTb'&[PZW
=5B0P]S'[PZWB5BB
QT]TUXRXPaXTb

ute among the beneficiaries
during PEETHA scheme
camps scheduled to be held
between January 15 and 20.
Later, the CM would distribute the bulbs to the beneficiaries at PEETHA camps
scheduled in February.
If any beneficiaries fail to
avail the benefit under the
LED bulb scheme, they would
be distributed later through the
licensed PDS centres.

Besides job reservation,
the Mahila Congress would
also give focus on creating
employment opportunities for
women through SHGs and
providing better access to the
justice system to women relating to security, she said.
Stating that the State
Government has failed to

provide both economic and
social security to women,
Dev said the Mahila Congress
would hold a huge rally and
gherao the State Assembly
on the first day of its coming
session and submit a memorandum to the Governor
demanding resignation of the
Chief Minister.
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hen ‘Ama Gaon, Ama
Bikas’ with a whopping
W
allocation of Rs 1,250 crore
has been CM Naveen
Patnaik’s pet programme and
the BJD’s panacea for panchayat poll loss to the BJP in
2017, the emerging revelation
is with a per capita expenditure of Rs 1,711 on rural
development, Odisha finished
a distant number 10 nationally among the 25 major
States and UTs. In contrast, as
per 2011 census, Odisha with
over 85 per cent population

living in rural areas is the
third-most highly rural populated State in country among
major States, including
Assam. Bihar tops the country with 89 per cent rural
population.
As per data available with
the Institute of Polic y
Research Studies, the per
capita rural expenditure in
Odisha has been estimated at
Rs 1, 711 vis-a-vis the national average of Rs 1, 434.
However, neighbouring
States like Jharkhand and
Andhra Pradesh with a rural
population of around 78 per
cent and 72 per cent, respectively, have a per capita rural
expenditure of around Rs
2,461 and Rs 2,298, respectively. Other neighbouring
States like Chhattisgarh and
West Bengal with rural population of around 80 per cent
and 72 per cent, respectively,
have pegged their per capita
rural expenditure at Rs 1,746
and Rs 1,763, respectively,
which is also marginally higher than Odisha.
Moreover, an analysis of
expenditure on rural development vis-a-vis the budgeted
total expenditure over the
last three fiscal years reveals
a shocker. Despite Ama Gaon,
Ama Bikas scheme with Rs
1,250 crore allocation and Rs
2,900 crore for Pradhan
Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana
(PMGSY), the total expendi-

>SXbWPfXcW^eTa'$_TaRT]c_^_d[PcX^]
[XeX]VX]adaP[PaTPbXbcWTcWXaS\^bcWXVW[h
adaP[_^_d[PcTSBcPcTX]R^d]cahP\^]V
\PY^aBcPcTbX]R[dSX]V0bbP\1XWPac^_b
cWTR^d]cahfXcW'(_TaRT]cadaP[
_^_d[PcX^]0b_TaSPcPPePX[PQ[TfXcWcWT
8]bcXcdcT^U?^[XRhATbTPaRWBcdSXTbcWT
_TaRP_XcPadaP[Tg_T]SXcdaTX]>SXbWPWPb
QTT]TbcX\PcTSPcC & eXbPeXbcWT
]PcX^]P[PeTaPVT^UC #"#
ture for rural development in Meanwhile, neighbouring
2018-19 recorded a sharp West Bengal despite having
decline of around 23 per cent lower rural population has
vis-a-vis 2016-17 actuals. increased the spending by
Odisha’s total expenditure on around 4 per cent. Nationally,
rural development in 2016-17 Nagaland with 82 per cent
actuals was Rs 7,275cr, but the rural population has record2018-19 budgeted expendi- ed the highest increase of 7
ture dropped to mere Rs per cent in 2015-19.
State’s expenditure on
5,582crore. However, if the
2018-19 expenditure on rural rural development is meant
development is considered, allocation of matching grants
the per capita rural expendi- for all rural schemes like
ture dips further to Rs 1,597 PMGSY, Deendayal Antyoday
against the average of Rs Yojana – National Rural
1,711 for the period 2015-19. Livelihood Mission (DAY –
An analysis of total NRLM) and Deendayal
expenditure on rural develop- Upadhyaya – Gramin Kaushal
ment as a proportion to total Yojana (DDU – GKY), MGNbudgeted expenditure for the REGA and Swachh Bharat
period 2011-15 and 2015-19 Mission etc.
These schemes have the
reveals that the proportion
was around 5.8 per cent for objective of reducing poverthe period 2011-15, which ty and boosting rural employthen shot up to 9.7 per cent of ment, but a cut in allocation
total budgeted expenditure would adversely affect the
for period 2015-19. This pertinent issues like poverty
shows Odisha has increased alleviation and employment
the proportionate spending generation that in turn would
on rural development by 3.9 lead to r ural distress,
per cent in last 4-year period. observed experts.
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tudent Congress members
on Friday clashed with police
during a demonstration they
held here alleging links of ruling
BJD leaders with arrested fraudster Jyoti Ranjan Beura alias
‘Golden Baba’.
Alleging links between
Bhubaneswar
Municipal
Corporation (BMC) Mayor
Ananta Narayan Jena and other
leaders with Beura, several
activists of the State Student
Congress staged the demonstration and tried to gherao the
Niwas Niwas, the residence of
Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik.
However, trouble erupted
after the agitators tried to break
the barricades put up by police
near Sishu Bhawan Square leading to a scuffle with cops. The
protestors also hurled eggs and
tomatoes at the police personnel.
Demanding investigation
into the alleged links of the
Mayor with Beura and the latter’s
arrest, the activists also burnt effigies and posters of several BJD
leaders including CM Patnaik,
Debi Prasad Mishra, Minister
Ashok Panda and the Mayor.
“We want arrest of Mayor
Ananta Jena, Chinmay Sahu

Ca^dQ[TTad_cTSPUcTa
cWTPVXcPc^abcaXTSc^
QaTPZcWTQPaaXRPSTb
_dcd_Qh_^[XRT
and other political leaders who
have nexus with Golden Baba. If
our demands are not met, we will
launch a State-wide agitation,”
said Student Congress leader
Itish Pradhan.
Later, nearly a 100 students
Congress activists and leaders
were taken to preventive custody
by police. City DCP Anup Sahu
said action would be taken
against the agitators as per law for
hurling eggs and tomatoes at
police.
Notably, Beura was arrested by the Commissionerate
police on December 31 in
connection with fraud cases.
Later, the State Crime Branch’s
Economic Offences Wing
(EOW) on January 4 took up
the cases related to several
financial transactions and
fraud registered against Golden
Baba in various police stations
in the city.

n order to widen the access to
higher education, the State
Government has decided to
provide financial assistance to
the children of underprivileged
families.
Higher Education Secretary
Bishnupada Sethi held discussions with senior officials of the
Department of Higher
Education (DoHE) here in this
regard on Friday.
While the DoHE is implementing various schemes to
make higher education inclusive and increase the gross
enrolment ratio, it decided to
start a new one for underprivileged family students.
The existing programmes
include E-Medhabruti, Kalinga
Sikhya Sathi Yojana and Green
Passage to provide free education to orphan students pursuing Plus II to post-graduation
education. Under the new
“Financial Assistance Scheme”,
students of underprivileged
class would be provided C
20,000 annually for pursuing
both graduate and postgraduate courses. And the financial
assistance will be limited to the
duration of the course and will
be given each year till completion of the course.
The DoHE has listed the

eligibility criteria for applying
under the scheme.
Under the scheme, students should belong to families
such as HIV/AIDS-affected
ones, parents suffering noncurable diseases, landless or
homeless families, a child of a
single mother and womenheaded families in case of nonearning spouses.
The students should have
enrolled for undergraduate and
postgraduate courses on regular mode in the recognised
colleges, institutions and universities in the State. And
income of the family from all
sources, to which a student
belongs, should not be more
than C1 lakh per annum.
Financial assistance would
be provided for all approved
undergraduate and postgraduate courses, both nontechnical
and PG courses, offered by the
Government and recognised by
the Government.
Students, who satisfy the
eligibility criteria, are to apply
online. The applications would
be available in the DoHE.
The financial assistance
would be through bank
accounts; so, the DoHe has
requested the students to provide a copy of the bank account,
which is needed to be Aadhaarbased.
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he Virasat-e-Khalsa museum, built by Punjab
Government at Anandpur

Sahib has emerged as one of
the top destination in terms of
visitors from all across the
globe, Punjab Tourism and
Cultural Affairs Minister,

Navjot of Singh Sidhu said on
Friday.
Talking to reporters, he
said as per validation by Limca
Book Records, 'Virasat-e-

Khalsa', conceived to commemorate 550 years of history and culture of Punjab, has
added another feather in its cap
by becoming the top ranked
museum in the country.
Sidhu said that in 2018,
maximum number of visitors
visited the museum as compared to the previous years.
Praising the visual- cumnarrative museum, the minister said it was a matter of pride
that Virasat-e-Khalsa has
attained a cult status in the
museum world welcoming
more than five thousand daily
visitors. He said close to one
billion visitors have visited the
museum till date in a short
span of 7 years of its opening.
Sidhu said the validation of
these facts about Virasat-eKhalsa has been confirmed by
the department from Limca
Book of Records itself, which
is going to publish it in its latest edition. The minister con-

gratulated the authorities and
the staff for making Virasat-eKhalsa a top ranked museum
in the country.
The Secretary, Department
of Tourism and Cultural
Affairs, Vikas Pratap said the
Virasat-e -Khalsa has been
visited by more than 9.7 million visitors in 7 years. Those
who have visited the museum
include Canadian Prime
Minister, the President of
Mauritius, Governors of Indian
states, Chief Minster, Cabinet
Ministers and Member of
Parliaments and Ambassadors
of various nations.
Chief Executive Officer,
Virasat-e-Khalsa and the
Director, Tourism and
Cultural Affairs, Malwinder
Singh Jaggi said the museum
welcomes around 5262 visitors
on an average daily and outnumbers all other museums in
terms of popularity and visitor footfall.
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he Centre has granted sanction to prosecute five offiT
cers including former bureaucrats, who are co-accused with
former Finance Minister P
Chidambaram in the AircelMaxis probe, the CBI on Friday
informed the 2G court. The
CBI also filed chargesheet in a
Kolkata court against
Chidambaram’s wife Nalini in
Saradha scam for accepting
bribes of C1.40 crore from the
chit fund owner Sudipto Sen.
The Sanction Prosecution
request of CBI was pending in
the Finance Ministry for the
past six months. The coaccused officers with
Chidambaram and son Karti
are former Finance Secretaries
Ashok Jha and Ashok Chawla
and two serving IAS officers
Kumar Sanjay Krishnan
(Assam Cadre), Deepak Kumar
Singh (Bihar Cadre) and retired
Under Secretary Ram Saran.
Ashok Chawla has
resigned. The CBI in the
chargesheet accused these officers, then working in the
Foreign Investment Promotion
Board (FIPB), of illegally

approving the foreign investment clearance to Malaysian
firm Maxis to acquire mobile
phone operator Aircel. Ashok
Chawla is currently Chairman
of National Stock Exchange
(NSE). Chidambaram’s lawyers
Kapil Sibal and Abhisehk
Singhvi argued against the
CBI’s demand for custodial
interrogation of Chidambaram.
The Special Public Prosecutor
Tushar Mehta said that the
agency needed custodial interrogation of the former Finance
Minister in the light of new evidences procured.
The submissions were
made before Special Judge OP
Saini who extended till
February 1 the interim protection from arrest granted to
Chidambaram and Karti in
the Aircel-Maxis cases filed by
the CBI and the ED.
Meanwhile, in the evening
in another embarrassment to
Chidambaram, wife Nalini was
chargesheeted by the CBI in the
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he Supreme Court on
Friday closed the case seekT
ing action against US-based
pharma major Johnson and
Johnson for allegedly fitting
faulty hip implants, and said
that steps have been taken by
the Centre to provide compensation of up to C1.22 crore
to patients who have been
impacted.
A Bench comprising Chief
Justice Ranjan Gogoi and
Justice SK Kaul took note of the
steps taken by the Union
Ministry of Health and Family
Welfare on award of compensation to the aggrieved persons
and said that there was “no justification” to keep the petition
pending.
The apex court was
informed by Solicitor General
Tushar Mehta, representing
the Centre, that certain modifications were suggested by
two panels, headed by doctors
Arun Kumar Aggarwal and RK

B2fPbWTPaX]VcWT?8;^U
0ad]:d\Pa6^T]ZPP[[TVX]V
cWPc±UPd[ch²P]S±STPS[h²
WX_X\_[P]cbWPeTQTT]UXccTS
X]c^cWTQ^SXTb
Arya respectively, on determination of quantum of compensation payable to the victims of faulty hip implants
and the government has
accepted them.
The committee “recommended that compensation up
to the extent of C1.22 crore
approximately can be granted
and also the principles/formula for grant of compensation
have/has been recommended,
which recommendations have
been accepted by the Ministry
of Health and Family Welfare,”
the bench noted in the order.
The apex court was hearing the PIL of Arun Kumar
Goenka alleging that “faulty”
and “deadly” hip implants have
been fitted into the bodies of
4,525 Indian patients who had
undergone the replacement
surgeries since 2005.
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he Justice HS Bedi committee, which investigated
T
several cases of alleged fake
encounter in Gujarat from
2002 to 2006, has recommended prosecution of police
officials in three out of the 17
cases probed by it.
In its final report filed in
the apex court, Justice Bedi has
said three persons — Sameer
Khan, Kasam Jafar and Haji
Haji Ismail — were prime facie
killed in fake encounters by the
Gujarat Police officials.
The committee has indicted a total of nine police officials, including three inspector
rank officer.
It has however not recommended prosecution of any
IPS officer in these cases.
The court had appointed
Justice Bedi, ex-Supreme Court
judge, as chairman of the monitoring committee probing 17
encounter cases from 2002 to
2006 in Gujarat and the panel
had submitted its report to the
top court in a sealed cover in
February last year.
On January 9, a bench
headed by Chief Justice Ranjan
Gogoi had rejected the Gujarat
government’s plea to maintain
confidentiality of the final
report of committee and
ordered that it be given to petitioners, including poet and
lyricist Javed Akhtar.

Dealing with the case of
Sameer Khan, the committee
has recommended prosecution of two inspectors K M
Vaghela and T A Barot for the
offence of murder and other
relevant offences.
According to the police,
Sameer along with his cousin
had stabbed a police constable,
who had died on the spot in
May 1996. While his cousin
was arrested, he had fled from
spot. The police had alleged
that later he went to Pakistan
and took training from terror
organisation
Jaish-eMohammad (JeM) and reentered India via Nepal.
The report noted that as
per police, after the 2002
Akshardham Mandir attack,
Sameer was directed by a
Pakistan-based JeM operative
to go to Ahmedabad and kill
the then Chief Minister
Narendra Modi.
It noted that Sameer was
arrested by the Crime Branch
in a case related to waging war
against the country and when
he was taken at the spot where
the constable was stabbed in
1996, he snatched the loaded
revolver of inspector Vaghela
and fired at him and ran away.
As per police, the other two
inspectors — Tarun Barot and
AA Chauhan (since dead) —
fired at him and he was later
taken to a hospital but was
declared dead.

Saradha chit fund case, for
accepting a bribe of C1.40 crore.
The chargesheet, which
was filed in the special CBI
court in the Barasat court in
Kolkata, has alleged that “she
entered into a criminal conspiracy with Sudipta Sen, the
proprietor of the Saradha
group, and other accused persons with an intention of cheating and misappropriation of
funds of the Saradha group of
companies,” a CBI spokesperson in New Delhi said.
The CBI alleged that
Manoranjana Sinh, estranged
wife of former Union Minister
Matang Sinh, introduced Sen to
Nalini Chidambaram to manage probes by various agencies
like Sebi and RoC against him
for which she allegedly received
C 1.4 crore during 2010-12
through his companies. The
chargesheet, the sixth in the
Saradha scam, was filed in a
special court in Kolkata.
The Saradha group had
raised C2,500 crore from people by luring them with attractive interest rates and the borrowed money was not repaid.
Sen had closed operations of
the company in 2013 after failing to pay returns.
In this chargesheet,
Anubhuti Printers and
Publications Private Limited
and Sen are co-accused along
with Nalini Chidambaram,
who could not be reached for
a comment.

fter a delay of several years,
Chief Ministers of six
north Indian States —
Haryana, Himachal Pradesh,
Uttarakhand, Delhi, Rajasthan
and Uttar Pradesh — signed an
agreement for Renukaji MultiPurpose Dam project on
Friday, in the presence of
Union Minister Nitin Gadkari.
Besides supplying 275 million
gallons of water to Delhi every
day, the dam will generate 40
mega watt of electricity for
Himachal Pradesh.
The projects were conceived in 2008. The dam is conceptualised as a three-way project to be constructed along the
Yamuna and two of its tributaries, the Tons and Giri in
Uttarakhand and Himachal
Pradesh. The project has been
conceived as a drinking water
supply scheme for the national capital and envisages the
construction of 148 m high
rock fill dam on river Giri at
Dadahu in Sirmaur district
and a powerhouse at toe of the
dam.
According to the Ministry,
the total cost of the project estimated on price Level 2015 is C
4,596.76 crore out of which the
cost of irrigation/drinking
water component is C4,325.43
crore and the power component C277.33 crore. The share
of water among the States will
be: Haryana-47.8 per cent;
Uttar Pradesh/Uttarakhand33.65 per cent; Himachal-3.15
per cent; Rajasthan-9.3 per
cent and NCT of Delhi: 6.04
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he Meghalaya Government
informed the Supreme
T
he Supreme Court on
Court on Friday that the Indian TFriday sought response
Navy has deployed five remote- from the Centre and the Tamil
ly-operated vehicles (ROVs)
in the operation to rescue 15
miners trapped inside an illegal coal mine in East Jaintia
Hills district since December
13.
The State Government told
a bench of Justices AK Sikri
and S Abdul Nazeer that one
crore litres of water had been
pumped out from the illegal
mine, but seepage from nearby rivers was creating hurdles
in the rescue operation.
The Bench sought to know
from the State’s counsel as to
whether
any
action
had been taken against those
indulging in illegal mining
activities.
The counsel told the court
that the person running the
illegal mine where the incident
took place had been arrested.

Nadu Government on a plea
seeking to restrain political
parties from erecting digital
banners on roadside across
the State.
A Bench headed by Chief
Justice Ranjan Gogoi sought the
response within six weeks on
the petition filed by a charitable trust ‘In Defence of
Environment and Animals’ and
asked as to why the plea should
not be kept open, enabling the
Madras High Court to monitor
the developments in the case.
“Issue notice, fixing a
returnable date within six
weeks, to show cause as to why
the writ petition should not be
kept open to enable the High
Court to monitor the developments that may take place in
the subject matter from time to
time,” the bench, also com-
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per cent.
The agreement was signed
by Arvind Kejriwal, Ashok
Gehlot, Yogi Adityanath,
Manohar Lal Khattar, Jai Ram
Thakur and Trivendra Singh
Rawat — the Chief Ministers of
Delhi, Rajasthan, Uttar
Pradesh, Haryana, Himachal
Pradesh, and Uttarakhand,
respectively.
The projects include
Lakhwar project on the
Yamuna in Uttarakhand, Kisau
on the Tons in Uttarakhand
and Himachal, and Renukaji on
the Giri in Himachal.
“After construction of the
dam, the flow of river Giri will
increase by about 110 per cent
which will meet the drinking

CWT<PSaPb7XVW2^dac
WPS^]3TRT\QTa ([Pbc
XbbdTSP]X]cTaX\^aSTa
aTbcaPX]X]V_^[XcXRP[_PacXTb
Ua^\_dccX]Vd_SXVXcP[
QP]]Tab^]a^PSbXST
prising Justice SK Kaul, said.
The plea had sought preventing encroachments via religious symbols and political
graffiti, advertisements by private parties on natural
resources like mountains, hills,
hillocks, avenue trees and on
national and State highways.
The Madras High Court
had on December 19 last issued
an interim order restraining
political parties from putting
up digital banners on roadside
unless the State Government
and local bodies came out with
a clear undertaking that the
rules and various orders passed
by the court would be strictly
implemented and no violation
would take place.

water needs of Delhi and other
basin States up to some extent
in the lean period,” Gadkari
said.
The States had already
signed an agreement in respect
of sharing of cost and benefits
of Lakhwar project in August
2018. Renukaji Dam project
has been conceived as a storage
project on the Giri river (tributary of the Yamuna) in
Sirmour district of Himachal.
It envisages construction if 148
m-high rock-filled dam for
supply of 23 cumec water to
Delhi and other basin States.
“After the construction of the
dam, the flow of river Giri will
increase by about 110 per cent
which will meet the drinking

water needs of Delhi and other
basin states up to some extent
in the lean period,” officials
added.
The power project is proposed to be executed by
Himachal Pradesh Power
Corporation Ltd (HPPCL).
The live storage of Renukaji
project is 0.404 MAF and total
submergence area is about
1,508 hectares in the territory
of Himachal. Stored water of
Renukaji Dam will be used by
the signatory states.
The Centre will bear 90 per
cent of cost of irrigation/drinking water component, and the
balance cost will be borne by
the states as per the MoU
inked by them in 1994.
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he Supreme Court on
Friday gave its nod to ongoT
ing projects under the
Government’s ambitious
Chardham development plan,
which proposes to provide allweather connectivity to the
four
holy
towns
of
Uttarakhand.
The top court, however,
said the stay on stalled projects
under the plan would continue till further orders. A Bench
of justices RF Nariman and
Vineet Saran asked the Centre
to file its affidavit on a plea
seeking a stay on the order the
National Green Tribunal
(NGT), which had cleared the
projects and set up a committee to oversee it.
The Chardham project
intends to connect four towns
of the hilly state — Yamunotri,
Gangotri, Kedarnath and
Badrinath — by all-weather
roads.
The top court had on
November 26 sought the

CWTc^_R^dac
W^fTeTabPXScWT
bcPh^]bcP[[TS
_a^YTRcbd]STacWT
_[P]f^d[SR^]cX]dT
cX[[UdacWTa^aSTab
Centre’s response on why it
should not stay the NGT order
clearing the project.
Advocate Sanjay Parekh,
appearing for the petitioner,
NGO Citizens for Green Doon,
had said that if the project was
allowed to go on, an irreversible damage would be done
to the ecology which would be
equal to damage done by 10
hydro power projects.
He had added that mountains in Uttarakhand were very
fragile and if environment concerns were not taken care of, a
tragedy like the Kedarnath
flash flood of 2013 can happen
again.
The Kedarnath area in the
state had received unprece-

dented rainfall between June
14-17 in 2013 and the
Chorabari lake there had collapsed due to cloudburst resulting in a major flash flood.
Several roads, buildings
and other structures were
washed away and, according to
the state government, the estimated death toll was around
10,000, with over 3,000 persons
missing.
On September 26, the
green tribunal had constituted
a committee to monitor the
ambitious road project while
giving its nod with some safeguards in view of larger public
interest and the country’s security. The committee headed by
former Uttarakhand High
Court Judge Justice U C
Dhyani will oversee the implementation of the Environment
Management Plan (EMP) of
the project.
The petitioner NGO had
said that the environment
clearance was must for the
project and the ongoing work
was “blatantly illegal”.
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ndia has granted consular
access to Christian Michel, a
British national who was
brought here from the UAE last
month in connection with the
C3,600-crore AgustaWestland
chopper deal.
The
British
High
Commission had sought consular access to Michel after he
was arrested in the first week of
December.
“He has been granted consular access. A second secretary-level officer from the
British High Commission has
met Christian Michel based on
the request we received last
month,” External Affairs
Ministr y
Spokesperson
Raveesh Kumar said at a media
briefing. The consular access to
Michel was given on Thursday,
he said.
Asked about Michel’s plea
in the Delhi court Thursday
seeking permission to make
calls to his family members and
his lawyers abroad, Kumar
said, “We have shared in the
past that he has been allowed
to communicate with his family members. I have not seen
the plea which he has entered
on this matter (now).”
Sources, however, said that
if the British High Commission
requests that he be allowed
more communication, it may
be considered.
Michel, 57, was brought to
India following his extradition by the United Arab
Emirates in connection with
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New Delhi: India slammed Pakistan on Friday for its statement
that New Delhi was not responding to its peace overtures, saying there was “no seriousness” in Islamabad’s offer for talks as
it continued to extend “explicit support” to terror organisations
and was now trying to mainstream them. India’s sharp reaction
comes days after Pakistan’s Prime Minister Imran Khan accused
it of not responding to his peace overtures. Responding to Khan’s
comments, Ministry of External Affairs Spokesperson Raveesh
Kumar said, “I don’t understand these statements. Even before
Imran Khan became Prime Minister, our Prime Minister had
called and congratulated him on his election win.”
PNS
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New Delhi: A day after Army Chief General Bipin Rawat stated India cannot be left out of the “bandwagon” when a number
of countries are reaching out to the Taliban, the External Affairs
Ministry on Friday said there is no change in the position on
Afghanistan and New Delhi supports the process which is “inclusive” towards achieving peace. External Affairs Ministry
spokesperson Raveesh Kumar also said that India has made it
“very clear” to the US that the peace and reconciliation in
Afghanistan should be Afghan-owned, Afghan-led and Afghancontrolled.
PNS
the chopper deal case. At present, he is lodged in the Tihar
jail here.
Michel is one of the three
middlemen — the two others
Guido Haschke and Carlo
Gerosa — being probed by the
CBI and the Enforcement
Directorate in the case.
Michel has denied the
charges. The ED, in its charge
sheet filed against Michel in

June 2016, had alleged that he
had received 30 million euros
(about C225 crore) from
AgustaWestland.
The CBI, in its charge
sheet, has alleged an estimated
loss of 398.21 million euros
(about C2,666 crore) to the
exchequer in the deal that was
signed on February 8, 2010 for
the supply of VVIP choppers
worth 556.262 million euros.
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he 15th Pravasi Bhartiya
Divas will be held in Prime
T
Minister Narendra Modi’s parliamentar y constituency
Varanasi from January 21-23
and the Indian diaspora attending the event will also have the
opportunity to participate in
Kumbh Mela and attend the
Republic Day parade.
Minister of State for

External Affairs V K Singh,
while announcing the details of
the event here, said the Pravasi
Bhartiya Divas is held on
January 9 every year to mark
Mahatma Gandhi’s return to
India in 1915, but this year it is
delayed keeping in mind
requests from members of the
Indian diaspora to attend the
Kumbh Mela and the Republic
Day Parade.
Singh, at a media briefing,
said Uttar Pradesh will be the
partner state for the event and
a novel feature this year will be
the concept of ‘Varanasi hos-

pitality’ under which local people will host the Indians living
abroad at their homes as “family guests”.
The Youth Pravasi Bhartiya
Divas will be the highlight of
the first day, while Prime
Minister Narendra Modi will
take part in the official inauguration on January 22. The
chief guest for that event will be
Mauritius Prime Minister
Praveen Jugnauth.
On the third day of the
event, President Ram Nath
Kovind will award the Pravasi
Bharatiya Samman.
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&%,LVDSROLWLFDOWRRODQGKDUGO\DQLQYHVWLJDWLYHDJHQF\
1RZLWQHHGVWRUHEXLOGWKHWUXVWRIWKHSHRSOHLWVHUYHV
KHSUHPLHULQYHVWLJDWLYHDJHQF\LQDQ\
FRXQWU\UXQVRQWUXVWDQGZKHQWKH
DJHQF\ LQ WKLV FDVH WKH &HQWUDO
%XUHDXRI,QYHVWLJDWLRQ &%, ORVHVWKHWUXVW
RIWKHSHRSOHLWLVPHDQWWRVHUYHWKHUHLV
DSUREOHP$WWKHFRUHRIWKHSUREOHPLV
VLPSO\WKLVIDFW³WKH&%,LVVXSSRVHGWR
VHUYHWKHFLWL]HQVRI,QGLDEXWLWKDVRYHU
WKH \HDUV EHFRPH DQ LQVWUXPHQW RI WKH
&HQWUDOJRYHUQPHQW$OWKRXJKLWKDVWREH
VDLGWKDWLQWKLVUHJDUGLWLVOLNHDQ\RWKHU
SROLFHIRUFHLQ,QGLDFRPSOHWHO\SROLWLFLVHG
DQGFRUUXSWGRZQWRLWVFRUHLIQRWPRQ
HWDULO\DOPRVWFHUWDLQO\PRUDOO\,QIDFWWKHRYHUDOOODFNRIWUXVWRIWKHSROLFHLQ
,QGLDKDVUHDFKHGHQGHPLFSURSRUWLRQVDQGLVXQLYHUVDODFURVVDOOVRFLDOVWUD
WDZLWKSRVVLEO\WKHH[FHSWLRQRISROLWLFLDQV7KDWLVQRWWRVD\WKDWWKHUHDUHQR
JRRGFRSVWKHUHFHUWDLQO\DUHVRPHYHU\HDUQHVWRIILFHUVDQGFRQVWDEOHVGRLQJ
WKHLUEHVWEXWZKHQWKHSUHPLHUSROLFHIRUFHRIWKHFRXQWU\LVEHQWRQHVKRXOG
QRWH[SHFWRWKHUIRUFHVWREHVWUDLJKW,WLVQRZLPSHUDWLYHIRUWKH&HQWUDO*RYHUQPHQW
DQGWKH6XSUHPH&RXUWWRUHVWRUHDVHQVHRIFRQILGHQFHLQWKH&%,:KLOHLWXQGRXEW
HGO\KDVEHFRPHDWRRORISROLWLFDORSSUHVVLRQWKHIDFWLVWKDWDOPRVWHYHU\SROLWL
FLDQKDVVNHOHWRQVLQWKHFXSERDUGVDQGWKH&%,FDQEHXVHGWRIHUUHWWKHPRXW
6RKRZFDQIDLWKEHUHVWRUHG"3RVVLEO\E\PDNLQJWKHDSSRLQWPHQWSURFHVVD
ZKROHORWFOHDQHU,WLVQRVHFUHWWKDWVHYHUDORIILFHUVOREE\KDUGIRUWKHMRERI
HIIHFWLYHO\EHLQJWKHWRSFRSLQ,QGLD/LNHVXFKDSSRLQWPHQWVLQWKH8QLWHG6WDWHV
LWPD\QRWEHDEDGLGHDIRUWKHQH[W&%,ERVVWRDWOHDVWEHYHWWHGE\3DUOLDPHQW
EHIRUHKHRUVKHJHWVWKHMRE7KLVLVKRZHYHU\PDMRUSRVLWLRQLVILOOHGLQWKH
8QLWHG6WDWHVZLWK&RQJUHVVLRQDOFRPPLWWHHVFOHDULQJHDFKFDQGLGDWH(YHQWKRXJK
WKDWSURFHVVLVDOVROLDEOHIRUPDMRULWDULDQDEXVHDQRSHQGLVFXVVLRQZLOODWOHDVW
DOORZWKHSXEOLFWRPDNHXSWKHLUPLQGV
%\EHFRPLQJD¶FDJHGSDUURW·LQWKH6XSUHPH&RXUW·VRZQZRUGVWKH&%,
KDVEHFRPHDOPRVWRSHQO\SDUWLVDQDQGWKDWDOVRLPSDFWVWKHZD\LWORRNVDW
FULPLQDOFDVHVZLWKHYLGHQFHHPHUJLQJRIFHUWDLQRIILFHUVWU\LQJWRVFXWWOHFDVHV
E\VKHHULQFRPSHWHQFHRUHJUHJLRXVQHJOLJHQFH,WKDVEHHQVXJJHVWHGWKDWWKH
6XSUHPH&RXUWRYHUVHHWKH&%,EXWWKDWZRXOGEHDEUHDFKRIWKHIXQFWLRQRI
WKHMXGLFLDU\DQGWKHIDFWWKDWMXGJHVDUHDSSRLQWHGE\WKHPVHOYHVLQDWKRURXJK
O\XQGHPRFUDWLFSURFHVVZLOOEDVLFDOO\MXVWWUDQVIHURZQHUVKLS,WPLJKWEHLPSRV
VLEOHWRUHPRYHSROLWLFDOLQWHUIHUHQFHIURPWKH&%,RUIRUWKDWPDWWHUDQ\ODUJH
LQVWLWXWLRQLQ,QGLDDQGWKDWKDVEHHQWKHZD\LQHYHU\GHPRFUDWLFVRFLHW\IURP
DQFLHQW*UHHFHWRWRGD\%XWJLYLQJWKH&%,PRUHLQGHSHQGHQFHOLNHWKH86JLYHV
WKH)HGHUDO%XUHDXRI,QYHVWLJDWLRQDQGVRPHVXRPRWRSRZHUVWRLQYHVWLJDWH
FHUWDLQW\SHVRIFDVHVFDQEHDVWDUW7KHUHFRXOGEHDGHGLFDWHGVWDIILQVWHDG
RIRIILFHUVRQVHFRQGPHQWIURPVWDWHFDGUHVDQGSDUOLDPHQWDU\YHWWLQJIRUDOO
VHQLRURIILFHUV7KHVHOHFWLRQRIWKHQH[W&%,FKLHIVKRXOGEHEH\RQGUHSURDFK
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)LOPVKDYHDOZD\VEHHQXVHGDVSURSDJDQGLVWWRROV
RIWKHHVWDEOLVKPHQW:K\WKHQRLVHQRZWKHQ"

)

LOPVWKH\VD\DUHDPLUURURIZKRZH
DUH DQG KDYH VLQFH WKHLU HYROXWLRQ
UHIOHFWHGVRFLHW\DQGKLVWRU\IURPWKH
WLPHERXQGFRQWH[WRIWKHVWRU\WHOOHULQWKLV
FDVHWKHILOOPPDNHU$QGDVWKH\EHJDQWR
FDSWXUHSRSXODULPDJLQDWLRQDQGDVVXPH
ODUJHUWKDQOLIHSURSRUWLRQVDVWKHPRVWYLVX
DOIRUPRIPDVVHQWHUWDLQPHQWDQGDSRS
XOLVWGRFXPHQWRIFRQWHPSRUDU\HYHQWVWKH
SROLWLFDO HVWDEOLVKPHQW GLVFRYHUHG WKDW
VXFKDVSHFWDFOHFRXOGEHFRPHDSURSD
JDQGLVWWRROEHLWRIDVVHQWRUGLVVHQW,W
ZDV GXULQJ :RUOG :DU , WKDW WKH %ULWLVK
UHDOLVHGWKHSRZHURIILOPVWRFKDQJHSXEOLFRSLQLRQ7KH6RYLHWVIROORZHGXS
RQWKDWWHPSODWHLQWKHVEXWLWZDV1D]L*HUPDQ\ZKLFKSHUIHFWHGLW-RVHSK
*RHEEHOVEHLQJWKHLQYHQWRURIQHZVUHHOVWKDWKDGWREHVFUHHQHGPDQGDWRULO\
EHIRUHDILOP2IFRXUVHWKHUHZDVDVOHZRIILOPVZKLFKVKRZHGWKH*HUPDQV
DVKDYLQJDFKDUPHGOLIHFRPSDUHGWRLWVQHLJKERXUV3RVWZDUWKHUHZDVDFRXQWHU
PRYHPHQWRIWKH-HZLVKQDUUDWLYHZDUPRYLHVH[WROOLQJ$OOLHGHIIRUWVWRGHIHDW
+LWOHUDQGWKHWUDYDLOVRISHUVHFXWHG-HZV(YHQQRZ+ROO\ZRRGLQGXOJHVLQWKHVH
ZDUILOPVDQGEXLOGVWKH$PHULFDQVDYLRXUQDUUDWLYHWKURXJKVFLILVSDFHILOPV
RUWKHXVXDO*XOIDQG$IJKDQZDUWURSHV7KHQWKHUHKDYHEHHQELRSLFVDOORI
ZKLFKDWWHPSWDQXQGHUVWDQGLQJRIKLVWRULFDOSHUVRQDOLWLHVDQGWKHLUFRQIOLFWVWKURXJK
UDWKHUWLQWHGJODVVHVLQUHWURVSHFW7KHSRLQWRIFLWLQJDOOWKHVHH[DPSOHVLVWKDW
ZHKDYHQRUHDVRQWRFLUFOHRXW7KH$FFLGHQWDO3ULPH0LQLVWHU RU8UL RU7KDFNHUD\
DVVXGGHQSURSDJDQGLVWILOPVWKDWKDYHEHHQXQOHDVKHGRQRXUQDWLRQDOFRQ
VFLRXVQHVVH[WROOLQJWKHYLUWXHVRIWKHSURWDJRQLVWDVUHSUHVHQWDWLYHRIK\SHU
QDWLRQDOLVWWLPHV$QGLIWKHODWHVWJURXSILHRI%ROO\ZRRG·V\RXQJEULJDGHZLWK
3ULPH0LQLVWHU1DUHQGUD0RGLLVDQ\WKLQJWRJRE\WKH\KDYHZLOOLQJO\RIIHUHG
WKHPVHOYHVWRFRQWULEXWHWRKLVEUDQGRIQDWLRQEXLOGLQJSUREDEO\LQJUDWLWXGH
IRUKLVPRYHWRORZHU*67IRUWKHLQGXVWU\6RWKDW·VWKHJLYHDQGWDNH2YHUWKH
ODVWILYH\HDUV%ROO\ZRRGKDVYROXQWDULO\SURSDJDWHGWKUHHRIWKHJRYHUQPHQW·V
LQLWLDWLYHV6ZDFKK%KDUDWPHQVWUXDOKHDOWKDQG0DNHLQ,QGLDWKURXJK7RLOHW(N
3UHP.DWKD 3DGPDQDQG6XL'KDJD DQGFODLPHGWD[EUHDNV
%HVLGHVZHQHHGQ·WZRUU\2XUELRSLFVRQSROLWLFDOOHDGHUVDUHQHYHUWKH
UHVHDUFKHGEXWWKHSHUFHLYHGUHDOLW\ZKLFKUHGXFHVWKHPWREHLQJFDULFDWXUHV
6SLFHGXSZLWKFUHDWLYHOLEHUWLHVGHSHQGLQJRQZKRPWKHQDUUDWRUZDQWVWRSOHDVH
WKHVHILOPVXVXDOO\HQGXSEHLQJFUDVVFURZGSOHDVHUVWKDQJUHDWFODVVLFV6HFRQG
WKH&RQJUHVVZKLFKLVFODLPLQJWKDWWKHSRUWUD\DORIWKHWKHQ3ULPH0LQLVWHU
0DQPRKDQ6LQJKDQGKLVXQFRPIRUWDEOHUHODWLRQVKLSZLWKWKHSDUW\KLJKFRP
PDQGZDVEDVHGRQ´LQFRUUHFWIDFWVDQGELDVµVKRXOGUHPHPEHULWVRZQLQWRO
HUDQFHIRUZDQWRIDEHWWHUZRUG(YHQDPDWXUHILOPPDNHUOLNH6K\DP%HQHJDO
ZKLOHWU\LQJWRUHVFXHWKHKLVWRULFDOZRUWKRI6XEKDVK&KDQGUD%RVHIURPWKH
1HKUXYLDQVWUDQJOHKROGKDGWRSDVVWKURXJKPDQ\KXUGOHVGXULQJILOPLQJRI%RVH
7KH)RUJRWWHQ+HUR,QWKHVDVHULRXVILOPPDNHUOLNH*XO]DUKDGWRIDFH
UHGWDSHUHOHDVLQJ$DQGKLDVLWZDVWRRFORVHWRIRUPHU3ULPH0LQLVWHU,QGLUD
*DQGKL·VOLIH6DWLULFDOILOPVFULWLTXLQJWKH(PHUJHQF\OLNH.LVVD.XUVL.D DQG
1DVEDQGL ZHUHUHOHDVHGRQO\DIWHULWZDVOLIWHG:KLOHWKH1)'&DUWKRXVHILOPV
ZHUHDOORZHGWRGLVVHFWVRFLDODQGHFRQRPLFLOOVDQGWKHEURDGHU%ROO\ZRRG
VWD\HGFOHDURISROLWLFVWRELUWKDVHULHVRIFKDPSLRQVRIWKHKDYHQRWVRQHFDQ
QRWVD\WKDWWKH\GLGQRWKDYHDKLGGHQDJHQGDVRPHWLPHVLQSURPRWLQJWKHHVWDE
OLVKPHQWOLQHRIWKLQNLQJ6RLIWKH&RQJUHVVUHJLPHVWUHQJWKHQHGSURSDJDQGD
E\FUDFNLQJGRZQRQGLVVHQWILOPVRQHPD\VD\WKH%-3ZHQWDVWHSIXUWKHU
VXSSRUWLQJSRVLWLYHILOPVWKDWSRSXODULVHGLWVDJHQGDLQDQHQWHUWDLQLQJIRUPDW
%RWKDUHHTXDOO\JXLOW\RISO\LQJDQROGWRRORIWUDGH
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he first thing that 93-year-old
Mahathir Mohamad said when
voted back as Malaysian Prime
Minister was, “Yes I am alive…and
the country’s youth voted for me.”
The grand patriarch’s return by an electorate,
40 per cent of which is young, was an
endorsement of his past experience as a
robust builder who had made modern
Malaysia as the world knew it, enough to
overlook the ghosts from his past. Voters may
not have forgiven his autocratic and monolithic ways of functioning but realised he was
still worth placing a bet on for the greater
good. This analogy perfectly fits the return
of former Delhi Chief Minister Sheila Dikshit
as president of the state Congress to steer it
in mission mode for the general elections.
Yes, she is 80, in good health having
recovered from her heart condition, and is
back in the familiar saddle. Of course, she has
the “Mahathir” advantage if one may call it
that. Having been the Delhi Chief Minister
for 15 years, winning three rounds of elections between 1998 and 2008, she is undoubtedly responsible for reshaping Delhi as a
world capital with her brand of development
politics. In fact, much of the template of
Delhi’s governance has frankly been reset by
her. Whether it is road safety, which she pioneered with the “wear the seat belt” campaign,
clean air, which she committed to by changing the city’s traffic fleet to CNG, the
engagement and stakeholdership with locals,
which she started with the Bhaagidari
scheme, prioritising education in government
schools and improving their performance,
cleaning up the city and taking advantage of
the Delhi Metro’s progress, she did give the
city a reloaded version of the post-Asiad
makeover. Her grandmotherly image cut
across sections of society. To the lesser privileged, she appeared as one they could commiserate and share their burdens with, to the
upper crust, she was the erudite thinker who
could rationalise her priorities and to the
young, she was the aunt who could be trusted to address their concerns and more importantly, had the farsightedness to factor in their
future. And despite the faction fights and
competitive voices in her party unit, she did
manage to hold it all together. Even earn a
tacit acknowledgement from the Opposition
parties then. Whatever the shortcomings in
her last term, it is this legacy that has held
her in good stead, enough to be called back
to the only political turf that worked for her.
Track record shows she could do it with
elan. While current AAP Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal laments how his hands are
tied in executing his vision and his public
spats with the LG are common knowledge,
Dikshit wrapped her head around partial
statehood issues with equanimity. She conducted herself without making a public spectacle of her problems but working within limitations. As she writes in her memoirs, “This
cumbersome process of requiring so many
levels of approval was unique to Delhi. But

the bottomline was that full
statehood or not, to the people
of Delhi, the Chief Minister signified the face of governance.
They would not have much
patience for a chief minister trying to explain an underwhelming ‘report card’ by enumerating all the areas that fell outside
her jurisdiction. There are two
ways of dealing with such situations. One can throw up one’s
hands and say it is impossible to
perform under these circumstances or negotiate one’s way
through innumerable minefields in the belief that the primary aim is to deliver on the
promise of governance.”
True, Dikshit had not seen
success as a politician in UP,
where she was aided by her
illustrious father-in-law and
veteran Congress leader Uma
Shankar Dikshit. But the aura
never worked for her electorally. Till she sought to rescue it in
1998 with Delhi. Within the
state unit, she had to do a tough
balancing act with several aspirant leaders. Many claimed that
she survived because she had
the party high command’s
endorsement and never quite
heeded the grassroots cadre. But
even that relationship, though
some might have taken for
granted, has had a rocky run
with highs and lows. Yet Dikshit
was able to get beyond her
gubernatorial assignments postdefeat and find her way back to
relevance, with the party nam-

ing her as chief ministerial candidate for the Uttar Pradesh
polls. But sensing she could be
a scapegoat here given the
Congress’ dismal voteshare and
saffron tide, she was wise
enough to bow out of the race.
This time she has the trade
winds in her favour. The recent
victories of the Congress in the
Assembly elections in the three
crucial heartland States have
proved again that leaders with
a depth of grassroots experience,
deft political management and
readiness to plunge deep can
deliver the goods. Even make
the Young Turks sit up and take
notice. Besides, Dikshit has an
added advantage. Delhi voters,
tormented by the endless power
tussle between the AAP government and the Centre, are now
tired of the stasis when it comes
to civic issues plaguing the city.
Many neutral voices have even
compared the present scenario
with the better times of Dikshit’s
Delhi. So she has an edge in perception, something that she
had worked on in the early years
with deft media management.
This time, Dikshit too refuses to be a foregone conclusion
and is itching to claim her relevance. But there is the shadow
of corruption charges over the
conduct of the Commonwealth
Games during her regime. And
had it not been for the scale of
the scam, where Central party
leaders like Suresh Kalmadi
were directly implicated while

she managed to stay inside the
ring of fire without singing herself too much, Kejriwal would
not have spiralled to legitimacy
the way he did. Little wonder
then that soon after the
announcement of her anointment as Delhi Congress chief,
Kejriwal raked up her tainted
past, saying the party clearly had
a “leadership deficit.”
However, Dikshit is up for
the challenge. Yes, there’s the
Kejriwal barrage, his claims of
slum development and reducing power bills, but the more
important one is tying up the
party together. Present party
president Ajay Maken may have
bowed out citing ill-health and
publicly given her the vote of
confidence but Dikshit’s job
will be to keep him in the
scheme of things, considering
he did helm the party during
troubling times and solidify an
anti-AAP narrative. She needs
him and other stalwarts to pull
up the Congress votebase, make
an electoral difference and at
least get a bargaining advantage.
There is a lot of talk in the
power corridors about Congress
and AAP having a broader
understanding to defeat the
BJP in the Lok Sabha polls.
Maken has been a known opponent of this formula for shortterm gain and hates risking a
long-term revival of the party.
And though many predict that
Dikshit has been brought in to
ease this arrangement, consid-
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ering the combined voteshare of
both parties can indeed squelch
the BJP for Lok Sabha, she herself has been blowing hot and
cold over AAP given her own
tumultuous history with it.
However, she is known to fall in
line with the high command
and given the AAP’s irrelevance outside Delhi and the
resurgent Congress in states, this
may not yet be a priority.
Dikshit’s big challenge will
be consolidation of votes. Can
she break into the larger community of businessmen, traders
and Poorvanchalis, which is
strongly in the BJP’s grip? Can
she, most importantly, win back
the crucial Dalit and Muslim
votes, which have happily
migrated to the AAP? Can she
“broom” them back and
become the mohalla queen? If
we go by the 2017 municipal
polls, AAP’s vote share is down
to 26 per cent while the
Congress is up to about 22 per
cent. But elections are also
much about chemistry than
arithmetic. And Dikshit certainly has a past history of working
magic with Delhi.
Besides, she is not alone in
surviving and winning.
Octogenarians around the
world, from politics to performing arts, are delivering and still
going strong. So much so that
trend forecasters are wondering
if 80s are the new 40s for 2019.
(The writer is Associate
Editor, The Pioneer)

8U?PZXbcP]XbaTPShU^aSXP
[^VdTfWhWPb]cXccPZT]P]h
PRcX^]PVPX]bccTaa^aPccPRZ
_Ta_TcaPc^ab.?PZXbcP]bW^d[S
QTcWT[PbcR^d]cahc^[TRcdaT
db^]_[daP[Xch

CW^bTfW^PaTS^X]V
SaP\PQTU^aTcWTT[TR
cX^]b^eTa0RRXST]cP[
?aX\T<X]XbcTa bW^d[S
bTTP]^cWTaUX[\¯CWT
3XbPbca^db?<

8fP]cc^_a^cTRccWT
bP]RcXch^U\hRaPUcP]S
\h[^eTU^aRX]T\P8
WPeTU^[[^fTSPRTacPX]
TcW^bcWPcWPbQa^dVWc
\Tc^cWXb_^bXcX^]

6aP]cX]VRXcXiT]bWX_^]cWTQPbXb
^UaT[XVX^]XbP__P[[X]VP]SSXb
VdbcX]VX]T`dP[\TPbdaTFT
PaTUd[[^UeT]^\fWT]XcR^\Tb
c^?PZXbcP]QdcPaT\PcRWX]V
b^\T^UXcb_^[XRXTb

<40b_^ZTb_Tab^]
¯APeTTbW:d\Pa

FTbc1T]VP[2<
¯<P\PcP1P]TaYTT

0Rc^a
¯AP]eTTaBX]VW

?3?[TPSTa
¯<TWQ^^QP<dUcX

;4CC4AB
E^SQ\\UTV_bcYdeQdY_^
Sir — This refers to the editorial, “Career suicide” (January 11).
Cricket all-rounder Hardik
Pandya and his team buddy KL
Rahul, more known for their
exploits on the field, are now
drawing infamy off it. And where
is Karan Johar, who started all
this? Since this was not a live
show, he could have surely edited them. Questions raised by him
were heavily sexist, making it
mandatory for those replying to
answer in the same vein. But
entertainment being the leitmotif of the idiot box, both cricketers
and Bollywood stars now come in
the same bracket.
Hardik Pandya’s comments
were crude. As role models,
cricketers need to be far more
respectful. But while Pandya is
being punished for it, question
now is: How can we ensure that
all of this doesn’t happen in the
future? For, young athletes, dealing with stardom isn’t easy.
Money, glamour and fame aren’t
easy to handle and there are
many who aren’t ready to deal
with it all. Pandya is a classic
example. In the course of the last
two years, he has become a
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8eWUS_^db_fUbciQ]YTbUc_e^TY^WW\_bi
WXbaTUTabc^cWTTSXc^aXP[°2PaTTabdXRXST±9P]dPah
0\XScWTV[^aX^db8]SXP]caXd\_W^]0dbcaP[XP]
b^X[²^]_[PhX]VbcPab³PaT\PZX]VWTPS[X]TbU^aP[[
cWTfa^]VaTPb^]bFWPcfPbcWT]TTSU^a7PaSXZ?P]ShP
V^c^PWTPS[X]TVaPQQX]VRWPcbW^fPcP[[\PZT\Xb^V
h]XbcXRP]SbTgdP[[h^UUT]bXeTaT\PaZbP]SadUU[TUTPcW
Tab8]YdahaXSST]PbWTXbWXbRPaTTaXb]^fPccWTRa^bb
a^PSb>QeX^db[h?P]ShPP]S:;APWd[WPS]^ccPZT]
_Ta\XbbX^]Ua^\cWT1^PaS^U2^]ca^[U^a2aXRZTcX]8]SXP
1228c^P__TPaX]cWTbW^f0[b^^]cWT`dTbcX^]Pb
c^fW^fPbPQTccTaQPcb\P]P\^]VBPRWX]CT]Sd[ZPa
P]SEXaPc:^W[X7PaSXZ_[d\_TSU^acWT[PccTa
8cXbR^\\^]bT]bT]^bTaeX]VRaXRZTcTaf^d[S
[XZTc^P]cPV^]XbTWXb_aTbT]cbZX__TacW^dVW:^W[X
WX\bT[Uf^d[SWPeTRPaTS[Xcc[TXUcWTP]bfTaWPSV^]T
cWT^cWTafPhPa^d]SCX\TP]SPVPX]cWT8]SXP]bZX_
_TaWPb\PSTXcR[TPacWPccWTaTfPbPQb^[dcT[h]^R^\
_PaXb^]QTcfTT]WX\bT[UP]SCT]Sd[ZPaCWT<d\QPX
[TVT]S fPb P R[Pbb P_Pac P]S ?P]ShP R^d[S WPeT

C

multi-millionaire with an incredible number of fans looking up
to him as a role model. People
seek him out for autographs,
want to pose for pictures with
him and share the same social
space with him. He is an Indian
national team cricketer, which
almost literally is one in a billion.
It is a heady world.
Our cricketers need to be
mentored. They need to be

P]bfTaTSX]PSXUUTaT]cfPh0__PaT]c[hWTXb]^cP
SX_[^\Pc1dcb^\TTgRTbbXeT[hWh_TSUX[\_Tab^]
P[XchRd\cT[TeXbX^]W^bcbcT]Sc^STaXeTeXRPaX^dbP]S
eXRX^db _[TPbdaT X] _a^SSX]V P]S _^ZX]V \T] P]S
f^\T]Ua^\ePaX^dbUXT[SbP]S\PZTcWT\bcd\Q[T
^eTacWTXaf^aSb?P]ShPR^d[S]^cTbRP_TCWTR^]
RTa]TSRWPcbW^fV^cCA?bQdc?P]ShPc^^ZcWTWXc
6P]P_PcWX1WPc
0Z^[P

taught how to deal with the
media and conduct themselves
in the public, even on TV shows.
They need to understand where
to draw the line. For some, like
Sachin Tendulkar or Rahul
Dravid, things came naturally.
For others, like Pandya, we need
to make them more sensitive to
people’s sentiments.
J Akshobhya
Mysuru

3_^dbQTYSd_bicdQdU]U^d
Sir — It is indeed welcome that
Army Chief Gen Bipin Rawat did
not mince words while giving a
stern warning to his Armymen.
Nobody in the Army is permitted to indulge in gay sex or adultery as the conduct of personnel
is governed by the Army Act,
1950. The Army finds the act of

‘adultery’ as “stealing the affection
of a brother officer’s wife.” This is
quite a convincing definition that
can deter our Armymen from
perpetrating the crime.
But at the same time, the
Army Chief, while respecting
the country’s law, said, “ We are
not above the country’s law. But
when one joins the Indian Army,
some of the rights and privileges
one enjoys must be forfeited as a
true Indian soldier.” So considering the entirety of the gay sex
issue in the Army, Rawat has set
his own strict code of conduct
with lofty ideals that can hold the
Army in high esteem.
TK Nandanan
Chennai

5cSQ`Y^W`b_R\U]c
Sir — Reservations cannot eradicate poverty, solve agrarian crisis or generate employment. At a
time when systemic responses to
these problems are warranted,
choosing the easy way of reservation amounts to escapism.
Ratna
Via email
BT]Shh^daUUTTSQPRZcc^)
[TccTabc^_X^]TTa/V\PX[R^\

P]P[hbXb

17>?0; kB0CDA30H k90=D0AH !! (

gggTQY\i`Y_^UUbS_]
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6QcddbQS[dXU
]YccY^W\Y^[c

=^cP[[Xb[^bcU^acWT19?CWT_^[XcXRb^U
STeT[^_\T]cP[^]T\Ph]^cQTT]^dVWU^acWT_Pach
cWPc]TTSbc^bcaT]VcWT]XcbR^aT[TPSTabWX_QPbT
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KH&RQJUHVVOHG83$ORVWWKH/RN6DEKDHOHFWLRQPLV
HUDEO\GXHWRSHRSOH·VDQJHUDQGGLVLOOXVLRQPHQWRYHUDVHULHV
RIVFDPV:KLOHWKH&RQJUHVVFRXOGQRWDSSHDVHWKHYRW
HUVZLWKPDVVLYHVRFLDOVHFWRUVSHQGLQJWKH%-3OHG1'$FDVKHG
LQRQWKLVVLWXDWLRQDQGURGHWRSRZHUZLWKDWKXPSLQJPDMRUL
W\7KH%-3QHXWUDOLVHGWKHLQIOXHQFHRIFDVWH:LQJVRIUHJLRQ
DOSDUWLHVOLNHWKH6DPDMZDGL3DUW\%DKXMDQ6DPDM3DUW\5DVKWUL\D
-DQDWD'DODQG1DWLRQDOLVW&RQJUHVV3DUW\ZHUHFOLSSHGDVWKH\
ZHUHWRVVHGDJDLQVWWKHSRZHURIRUDWRULFDOQDWLRQDOLVPDQG
KHQFHORVWDKXJHYRWHEDVH7KH%-3FUHDWHGDZDYHZLWKD
SRZHUIXOUKHWRULF,WUDLVHGKRSHVDQGSHRSOHORRNHGDW1DUHQGUD
0RGLDVDKDUELQJHURIFKDQJH
7KH%-3DQGWKH6DQJK3DULYDUJRWWKHJROGHQRSSRUWXQL
W\WREXLOGVWURQJ,QGLDQVDQGVSUHDGWKHFRUH+LQGXSKLORVR
SKLHV RI 9DVXGKDLYD .XWXPEDNDP DQG 6DUYH 6XNKLQDK
%KDYDQWX%XWWKHSDUW\FRXOGQRWVXVWDLQLWVSRSXODULW\DOWKRXJK
VORJDQVVXFKDV+DU+DU0RGL*KDU*KDU0RGLEHFDPHDVKULOO
FU\2QH\HDUDIWHUDVVXPLQJSRZHUDWWKH&HQWUHWKHSDUW\ORVW
WKH1HZ'HOKL$VVHPEO\HOHFWLRQPLVHUDEO\LQ)HEUXDU\
³ LWVQXPEHUGHFOLQHGIURPWRWKUHHLQMXVWDIHZPRQWKV
7KHQFDPHWKH%LKDUHOHFWLRQURXWZKHUHLWFRXOGQRWIRUPD
*RYHUQPHQWRILWVRZQGHVSLWH1LWLVK.XPDU·VODFNOXVWUHSHU
IRUPDQFH,Q.DUQDWDNDHOHFWLRQWRRWKHVDIIURQSDUW\ZRQ
$VVHPEO\VHDWVEXWIHOOVKRUWRIWKHKDOIZD\PDUN,WORVWE\D
PDUJLQRIOHVVWKDQYRWHVLQDWOHDVWFRQVWLWXHQFLHV
,Q*XMDUDWLWMXVWPDQDJHGWRUHWDLQSRZHU7KRXJKLWFOLQFKHG
YLFWRU\E\EDJJLQJ$VVHPEO\VHDWVLWORVWRILWVWUDGL
WLRQDOFRQVWLWXHQFLHV5HVXOWVWRWKHWKUHHKHDUWODQG6WDWHVRI
0DGK\D3UDGHVK5DMDVWKDQDQG&KKDWWLVJDUKZHUHWKHZRUVW
LWFRXOGKDYHWDNHQ7KHSDUW\·VFKLQWDQEDLWKDNWRRFRXOGQRW
WUDFHWKHURRWFDXVHRILWVGHFOLQH
,QIDFWRQHRIWKHIODZVIRUWKHSDUW\ZDVWKDWLWGLGQRW
DSSUHFLDWHFRQVWUXFWLYHFULWLFLVPIURPLWVZHOOZLVKHUVZLWK
LQDQGRXWVLGHWKHSDUW\,WIDLOHGWRWDNHLQWHOOHFWXDOLQSXWV
IURPH[SHULHQFHGOHDGHUVOLNH/.$GYDQLDQG0XUOL0DQRKDU
-RVKL8OWLPDWHO\VHQLRUOHDGHUVVWRSSHGJLYLQJDQ\YDOXDEOH
DGYLFHWRWKHSDUW\1DYM\RW6LQJK6LGKX·VH[LWZDVDKXJH
ORVVIRUWKHSDUW\ZKLFKHYHQIDLOHGWRPDQDJH$UXQ6KRXULH
DQG<DVKZDQW6LQKDZKRFRXOGKDYHEHHQHIIHFWLYHEUDQG
DPEDVVDGRUVLQWKHLQWHOOHFWXDOVSDFH7KH6DQJK3DULYDU·V
FRUHLVVXHV³5DP0DQGLU$UWLFOHDQG&RPPRQ&LYLO
&RGH³FRXOGQRWPDWXUHDQGUHDFKDORJLFDOFRQFOXVLRQ,W
LVDOVRDIDFWWKDWWKRXJKWKH566ZLOOVXSSRUWWKH%-3LQWKH
HOHFWLRQLWVZRUNHUVGRQRWKDYHWKHVDPHHQWKXVLDVP
DVWKH\KDGLQWKHJHQHUDOHOHFWLRQ
$OONLQGVRIUHIRUPDQGGHYHORSPHQWSURJUDPPHV\LHOGUHVXOWV
RQO\ZKHQDQDWLRQKDVHQRXJKEUDYHKHDUWV,QRUGHUWRJURRP
DKRQHVWDQGIHDUOHVVEUHHGWKH%-3VKRXOGKDYHSODQQHGPHWLF
XORXVO\,QVWHDGLWUHVRUWHGWRWRNHQLVP3DWULRWLVPLVDYLUWXH
WKDWFRPHVWKURXJKGLIIHUHQWSURJUDPPHVDQGDFWLYLWLHVFRQGXFW
HGLQDGHGLFDWHGPDQQHU6ORJDQHHULQJDQGVLQJLQJSDWULRWLFVRQJV
FDQQRWSODQWSDWULRWLVPLQ\RXQJPLQGV3ROLF\PHDVXUHVOLNH
GHPRQHWLVDWLRQDQG*RRGVDQG6HUYLFHV7D[RQO\PDGHPDW
WHUVZRUVH7KH566GHPDQGHGIRUD5DP0DQGLUWKURXJKWKH
2UGLQDQFHURXWHDQGWKHSORWUHDFKHGLWVFOLPD[IRUWKH%-3
2QO\QRZKDVWKH%-3ZRNHQXSIRUFRXUVHFRUUHFWLRQ,WV
UHFHQWGHFLVLRQWRSURYLGHSHUFHQWUHVHUYDWLRQLQMREVDQG
HGXFDWLRQDOLQVWLWXWLRQVWRWKHHFRQRPLFDOO\ZHDNHUVHFWLRQLQ
WKHJHQHUDOFDWHJRU\ZLOOPDNHUHVHUYDWLRQSROLF\LQFOXVLYH(TXDOO\
WKH%-3ZLVHO\VKHOYHGWKHLGHDRIDFDVKOHVVHFRQRP\DQGGLJ
LWDOFXUUHQF\NHHSLQJLQPLQGVRFLRHFRQRPLFFRQGLWLRQVHGX
FDWLRQDOVWDQGDUGVDQGGLYHUVHVPDOOHFRQRPLFDFWLYLWLHVEDVHG
RQORFDOFXOWXUHDQGWUDGLWLRQDOVNLOOVHWV$FDVKOHVVHFRQRP\
ZRUNVRQO\ZKHQWKHQDWLRQWDNHVWKHUHVSRQVLELOLW\RIHGXFDW
LQJLWVFLWL]HQV:KHQSHRSOHYRWHGWKH1'$WRSRZHUWKH\GLG
Q·WZDQWWRFRPSDUHWKHPZLWKWKH83$VRPXFKDVWKH\ZDQW
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WRZDUGVDQLQWHJUDWHGGHYHORSPHQWRIWKHFRXQWU\³DGUHDP
WKH%-3OHDGHUVRQFHQXUWXUHG7KHUHVKRXOGEHJURXQGOHYHO
HQJDJHPHQWDQGDV\VWHPRILQSXWVDQGIHHGEDFN7KRXJKLWLV
NQRZQWRUHO\RQDQHIIHFWLYHFDGUHEDVHWKHOHDGHUVKLSPXVW
VHQGDFOHDUPHVVDJHWRLWVFDQGLGDWHVWKDWSDUW\WLFNHWVZLOO
EHGLVWULEXWHGRQWKHEDVLVRISHUIRUPDQFH)LQDOO\UDWKHUWKDQ
UHVRUWLQJWRSRSXOLVPWKH%-3VKRXOGKDUGQRVHGO\SXVKDVROX
WLRQEDVHGPRGHORIJRYHUQDQFH
7KHZULWHULVDIUHHODQFHFRPPHQWDWRU 
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he song, Chah Barbaad Karegi
Hemen...’ from KL Saigal’s film,
Shahjehan (1946) and ‘Papa kehte
hain...’ from Qayamat Se Qayamat
Tak (1989) happen to be among the
most popular songs of the era in which they
appeared. Separated by more than four
decades, one is full of expectations and hope
besides uncertainties of future, while the
other reflects a mood of despondency and
being on the abyss of a deep depression. Both
the songs stand in complete contrast to each
other in style as well as meter. But despite the
obvious generational gap, they have an organic commonality and that is the genius of
Majrooh Sultanpuri.
Even as a student at Lucknow, Majrooh’s
talent had become well-recognised on the
Mushaira circuit. Inspired by poet Jigar
Moradabadi and under the guidance of Rashid
Ahmad Siddiqui of the Aligarh Muslim
University, he was able to hone his skills as a
ghazal writer and had almost become a
celebrity at a very young age with invitations
from all over the country.
It was his lucky break that during one such
mushaira in Mumbai, the famous film producer of the 1940s, Abdur Rashid Kardar, was present. Kadar could immediately sense Majrooh
Sultanpuri’s potential as a superbly talented
poet and offered him the lyrics of Shah Jehan
(1946). This was virtually a dream debut for
Majrooh Sultanpuri beyond imagination as it
was a Kardar film with music by Naushad. The
icing on the cake, however, was that his lyrics
were to be given the voice on-screen by none
other than KL Saigal himself.
Majrooh Sultanpuri’s lyrics for Shah Jehan
was not only able to capture the mood of the
character but also reflected the overall atmospherics of the film. Saigal became so obsessed
with the song, ‘Jab dil hi toot gaya toh ji kar
kya karenge’ that as willed by him, this song
was played at the time of his cremation.
Majrooh’s language skills sharpened over
a six-year period at Lucknow. This coupled
with his natural talent as a poet helped him
fine-tune his knack for penning down situational lyrics, befitting the character
on screen and in line with the meter of the
music and tune. He, in a way, became the pioneer in the field of writing lyrics to an
already prepared tune, a trend which has continued ever since.
It was this felicity of Majrooh that endured
him for over five decades and a few thousand
lyrics to give us some memorable ghazals,
songs on foot-tapping beats as well as pure
classicals. Getting under the skin of a character, visualising the situation in context of the
storyline and then writing lyrics on a tune can
be a formidable challenge. Nevertheless,
Majrooh not only handled it all with aplomb
but went on to perfect this art as was seen in
Mehboob’s works like Andaz, Bimal Roy’s
Sujata, Suchitra Sen starrer Mamta, Nassir
Hussain’s Yaadon Ki Baaraat, and Teesri
Manzil and Hrishikesh Mukherjee’s Abhimaan.
He was very well-equipped even to handle the inimitable yodelling of Kishore as in

Jewel Thief (1967) with his song, ‘Yeh dil na
hota bechara’, becoming a chartbuster or
Panch rupaiya barah aana from Chalti Ka
Naam Gaadi (1958), both composed by SD
Burman. Incidentally, Dada (as everybody
called SD lovingly) and Majrooh shared a common
date
of
birth
and
made a hit pair in films like Solva Saal, Kala
Pani, Baat Ek Raat Ki, Teen Devian and many
more.
After Dada, it was RD Burman who ushered a new wave in film music. Undaunted,
Majrooh fitted into the new paradigm. It was
as if they were made for each other. After Dada
and RD, Majrooh had the distinction of
transiting and working with the new generation wth effortless ease. For instance, he
worked with Rajesh Roshan after Roshan and
Anand Milind after Chitragupta. This signified
his
strength
as
well
as
flexibility to meet this youthful change without compromising on the core philosophy of
his poetry.
Like all youngsters, Majrooh of the late
1940s was a firebrand poet and soon came at
the forefront of the Leftist movement. In fact,
the Bombay film world and the Indian People’s
Theatre Association (IPTA) of the 1940s and
the early 1950s had several towering personalities like Balraj Sahni, Chetan Anand, Kaifi
Azmi and KA Abbas, who keept the Leftist
movement alive. However, Majrooh was a step
ahead of them in activities and had to even
spend a brief period in Byculla jail.
In an illustrious career spanning a few
decades, there was no dearth of awards for him
but the real reward was the adulation of the
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public which kept Majrooh going even till a
ripe old age. The usual Bombay film politics
made sure that he got just one Filmfare award
for Dosti (1964) but his crowning glory was
the official recognition and the very first Dada
Saheb Phalke Award (1993) as a lyricist. Later,
a postage stamp was also issued by the
Government in his honour.
Some of his Majrooh’s breezy hits include
Jab Dil Hi Toot Gaya from Shah Jehan (1946);
Kahe Agar Jeevan Bhar from Andaz (1949);
Chand Phir Nikla, Magar Tum Na
Aaye from Paying Guest (1957); Jalte Hain Jiske
Liye from Sujata (1959); Chahunga Main
Tujhe Saanjh Savere from Dosti 1964 for which
he got the best lyrisist award; Rahe na rahe hum
mehka karenge from Mamta (1966);
Yaadon Ki Baaraat from Yaadon Ki Baaraat
(1973); Ek Din Bik Jaayega Mati Ke
Mol from Dharam Karam (1975); Kala Pani
Hum Bekhudi Mein Tumko Pukare
Kala Pani (1958); and Papa Kehte Hain
Bada Naam Karega from Qayamat Se Qayamat
Tak (1989).
Having led the famous celebrated quartet
of Shakeel Badayuni, Kaifi Azmi and Qamar
Jalalabadi (unfortunately Sahir passed away
very young, way back in 1980) Majrooh was
one of those Urdu poets who not only entertained but enriched the Indian cinema and its
culture. In the current scenario, except for
Gulzar and Javed Akhtar, who are carrying the
torch forward, this rich legacy appears to be
clearly in danger of being lost.
(The writer is a retired Delhi Police
Commissioner and former Uttarakhand
Governor)
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he Director of the Pak Institute
of Peace Studies (PIPS), Amir
Rana, wrote in his December 30,
2018 article for daily Dawn that the
State’s romance with radical Barelvi
groups was short-lived because it
failed to build a counter-narrative to
that of the Deobandi militant groups.
This is an accurate observation. But
Rana only explores it in the context of
the swift rise and equally rapid collapse
of a nexus between the State and the
Tehreek-i-Labbaik Pakistan (TLP).
Rana is correct in seeing the above
as an experiment that was initiated to
counter the militant narrative of the
more dogmatic Deobandi groups. The
necessity in this context arose when,
between 2015 and 2017, the State was
largely successful in overcoming the
more belligerent expressions of these
groups, but struggled to counter the
impact of the radical mindset fostered

by these groups in the past.
The irony is that the same radical
Deobandi segments were created by the
State itself from the 1980s onwards to
facilitate some of its rather imaginative
‘strategic’ ambitions rooted in the
post-1979 civil wars in Afghanistan. In
hindsight, most political historians
and analysts had lamented that the
whole process of forming and funding
radical religious groups to fight an
insurgency against the Soviet-backed
regime in Afghanistan was a disaster.
It was perhaps at par with the manner
in which the rise of fascism in Germany
and Italy in the 1920s and 1930s was
initially ignored by the US and the UK.
Some lessons were learned by
Western powers after the end of World
War II. Consequently, much was done
to limit and erase any lingering impact
of Nazism and fascism. But the narrative built during the anti-Soviet insurgency in the 1980s was allowed to run
amok and permeate both the States and
societies of many Muslim countries.
From the 1990s onwards, Muslimmajority realms such as Pakistan,
Afghanistan, Saudi Arabia, Somalia,
Sudan, Algeria, Egypt and Nigeria were
ravaged by militant religious insurgencies that now saw the States and soci-

eties in Muslim countries to be as godless as the Soviet soldiers that they had
faced in Afghanistan. One of the worst
hit was Pakistan, the country that had
become a willing broker-state between
the US/Saudi funding and the insurgents. The home-grown sectarian and
insurgent groups raised by the Pakistani
State for this purpose turned inwards.
And as the militant mindset formulated to inspire ‘jihad’ in Afghanistan
flooded society, the militants found
apologists and supporters within the
body politic of the country. Faced by
this dilemma and also the fact that, by
the late 1980s, the country’s
Constitution had lost much of its
civic-nationalist dimension, the State
attempted to enhance the country’s historical link with Sufism to undermine
the onset of the more intransigent
strands of faith.
But this was not the first time. The
only difference is that, this time, the
State tried to tap into the more confrontational aspects of ‘Sufism’ through
a populist Barelvi outfit (TLP), whereas in the past the State had banked more
on the concept of Sufism that it had
formed with the help of progressive
intelligentsia and urban middle-class
enthusiasts. During her in-depth study

of modern-day Sufism in Pakistan,
Katherine Ewing, a professor of religion
at Columbia University, wrote in
Arguing Sainthood that in the 1960s,
intellectuals close to the regime
described the ancient Sufi saints of the
region as men who held an enlightened
outlook of Islam and were teachers of
progress. She explained that the personalities of the saints were shaped according to the ‘modernist’ ideas of the Ayub
regime. According to her study, during
the ‘left-leaning’ ZA Bhutto regime, the
same saints were given a more populist
disposition. They became men who
had stood up against economic
exploitation and the dogmatic clergy.
Ewing wrote that the saints then
became “learned ulema” during the
conservative Zia dictatorship. But, as
the French cultural anthropologist
Alix Philippon noted in the anthology State and Nation-Building in
Pakistan, there was never one version
of Sufism in Pakistan. As mentioned,
there is the Sufism, which was formulated by the State and mainly appeals
to the urban middle classes. It describes
Sufi saints as people who were enlightened and had spread Islam through tolerant means. Then there is the version
of Sufism which was formulated in the

mid-1960s by Sindhi and Punjabi
nationalists. They, too, described the
saints as enlightened and tolerant but
gave them indigenous ethnic identities.
Phillipon’s study mentioned another
brand of Sufism, but one which opposes the version formulated by the State.
This brand of Sufism has been formulated by Barelvi religious parties
such as the Jamiat Ulema-i-Pakistan
(JUP) and, more recently, by the Sunni
Tehreek (ST) and the TLP. It rejects the
idea that Sufi saints were entirely
peaceful and views Sufism as a militant
strand of faith which was embroiled in
a theological, doctrinal and political war
with ‘deviant sects’. It champions the
imposition and continuation of the
1974 Second Amendment and 1986’s
Blasphemy Laws in the country’s
Constitution. It is willing to use violence
against even the thought of introducing minor reforms to these laws.
Goethe University’s TK Gugler in
Faith-Based Violence in Pakistan wrote
that even though the Zia regime bolstered Deobandi militant outfits, the
JUP, too, was given a free hand to radicalise Pakistan’s Barelvi majority. But
this saw JUP split into various factions
and a manifold increase in the incidents
of violence between Deobandi and

Barelvi groups. According to Gugler,
after 9/11, when the Musharraf regime
was once again flexing the statebacked and urban version of Sufism to
counter rising incidents of ‘Islamist’ violence, the influential think-tank, the
RAND Corporation — in a paper titled
“Civic-Democratic Islam” — suggested that the traditionalist Barelvi should
be facilitated to counter the militant
Deobandi narrative. According to the
January 12, 2012 issue of Express
Tribune, the US gave the Barelvi Sunni
Ittehad Council $36,607 in 2009 to
organise anti-Taliban rallies.
The move backfired when a radical Barelvi shot dead former Punjab
Governor Salman Taseer for criticising
the country’s blasphemy laws. Yet, six
years later, the State decided to bypass
its own version of Sufism and use a radical Barelvi outfit to aggressively counter
the more severe non-Barelvi groups.
This experiment, too, crashed when
this group began lashing out against
state institutions. But as Rana notes, the
State now wants to move forward with
a new and more ‘controllable’ religious
narrative. This is yet to be fully understood. But it does need to be clearly
articulated and discussed.
(Courtesy: Dawn)
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escribing his resignation
from the elite Indian
Administrative Service (IAS) as
‘small act of defiance’, Shah
Faesal on Friday announced to
join the electoral politics to
transform the system of governance in the embattled
Jammu & Kashmir. Contrary to
perception that he was joining
the National Conference (NC),
he said he would meet with
stakeholders before taking a
final decision.
Faesal, 35, topper of the
2009 IAS batch, resigned earlier this week shortly after
completing a fellowship on
governance in US based
Harvard University. He said he
would always take pride in his
nine-year association with the
elite service.
Addressing his maiden
Press conference Faesal said
that he resigned to remind the
Central Government of its
duties towards Kashmiris. “I
am protesting against lack of
credible political initiative by
the Centre. It is important that
right to life of Kashmiri people
is respected,” he said.
He said that he will not join
separatist Hurriyat Conference
because they do not believe in
the electoral system and their
public support is unproven. “I
am a man from the system and
I would be happy to change
things by being in the system.
Hurriyat doesn’t give me that

opportunity as they don’t
believe in electoral politics,” he
said. He said he was enough
qualified to become a legislator
or a Parliament member.
He said he was inspired by
Imran Khan and Arvind
Kejriwal but differentiated his
space on the basis of being in a
conflict zone. “I wish if youngsters give me support then I will
be very happy to do a retake of
Imran Khan and Kejriwal,” he
said. He said his motive was to
make people believe that electoral politics was credible institution. “We want to destroy politics the way it has been happening,” he added.
Faesal also criticised the
BJP Government’s attacks on
the State’s “special position and
identity”, and said it was

indulging in such activities for
electoral gains in rest of the
country. “The rise in lynch
mob nationalism in our country also dejects me. There are
also attempts to play one region
of the Jammu & Kashmir
against another,” he said.
He said his protest was
against failure of the Central
Government in facilitating the
homecoming of Pandits. “You
need to create favourable environment for the return of
Pandits who are inalienable
part of Kashmiri society,” he
said adding that he was also
pained over the loss of life of
limb of border residents, especially in Jammu region.
He said the Centre undermined the national institutions and attacked personal,
religious and ideological liberties. “The culture of undermining the institutions like
CBI, NIA are part of the provocations that have resulted in my
decision to resign from the
IAS,” he said.
He rued over the constant
attacks on the identity of J&K
during the present dispensation. “The Article 370 and
35A must be guarded to
strengthen the bond between
India and J&K,” he said.
He said he would approach
the people of India to come to
the rescue of Kashmir. He said
he would try to build consensus in the entire state and discourage the politics of pitching
one region against the other.
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Bengaluru: Declaring that
India’s second Moon mission is
planned for mid-April this
year, ISRO on Friday said it was
also gearing up for its maiden
human spaceflight programme
‘Gaganyaan’ by 2021-end that
is likely to include a woman
astronaut.
The space agency had earlier said Chandrayaan-2 will be
launched in a window from
January-February 16, 2019.
“Right now Chandrayaan is
scheduled from March 25 to
April end. Most probably, the
normal targeted date is April
middle,” ISRO Chairman K
Sivan said.
The space agency had ear-

lier planned to launch the
spacecraft sometime between
January and February but it
could not materialise because
certain tests could not be conducted, Sivan told reporters as
he laid out ISRO’s programmes.
“If we miss April, it will go
to June,” he said in response to
a question about the next
launch window available,
adding that “but, we will be targeting April”.
Chandrayaan-2 mission,
costing nearly Rs 800 crore, is an
advanced version of the previous Chandrayaan-1 mission
about 10 years ago. It is a totally indigenous venture and comprises an orbiter, a lander and a

State NCP president Jayant
Patil said the party would on its
own send videos of its rallies to
the government, which he
alleged was “misusing” police
machinery.
The NCP has been holding
rallies as part of its public outreach programme called the

‘Parivartan Yatra’ to highlight
alleged failures of the BJP-led
Central and State Governments
ahead of the 2019 general polls.
“Fadnavis instructed police
to record videos of our
#ParivartanYatra to keep an eye
on us! Instead of such hidden
spying, we will personally send
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you videos. Hope you will also
notice the public anger towards
your Government in these
videos. Don’t misuse the Police
Force!” Patil tweeted.
He shared on the microblogging site the photo of a
policeman filming the NCP’s
rally at Khed in coastal

Ratnagiri district.
Speaking at the rally, NCP
leader Ajit Pawar said police
have been filming the party’s
public meetings at a time when
neither elections were being
held nor the model code of
conduct was in force.
PTI
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Shillong: A bus carrying a
team of rescuers from Odisha,
headed to aid the operations to
trace 15 miners trapped in a rathole coal mine in Meghalaya,
was attacked in East Jaintia Hills
district allegedly by people
protesting against the citizenship bill, police said on Friday.
District Superintendent of
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The payloads will collect
scientific information on lunar
topography, mineralogy, elemental abundance, lunar exosphere and signatures of hydroxyl and water-ice, the space

agency said.
It might take 35 to 45 days
to reach the Moon after the
launch, as ISRO plans sixstage orbit raising manoeuvres, Sivan said.
PTI
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Mumbai: The Sharad Pawarled NCP on Friday said
Maharashtra Chief Minister
Devendra Fadnavis ‘spied on’
the party’s rally by videographing it through police,
and accused the BJP-led government of imposing ‘emergency’ through back door.

rover. After a controlled descent,
the lander will soft-land on the
lunar surface at a specified site
and deploy a rover, according to
the Indian Space Research
Organisation (ISRO).
The six-wheeled rover will
move around the landing site
on the lunar surface in a semiautonomous mode as decided
by the ground commands.
The instruments on the
rover will observe the lunar
surface and send back data,
which will be useful for analysis of the lunar soil.
The
3,290-kg
Chandrayaan-2 will orbit the
Moon and perform the objectives of remote sensing it.

Police Sylvester Nongtynger
said while there was no injuries
to any personnel when the bus
was targeted on Thursday night
on the National Highway in the
Khasi-Jaintia Hills region, the
vehicle was partially damaged.
Protests have been reported from several places in the
northeast region against the

Citizenship (Amendment) Bill
that seeks to accord Indian citizenship on non-Muslims from
Afghanistan, Bangladesh and
Pakistan. On Thursday night,
a group of 14 NGO sponsored
a night blockade on highways
and hence traffic movement
on the National Highway was
disrupted, police said.
PTI

Imphal:
The
BJP-led
Government in Manipur has
decided to urge the Centre to
exempt the State from the jurisdiction of the Citizenship
(Amendment) Bill, the latest
voice from the North-East
against the proposed legislation.
Protesters hit the streets
against the bill on Friday. Three
persons, including a woman
and a police officer, were
injured in a clash between students, women vendors and the
police at the Khwairamban
Bazaar, the main market here,
during a mass rally against the

Citizenship (Amendment)
Bill, 2016.
Police had to fire teargas
shells to disperse the agitators,
who joined the mass rally jointly organised by six students’
organisations and the women
vendors of the Khwairamban
Bazaar. A police officer, who
did not want to be quoted, said
some unidentified student agitators threw mineral water bottles at the police personnel, in
which a sub-divisional police
officer (SDPO) got injured on
his face and he was hospitalised.
PTI
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Kannauj: A day before his joint Press
conference with Bahujan Samaj Party chief
Mayawati, Samajwadi Party president
Akhilesh Yadav on Friday said the alliance
will get the math right in the upcoming Lok
Sabha election and the BJP will face defeat.
The two parties have agreed to an inprinciple
alliance
ahead
of
the parliamentary elections, SP’s national
spokesperson Rajendra Chaudhary had
said last week.
“Last time we had come together in the
Lok Sabha by-elections and BJP had lost
the seats (earlier held by) Chief Minister
Yogi Adityanath and Deputy Chief
Minister Keshav Prasad Maurya. This time
too our math will be right and the BJP will
face defeat,” Yadav said at a chaupal here.
A formal announcement on the
alliance between the two Uttar Pradeshbased parties will be made at Saturday’s
joint press conference with BSP, he said.
Responding to a question, the former Uttar
Pradesh Chief Minister said the BJP had
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MK president MK Stalin
on Friday declared that his
D
party will never forge any kind
of alliance with the “Narendra
Modi-led National Democratic
Alliance” in the upcoming Lok
Sabha elections and shut the
doors on the Prime Minister
for his ‘invitation to old friends
to join the NDA’.
Stalin’s statement was in
response to a comment made by
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
during an interaction with BJP’s
booth level workers from five
districts in Tamil Nadu through
video-conferencing. “Twenty
years ago the visionary leader
Atal Bihari Vajpayee had ushered in a new culture in Indian
politics, that of successful coalition politics,” Modi had told one
of the booth level worker who
asked the Prime Minister
whether the BJP would have
electoral alliance with the
AIADMK, DMK or other political entities in the State.
Modi replied that the BJP
always cherished its old friends.
“Our doors are always open for
parties,” he had said on
Thursday. It may be remem-

bered that the DMK was a
constituent of the BJP-led NDA
during 1999 to 2003 and the
party’s representatives like late
Murasoli Maran, T R Baalu, A
Raja were members of the council of ministers led by Vajpayee.
It was after the announcement
of the 2004 Lok Sabha election
the DMK quit the NDA and
joined the Congress-led UPA.
In a scathing rebuff, Stalin
said that Narendra Modi was
not Atal Bihari Vajpayee and
there was no possibility of the
DMK joining hands with the
“Narendra Modi-led National
Democratic Alliance”.
“In the last four and half
years Modi has been only
speaking and has not taken any
steps to strengthen India’s
integrity… I categorically state
that the DMK will not ally with
the Narendra Modi-led BJP
which has been governing the
country without giving credentials to the core ideas like
secularism, social justice, equality, alliance dharma and federal rights. It should be noted that
the DMK was part of the NDA
during the 1999 Lok Sabha
Elections and supported the
Atal Bihari Vajpayee government until 2003,” said Stalin.

strengthened because it joined hands
with regional parties and his party was also
gaining strength by forming a coalition.
“Our (BSP and SP) coming together
has not only created fear in the BJP but also
in the Congress,” Yadav added.
The BSP and SP alliance has virtually shut its doors to Congress in the State.
However, Chaudhary had said the
alliance will not field candidates in Amethi
and Raebareli, leaving the two Lok Sabha
constituencies for Congress president
Rahul Gandhi and United Progress
Alliance (UPA) chief Sonia Gandhi. Yadav
gave a slogan for the upcoming polls:
“Humara kaam bolta hai, BJP ka dhokha
bolta hai” (Our work speaks for itself, BJP’s
betrayal speaks).
He also took a dig at the BJP-led State
Government’s decision to levy an additional 0.5 per cent cess on excise
items to fund cow shelters, saying people
will have to drink more liquor now for
cow safety.
PTI
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gratis display of courtesy
political civility — a
Irarenandaspecies
in today’s politics
— Bengal Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee on Friday
stood out and stood by ageing
former Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh vehemently
questioning the vile taste that
went into the making of the
Accidental Prime Minister.
Without referring directly
to Prime Minister Narendra
Modi for inspiring the movie,
Mamata advised the makers
and viewers to also see “The
Disastrous Prime Minister.”
Even as a group of
Congress men protested the
launch of the movie at a North
Kolkata multiplex, Banerjee

thundered before a cheering
crowd at Barasat “look what
they are doing in the name of
the Accidental Prime Minister,”
expressing the hurt she felt in
hearing how Dr Singh was
being lampooned.
“You know I am from a different party. I came out of the
Congress and formed the
Trinamool Congress with your
blessings because I had differences with them. But that is a
different issue. Now I think
what they are doing is a distortion (of facts) which is
wrong” Banerjee said asking
the people to see another “film”
the story of which had started
unfolding already — “The
Disastrous Prime Minister.”
She would not however
name Dr Singh’s successor.
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Jammu: Jammu & Kashmir
Governor Satya Pal Malik on
Friday said the administration
was ready for Assembly elections in the State and a call in
this direction should be taken
by the Election Commission
and New Delhi.
“Whenever, they (EC) tell
us, we are ready for the polls (to
assembly),” he told reporters
here after the oath-taking ceremony of sarpanch of Jammu
region. On IAS officer Shah
Faesal’s resignation, Malik said
he himself was a Government
employee and did not wish to
comment on the matter.
The EC had in November
last said fresh elections in J&K
will be held within the next six
months, even as the body did
not rule out the possibility of
holding the State polls before
the Lok Sabha polls due this
year.
PTI
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amil Nadu Chief Minister
K Palaniswami on Friday
T
said the ruling AIADMK will
support only a party that does
good to the State. Speaking at
a function where members of
various parties joined his
AIADMK, Palaniswami said:
“We will not accept those who
betray the interests of Tamil
Nadu’s people.”
His reference to an electoral alliance comes a day after
Prime Minister Narendra Modi

“Those who are doing a
drama before the elections over
Accidental Prime Minister,
should also see another film —
‘The Disastrous PM’,” she said,

adding the film would soon be
shown in coming days.
“No one will be spared.
Today you are misrepresenting
someone. Tomorrow things
will be reflected back on you,”
she warned.
Though she would not
name the senior BJP leader, she
compared him with the villain
of a super hit film of 1970s, saying “he can’t even talk and
smile properly” and people are
scared of his appearance.
Attacking the Modi
Government for making a
“drama” out of reservations
for upper castes Banerjee wondered “where is the job that you
will give o the people” adding
the whole reservation gimmick was a drama enacted to
win votes before the elections.

were open for alliances and it
cherished old friends. But Modi
did not name any party.
Most Tamil Nadu parties,
be it AIADMK, DMK, PMK
and MDMK, had aligned with
the BJP in the past. But the BJP
has no ally in Tamil Nadu now.
Tamil Nadu parties are
now opposed to the central
government’s permission to
Karnataka to prepare a detailed
project report (DPR) for construction of a dam across the
Cauvery river at Mekadatu.

Yavatmal: In a first, farm widow
Vaishali S Yede on Friday inaugurated the controversy-ridden
92nd Akhil Bharatiya Marathi
Sahitya Sammelan, amid a
protest by a section of invitees.
“This is first time that a nonliterary personality who represents the peasantry of this region
has been invited to inaugurate
the 92nd ABMSS,” Vidarbha
Sahitya Sangh President
Manohar Mhaisalkar said shortly before the inaugural.
All eyes were on the ABMSS

event since last Sunday when the
parent body, Akhil Bharatiya
Marathi Sahitya Mahamandal
abruptly withdrew its invitation
to renowned English writer
Nayantara Sahgal to inaugurate
the 92nd conference.
The raging row resulted in
top Marathi literary figures
declining invites to replace
Sahgal for the inaugural, other
invitees boycotting the ABMSS,
culminating in the resignation
of ABMSM president Shripad
Joshi three days ago.
IANS

Mathura: Rashtriya Lok Dal
president Ajit Singh has
referred to Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, Uttar Pradesh
Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath
and Union Minister Smriti
Irani as “bull, calf and cow”,
triggering a row.
Calling the remarks
“undignified”, a BJP leader
demanded an apology from the
RLD chief. During his ‘Kisanon
se Samvad’ (dialogue with
farmers) event at Kosi Kalan
here, Singh said it is the virtue
of democracy that the people
have the right to change a
Prime Minister after five years
if they get a “wrong” one.
“I read in newspapers these
days that your cows, bulls and
calves (gai-bail-bachhde) are
roaming around a lot,” he said
in an apparent reference to the
stray cattle menace.
“You are locking them up
in schools and colleges. People
call them Modi-Yogi. Is that
right?” he added.
“Some people also say that
a ‘hatti-katti gai’ (well-built
cow) has come. Smriti Irani is
also moving around,” Singh
said.
PTI

Thiruvananthapuram: Amid
media reports that the LDF
Government in Kerala planned
to remove the Sabarimala
tantri, Travancore Devaswom
Board (TDB), the apex temple
body, on Friday said it had not
even discussed the matter and
the controversy was to create
trouble in the coming
‘Makaravilakku’ festival.
TDB
president
A
Padmakumar said there were
several court verdicts on the
appointment and powers of the
tantri (head priest) of Hindu
shrines and the Board could
not take a decision without taking into account all these.
However, the Kerala Tantri
Samajam, an umbrella organisation of head priests of temples in the State, on Thursday
said they would approach the
Supreme Court and the
union government if the
CPI(M)-led LDF Government
takes any decision to remove
Kandararu Rajeevaru as the
Sabarimala tantri.
Senior Kerala minister G
Sudhakaran had even called
him a “Brahmin monster” for
conducting the ‘purification’.
PTI
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nfosys on Friday said it will
buyback shares worth up to
IC8,260
crore and offer share-

holders a special dividend of C4
per share as part of the company’s C13,000 crore-capital
allocation policy.
The board has also
approved the re-appointment
of Kiran Mazumdar Shaw as
the Lead Independent
Director for the second term
from April 1, 2019 to March
22, 2023.
Infosys, in a regulatory filing, said its Board has approved
buyback of up to 10,32,50,000
equity shares, comprising
approximately 2.36 per cent of
the paid-up capital of the company as of December 31, 2018
for up to C8,260 crore.

The shares, which will be
purchased through the open
market route via Indian stock
exchanges, will be bought for a
price not exceeding C800 per
share, it added.
Also, ADS (American
depositary share) holders are
permitted to convert their ADS
into equity shares, and, subsequently opt to sell such equity
shares on the Indian stock
exchanges during the buyback
period, the filing said.
Infosys had completed its
maiden buyback of C13,000
crore in December 2017, comprising 11.3-crore equity shares
at a price of C1,150 per share.
The buyback scheme — a first
in the company’s over three
decade history — had seen participation from Sudha
Gopalakrishnan, Rohan Murty
and LIC among others.
Infosys, in its Friday filing,
said the Board has constituted
a buyback committee “comprising the Chief Operating
Officer, the Chief Financial
Officer, the Deputy Chief
Financial Officer, the General
Counsel and the Company
Secretary of the company”.
The buyback is subject to
the approval of the members of
the company by way of a spe-
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tate-owned power giant
NTPC on Friday said it has
raised C4,000 crore via bonds
issued through private placement basis.
Bidding for the bond issue
opened on Friday and it
received an overwhelming
response, the company said in
a statement.
Against an issue size of
C500 crore, with green shoe
option to retain over-sub-

scription up to C3,500 crore,
bids of C12,520 crore were
received, it said.
“The NTPC’s series 67 Bond
Issue through private placement, for which bidding took
place today, has received overwhelming response from the
investors,” the statement said.
The issue generated lot of
interest among investors, thereby pulling down the yield for
10-year bonds to attractive
levels of 8.30 per cent annualised.

cial resolution through postal
ballot and all other applicable
statutory/regulatory approvals.
Infosys said it will
announce the process, timelines and other statutory details
of the buyback in due course.
Besides, it has fixed January
25, 2019 as record date and
January 28 as the payment
date for the special dividend of
Rs 4 per share.
“After the execution of the
above, along with the special
dividend (including dividend
distribution tax) of C2,633
crore ($386 million) already
paid in June 2018, the company would complete the distribution of C13,000 crore, which
was announced as part of its
capital allocation policy in
April 2018,” it added.
As of January 9, 2019, promoter and promoter group
held 12.82 per cent share in
Infosys, while Indian financial
institutions, banks and mutual funds held 12.88 per cent
shares.
Over 52 per cent shares
were
held
by
FII/FPI/ADRs/foreign nationals and OCB, while the remaining 22.21 per cent was held by
Indian public, corporates and
others.
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okyo prosecutors on Friday
filed two new charges of
T
financial misconduct against
former Nissan chief Carlos
Ghosn, meaning the auto
tycoon is unlikely to be leaving
his jail cell soon.
Lawyers for the former jetsetting executive filed a bail
application hours later, but
have acknowledged that he
will probably be detained until
a trial.
Ghosn denies any wrongdoing and argued in a dramatic first court appearance on
Tuesday that he has been
“wrongly accused and unfairly detained.”
He was already facing a first
charge for allegedly underreporting his compensation over
five years to the tune of five billion yen ($46 million) in official
documents to shareholders. The
charges filed today allege that the
under-reporting continued for
another three years.
And they include a charge
of “aggravated breach of trust”
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he announcement by
Amazon founder Jeff
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Bezos, the world’s wealthiest
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urrendering early gains,
benchmark Sensex on
SFriday
dropped 96 points to
end at 36,009.84 as investors
booked profits even as global
equities rose.
The 30-share index opened
on a strong note at 36,191.87,
but failed to hold on its gains
and settled 96.66 points, or 0.27
per cent, lower at 36,009.84.
Intra-day, the gauge swung
between 36,214.26 and
35,840.60.
The NSE Nifty too slipped
by 26.65 points to close at
10,794.95.
The major losers on the
Sensex included Indusind
Bank, Tata Motors, TCS, Yes
Bank and L&T.
Among the gainers were
ITC, ONGC, Vedanta Ltd,
Infosys, Axis Bank and
HDFC.
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over a complex alleged scheme
in which Ghosn is said to have
tried to transfer losses on foreign exchange contracts to
Nissan’s books.
As part of the scheme, he
is accused of also using company funds to repay a Saudi
acquaintance who put up collateral for the contracts.
Prosecutors also filed
charges Friday against Nissan
and Ghosn aide Greg Kelly over
the additional three years of
under-reporting pay.
“We took these steps today
because we believed that they
are cases worthy of indictment
and going to trial,” said deputy
chief prosecutor Shin
Kukimoto.
A prosecutor’s office spokeswoman said charges against
Ghosn carry a maximum prison
sentence of 15 years.
The breach of trust charge
is regarded as particularly serious, and Ghosn’s lawyer
Motonari Otsuru admitted
Tuesday it would be “very difficult” to secure bail for his
client.

man, and his wife that they will
divorce has captivated the
imagination — how will they
split his giant fortune, estimated at $136 billion?
And what will happen to
the Internet retail giant - will
his soon-to-be ex get a significant stake, and how would that
affect his control of the company? The former MacKenzie
Tuttle knew the 54-year-old
Bezos before fame and wealth
came calling.
The couple met in 1992
when he was a hedge fund
manager on Wall Street, before
he became an entrepreneur
who changed the way hundreds of millions of people live.
They married less than a year
later.
She was by his side for the
entire Amazon adventure, from
the company’s humble beginnings in his Seattle garage in 1994
to its mammoth success today.
They have four children — three
sons and an adopted daughter —
aged up to their late teens.
As of Wednesday, when
the couple formally announced
they would divorce after a

long separation, the 48-yearold MacKenzie, a novelist, is
likely to become the richest
woman in the world.
According to celebrity
news outlet TMZ, the Bezoses
did not have a prenuptial
agreement — which could
mean an even split of assets.
They were married in
Florida in September 1993,
according to documents seen
by AFP. But their last place of
residence would be the deciding factor in any divorce proceedings.
The couple has numerous
residences: in Seattle, where
Amazon is based, but also in
Washington DC, Texas and
Beverly Hills, California.
According to Randall
Kessler, a founding partner at
Atlanta family law firm Kessler
and Solomiany, the location
will not matter so much.
“Some states have community property, some states
have equitable division which
means fair division, but even in
those states, it usually comes
out 50-50. That’s the starting
point,” he said.
Bezos, who was once
Amazon’s primary stakeholder, now owns about 16 per cent
of the company — the bulk of
his net worth.
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Viswanathan, Founder and
Chancellor of Vellore
Institute of Technology, has
been bestowed with the Jeevan
Gaurav Puraskar — Lifetime
Award for remaining an inspiring teacher throughout and
for Teaching, Research and
Institution Building by the
National Teachers’ Congress
and MIT World Peace
University, Pune.
The award ceremony took
place at the 3rd Global National
Teachers’ Congress held at MIT
World Peace University,
Kothrud, Pune on Sunday,
January 6.
The Lifetime award is the
latest feather in the cap of
noted educationist, former
Parliamentarian and former
Minister in the Tamil Nadu
Government,
Dr.
G.Viswanathan, who has been
instrumental in creating and
nurturing Vellore Institute of
Technology as one of India’s
finest higher educational insti-

tution providing engineering,
management, legal, agriculture and arts and science education to young women and
men, especially economically
weaker sections from all over
India.
A citation, signed by Anil
Kakodkar, renowned Atomic
Energy Scientist and Founding
Patron of National Teachers’
Congress, R.A.Mashelkar,
President of the Congress and
National Research Professor
and Eminent Scientist and Dr.
VishwanathKarad , Founder
of MIT World Peace
Universityrecognised Dr.
Viswanathan’s recognition and
appreciation of his momentous
contribution as a Visionary
Academic Leader.
The citation listed out the
exemplary career, political, academic and public life of Dr.
Viswanathan and also noted:
“You are an academic leader
with an unending thirst for
knowledge that makes you
strive harder and achieve various milestones.”
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ndustry lobby Assocham
Friday met Reserve Bank
governor Shaktikanta Das and
discussed the liquidity issues
being faced by non-banking
financial companies and housing finance players, and suggested some steps to ease the
crisis.
Since taking charge on
December 12, Das has met
banks, both public and private
sector and also NBFCs and
MSMEs. This is the first meet-

ing the governor has had with
an industry lobby, though.
The delegation, which met
the governor in New Delhi,
told him that over-regulation of
the sector is hampering the
growth of the NBFC model of
lending.
The players requested the
governor to maintain the existing asset liability mismatch
(ALM) norms till the normalcy is restored.
The industry body said
NBFCs need the regulator to
also play the role of facilitator.
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ndia has emerged as the
fastest growing paper market
amongst large economies in
the world. In the last 10 years,
the domestic demand has
almost doubled from around 9
million tonnes in FY 2007-08
to over 17 million tonnes in
2017-18.
The Industry estimates the
overall paper demand to grow
at a compounded annual
growth rate of 6-7%, reaching
to about 20 million tonnes by
FY 2019-20, this was stated by
Mr Saurabh Bangur, President
Indian Paper Manufacturers
Association (IPMA) at 19th
Annual Session of Indian
Paper
Manufacturers
Association (IPMA),
According to IPMA, Make
in India in paper is threatened
in view of comparatively higher cost of raw material especially wood and cheaper
imports which have been
growing at a pace faster than
growth in domestic produc-

tion.
Even as the industry is
grappling with the issue of producing paper and paperboard
at competitive cost, the problem has been exacerbated by
the Government’s policy of
extending preferential tariff
treatment to import of paper
and paperboard under the different free trade agreements
(FTAs) and other bilateral and
multilateral trade agreements
and pacts.
“Paper is a key segment of
Indian
industr y
and
Government is committed to
ensure domestic manufacturing. Government will consult
the industry before embarking
upon any further Free Trade
Agreements (FTAs). Domestic
players need to get priority to
meet the demand. One of the
main objectives of the trade
policy has to be promotion of
domestic manufacturing”, said
Mr Suresh Prabhu, Minister of
Commerce & Industry and
Civil Aviation and Chief Guest
on the occasion.
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fter days of back and forth
over US President Donald
Trump’s decision to pullout
American troops from Syria, a
US military official said on
Friday the process of withdrawal has begun, declining to
comment on specific timetables
or movements.
Col Sean Ryan, spokesman
for the US-led coalition fighting the Islamic State group, said
“the process of our deliberate
withdrawal from Syria” has
started.
“Out of concern for operational security, we will not discuss specific timelines, locations or troops movements,”
the Baghdad-based official said
in a statement emailed to The
Associated Press.
There were no other
details, and it was not immediately clear how many vehicles
or whether any troop units had
withdrawn.
The Britain-based Syrian
Obser vator y for Human
Rights, which monitors the
conflict in Syria through a
network of activists on the
ground, said the withdrawal
began Thursday night. It said
a convoy of about 10 armored
vehicles, in addition to some

trucks, pulled out from Syria’s
northeastern town of Rmeilan
into Iraq.
Confirmation of the first
withdrawals comes amid confusion over plans to implement
Trump’s pullout order and
threats from Turkey to attack
the Kurds, who have been
America’s partners on the
ground in the war against the
Islamic State group in Syria.
There are 2,000 American
troops in Syria. Trump’s abrupt
decision in December to pull
them, declaring in a tweet the
defeat of IS, sent shockwaves
across the region and a flurry
of criticism from some of his
generals and national security
advisers, and led to the resignation of US Defense Minister
James Mattis and the top US
envoy to the anti-IS coalition.
It also led to major criticism
that the US was abandoning its
local Kurdish allies amid
Turkish threats of an imminent
attack.
On Sunday, US national
security adviser John Bolton
said American troops will not
leave northeastern Syria until IS
is defeated and Americanallied Kurdish fighters are protected, signaling a slow-down
in Trump’s initial order for a
rapid withdrawal. Secretary

of State Mike Pompeo, who is
on a tour of the region, has also
sought to reassure the Kurds
that they will be safe after U.S.
Troops withdraw from the
country.
“These have been folks
that have fought with us and it’s
important that we do everything we can to ensure that
those folks that fought with us
are protected,” Pompeo said of
the Kurds while visiting Irbil,
the capital of Iraq’s semiautonomous Kurdistan region,
after talks in Baghdad.
After initially tweeting
about the decision to bring
back US troops “now,” Trump
this week said “we will be leaving at a proper pace while at the
same time continuing to fight
ISIS and doing all else that is
prudent and necessar y!”
Kurdish officials, meanwhile,
have demanded clarifications
from the US over its intentions.
A US troop pullout leaves
the Kurds exposed to Turkish
attacks from one side, and
Syrian government troops on
the other. The withdrawal benefits Syrian President Bashar
Assad and his international
backers, Russia and Iran, who
are primed to move into the
region to fill a vacuum left
behind by the Americans.
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n estimated 25,000 people
have fled escalating violence over the last six months
in eastern Syria, where die-hard
jihadists are defending their last
bastions, the UN said on Friday.
Much of the unrest has
been centred around Hajin in
Deir Ezzor province, which
had been the last town of note
controlled by the Islamic State
group in the area until it was
taken in December by the USbacked Syrian Democratic
Forces (SDF).
The United Nations
refugee agency said that clashes and air strikes have forced
25,000 people to run and seek
shelter in camps or informal
settlements, sometimes after
spending several nights in the
desert exposed to harsh weather and without access to food
or water.
The agency also warned
over “mounting civilian casualties” in the area, without
providing figures. An estimated 2,000 civilians remain
trapped in Hajin, where conflict continues, the UN said.
The SDF is currently flushing out the very last pockets of
land controlled by the jihadists
in the Euphrates River valley.
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uropean Commission
President Jean-Claude
E
Juncker said on Friday that “every
effort” must be made to find a
way through the Brexit condundrum ahead of a crucial vote next
week by British lawmakers.
Prime Minister Theresa
May is facing defeat when MPs
vote Tuesday on her draft
divorce deal, which has aroused
fierce opposition from EU supporters and Brexit enthusiasts
alike.
Brussels and London are in
“constant” contact to see what
assurances the EU can give to
persuade British MPs to back
the deal, Juncker said, but he
reiterated the oft-repeated warning that the deal struck in
November is not up for renegotiation.
“We are in constant contact
- the commission and myself with 10 Downing Street and we
will see on Tuesday what conclusions the British parliament
reaches on the texts that have
been proposed,” Juncker said at
a press conference in Bucharest
to mark the start of Romania’s
stint at the helm of the rotating
EU presidency.

“No deal would be a catastrophe both for our British
friends and for continental
Europeans, so every effort must
be made between now and
Tuesday to bring this important
issue to a good conclusion.”
May, under increasing pressure to rule out a “no-deal”
Brexit, in which Britain crashes out without an agreement
with the EU to ensure a smooth,
orderly departure, on Thursday
repeated her warning that the
only way to ensure this was to
back her deal.
Brexit-supporting
Conservative MPs are opposed
to the deal, arguing it leaves the
country too closely tied to
Europe, and May has already
pulled the vote once with defeat
looming. Asked about reports of
a letter to London offering assurances about the controversial
Irish “backstop” arrangement,
which has inflamed Brexiteer
MPs, Juncker said he would not
get into “speculation and guessing games”.
“We have said - both the
European Council and the commission in full harmony -- that
there can be no renegotiation,
but there can be clarifications,”
Juncker said.
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wo Reuters journalists jailed
for seven years while invesT
tigating atrocities committed
against the Rohingya in
Myanmar had their appeal dismissed on Friday, dismaying colleagues and tearful family members who had held slim hopes
they would walk free.
Reporters Wa Lone, 32, and
Kyaw Soe Oo, 28, were arrested
in Yangon in December 2017
and later jailed for violating the
state secrets act, a charge Reuters
said was trumped up to muzzle
their reporting.
Prosecutors say the two had
classified information regarding
security operations in Rakhine
state, from where hundreds of
thousands of Rohingya Muslims
fled during an army-led crackdown the United Nations has
described as “ethnic cleansing”.
Aung Naing, a judge at the
Yangon Regional High Court,
said the original verdict was a
“reasonable decision” delivered
in line with the law. “The court
decides to dismiss the appeal,” he
said. The reporters’ wives cried
after the decision, which condemns the pair to continue
their incarceration at Yangon’s
notorious Insein prison, where
they have been held for the last
13 months.
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S President Donald Trump
on Friday appeared to be
inching closer to imposing a
national emergency that could
allow him to bypass Congress to
fund a controversial wall along
the US-Mexico border that has
led to a bitter political impasse
and a 21-day government shutdown.
Trump has asked for USD
5.6 billion from Congress to construct the border wall, which he
said is crucial to stop the flow of
illegal immigrants and smuggling of drugs into the country.
The Democrats have repeatedly refused to approve any
legislation to fund the wall. The
standoff led to the partial government shutdown.
During his visit to the

southern border state Texas on
Thursday to push for the wall
plan, Trump was asked if he is
closer to declaring an emergency
-- an action that would likely
face legal challenges.
“We are. I would like to look
it broader. I think we could do
this quickly, because this is
common sense and it’s not
expensive. We will save the cost
of the wall every year but much
more than that,” the president
said.
Trump had on Wednesday
said that imposing a national
emergency is the last option and
threatened to use it if the
Democrats did not allocate USD
5.7 billion funding for the wall.
The president’s inclination
towards declaring a national
emergency has gained momentum after he walked out of a

meeting with top Democratic
leaders -- House Speaker Nancy
Pelosi and Senate Minority
Leader Senator Chuck Schumer
-- on Wednesday following their
refusal to allocate funding.
During an interaction with
media personnel in Texas on
Thursday, Trump said, “I would
like to do a much broader form
of immigration, and we can do
immigration reform. It’ll take
longer. It’s been complex. It’s

been going on for 30-35 years,
they’ve been talking about
immigration reform. But before
we do that, we have to create a
barrier. That we could do very
quickly.”
Contending strongly for
construction of a barrier, concrete or steel, along the southern
border with Mexico, the president has been claiming that illegal immigrants cause USD 250
billion drain on the American
economy. Republican leaders
insist the party stands behind the
president, although some
Republican lawmakers have spoken out in favour of ending the
shutdown.
The opposition Democrats,
who are now in majority in the
House of Representatives have
refused to support such a move
arguing that building the wall is
a waste of taxpayers’ money.

Referring to his meeting
with Reggie Singh, the brother
of Indian-origin policeman
Ronil Singh killed in California
recently allegedly by an illegal
immigrant during a border
patro, Trump said, “Reggie, I got
to know him today a little bit.
This shouldn’t be happening in
our country.”
“This shouldn’t be happening. And what you see of the
border, that’s not as much of a
problem as they (illegal immigrants) come through the border and they go out throughout
our nation,” Trump said.
“As hard as we work, and as
well as we’re doing nationwide
on crime, a lot of it is caused by
people that come in through the
southern border. So, and you
know, if we had the barrier, it
wouldn’t happen,” he told
reporters.
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ermany recognises its historical responsibility for
crimes committed by the Nazis
in Greece, Chancellor Angela
Merkel said on Friday on her
first visit to Athens since 2014.
“We recognise our historical responsibility. We know
how much suffering we, as
Germany in the time of
Nazism, have brought to
Greece,” she said.
“That is why it’s a lesson for
us to do everything to have
good relations with Greece,
and to lend each other support
for the prosperity of both countries.” Tensions linger over
wartime reparations for the
World War II Nazi occupation
of Greece, with Berlin arguing

the issue was settled in 1960 in
a deal with several European
governments.
In talks with Prime
Minister Alexis Tsipras after
her arrival on Thursday, Merkel
lauded the sacrifices Greeks
made during the country’s economic crisis of 2010-2014.
During her first visit to

Greece in 2014, Merkel faced
major protests and sought to
ease tensions with Athens
where Berlin was often blamed
for biting austerity and bailouts.
Also in 2014, ex-president
Joachim Gauck sought public
forgiveness in the name of
Germany from relatives of
those murdered by the Nazis in
the mountains of northern
Greece.
Merkel was to hold talks
with conservative opposition
New Democracy party leader
Kyriakos Mitsotakis, an EU
parliament ally of her Christian
Democrats, and meet President
Prokopis Pavlopoulos.
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tearful Andy Murray on
Friday announced he would
likely retire this year due to
severe pain from a hip injury, saying
next week's Australian Open could
be the last tournament of a glittering career.
The former world number one
and three-time Grand Slam winner
broke down at a press conference in
Melbourne as he said the pain had
become almost unbearable.
"I can play with limitations. But
having the limitations and the pain
is not allowing me to enjoy competing or training," the emotional
Scot said.
Thirty-one-year-old "Sir Andy"
said he would like to finish at his
home Grand Slam in Wimbledon,
but ruefully admitted he might not
make it that far.
He will be remembered as the
first British man to win Wimbledon
in 77 years and as a player who battled his way to the top in a golden
era for the game alongside Roger
Federer, Novak Djokovic and Rafael
Nadal.
"Wimbledon is where I would
like to stop playing, but I am not cer-
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tain I am able to do that," he said.
"I've been struggling for a long
time. I'm not sure I can play through
the pain for another four or five
months.
"Pretty much done everything
that I could to try and get my hip
feeling better and it hasn't helped
loads." He pulled out of last year's
Australian Open to have hip surgery
and only returned in June at Queen's
Club in London.
He ended the season at
Shenzhen in September after only a
handful of appearances to concentrate on working his way back to full
fitness.
But he was knocked out in the
second round on his return at
Brisbane last week and called it quits
on Thursday after less than an hour
of a practice match in Melbourne
against Djokovic, with his movement
clearly hampered.
"I think there is a chance the
Australian Open is my last tournament," he said. While he intends to
begin his opening-round match
against 22nd seed Roberto Bautista
Agut next week, how his body withstands potentially gruelling five-set
clashes in energy-sapping heat
remains to be seen.
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London: 3dcRW STUT]STa <PaeX] ITTVT[PPa WPb Y^X]TS
BTaXT0bXSTDSX]TbT^][^P]Ua^\FPcU^aSYdbcSPhbPUcTa
cWT PaaXeP[ ^U bcaXZTa BcTUP]^ >ZPZP Ua^\ cWT ?aT\XTa
;TPVdT R[dQ CWT 8cP[XP] bXST ^] CWdabSPh R^]UXa\TS cWT
STP[d]cX[9d]T"! (fXcW^dcaTeTP[X]VfWTcWTacWTaT
fPbP]^_cX^]c^Qdh1^cWFPcU^aSP]SDSX]TbTPaT^f]TS
QhcWT8cP[XP]?^ii^UP\X[hITTVT[PPaPaaXeTSPcFPcU^aSX]
cWTbd\\Ta^U! &Ua^\B_^acX]V;XbQ^]QdcPUcTa_[PhX]V
"VP\Tb[PbcbTPb^]WPb]^cUTPcdaTScWXbRP\_PXV]CWT
!'hTPa^[SbcPacTSWXbRPaTTaPcWXbW^\Tc^f]R[dQ0YPgX]
!(U^[[^fTSQhb_T[[bPcB_P]XbWR[dQ4b_P]h^[CdaZXbW
bXST4[PiXVb_^a1[PRZ_^^[X]4]V[P]SP]SB_^acX]V;XbQ^]
X]?^acdVP[DSX]TbTPaT $cWX]cWT8cP[XP]c^_U[XVWcUXeT
_^X]cbPQ^eTcWTaT[TVPcX^]i^]T
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Monaco: CWXTaah7T]ahbbcadVV[X]V<^]PR^WPeT\^eTS
c^UdacWTabcaT]VcWT]cWTXaSTUT]RTX]cWT9P]dPahcaP]bUTa
fX]S^ffXcWcWTbXV]X]V^U5aP]RTd]STa! X]cTa]PcX^]P[
[TUcQPRZ5^ST1P[[^C^daTUa^\;XVdT aXeP[b;X[[T1P[[^
C^daT!![TPeTbcWTcTP\X]bTR^]S_[PRTX]5aP]RTbc^_
U[XVWc U^a P <^]PR^ bXST fW^ [XT bTR^]S Ua^\ Q^cc^\
B^daRTbX]cWT_aX]RX_P[XchbPh<^]PR^WPeTPVaTTSc^_Ph
\X[[X^]Tda^b !%\X[[X^]_[dbQ^]dbTbU^acWT_[PhTa
fW^ QTVP] WXb RPaTTa Pc ?PaXb BPX]c6Ta\PX] CWXTaah
7T]ah fX[[ WT[_ \T _a^VaTbb Pb P _[PhTa cWPc WT[_TS
R^]eX]RT\Tc^R^\TbPXS1P[[^C^daTX]P]X]cTaeXTfR[X_
_^bcTS ^] <^]PR^b CfXccTa PRR^d]c 7T WPb bXV]TS P
R^]caPRcd]cX[!!"P]SXbcWTR[dQbcWXaS9P]dPahaTRadXc
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Southampton: BcPa bcaXZTa 2WPa[XT 0dbcX] WPb QTT]
bdb_T]STS U^a cf^ \PcRWTb PUcTa \PZX]V P] ^UUT]bXeT
VTbcdaT c^fPaSb <P]RWTbcTa 2Xch UP]b 0dbcX] PS\XccTS
\PZX]V cWT cf^UX]VTaTS PRcX^] Pb WT fPb bdQbcXcdcTS X]
cWTbTR^]SWP[U^UB^dcWP\_c^]b" STUTPcPVPX]bc2XchPc
Bc<PahbX]3TRT\QTaCWTbcaXZTaPS\XccTSWXbVTbcdaTX]
^aPa^d]ScWT%'cW\X]dcT^UcWTVP\TPVPX]bc<P]RWTbcTa
2Xch^]"3TRT\QTa! 'fPbPQdbXeTP]S^aX]bd[cX]V
P]50bcPcT\T]caTPS0dbcX]bPQbT]RTfX[[QTPQ[^fc^
bcadVV[X]VB^dcWP\_c^]PbcWThQPcc[Tc^Pe^XSaT[TVPcX^]
8]! "9PRZFX[bWTaTcWT]_[PhX]VU^a0abT]P[bW^fTS
cWT\XSS[TUX]VTac^<P]RWTbcTa2XchUP]bX]P#!STUTPcPc
cWT4cXWPSBcPSXd\aTbd[cX]VX]Pcf^VP\TQP]
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Mumbai: 1PhTa] <d]XRW bPXS ^] 5aXSPh cWTh fX[[ P__TP[
cWTcf^\PcRW2WP\_X^]b;TPVdTbdb_T]bX^]WP]STSc^
CW^\Pb <dT[[Ta fWXRW \TP]b cWT 6Ta\P]h X]cTa]PcX^]P[
fX[[ \Xbb Q^cW [TVb ^U cWTXa [Pbc % cXT PVPX]bc ;XeTa_^^[
4da^_TP]U^^cQP[[bV^eTa]X]VQ^ShD450WP]STS<dT[[Ta
Pcf^\PcRWQP]^]5aXSPhU^[[^fX]VWXbbT]SX]V^UUX]cWT
""SaPfPfPhc^0YPgX]cWTXaUX]P[Va^d_VP\T[Pbc\^]cW
<dT[[TafPbbW^f]cWTUXabcbcaPXVWcaTSRPaS^UWXbRPaTTa
U^aZXRZX]V0YPgSTUT]STa=XR^[PbCPV[XPUXR^X]cWTWTPSCWT
!(hTPa^[SfX[[STUX]XcT[h\XbbcWTPfPh[TVPc0]UXT[S^]
5TQadPah (Qdc1PhTa]W^_TPbdRRTbbUd[P__TP[f^d[S
\TP]<dT[[TaR^d[S_[PhcWTaTcda]PccWT0[[XP]i0aT]P^]
<PaRW " <dT[[Ta P_^[^VXbTS U^[[^fX]V cWT bT]SX]V^UU
X]bXbcX]VWT\TP]cc^ZXRZcWTQP[[
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Sydney: 8]SXPbZX__TaEXaPc:^W[XP]SR^PRWAPeXBWPbcaX
^]5aXSPhaTRTXeTScWTW^]^aPah\T\QTabWX_^UcWTBhS]Th
2aXRZTc6a^d]SB26U^acWTXaR^]caXQdcX^]c^cWTb_^ac^U
RaXRZTcCWTB26R^]VaPcd[PcTbCTP\8]SXPU^abTRdaX]VXcb
UXabcCTbcbTaXTbfX]^]0dbcaP[XP]b^X[8cXbf^]STaUd[c^bTT
cWTf^a[Sb[PaVTbcRaXRZTcX]V]PcX^]_dccX]VXcbU^RdbUXa\[h
^]CTbcRaXRZTcPbcT_cWPcfX[[aTX]U^aRTcWT_aTT\X]T]RT
^UCTbcbX]cWTV[^QP[RaXRZTcX]V[P]SbRP_TB262WPXa\P]
C^]h BWT_WTaS fPb `d^cTS Pb bPhX]V ^] cWTXa ^UUXRXP[
0VT]RXTb
fTQbXcT
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"I'm going to play. I can still play to
a level, not a level I'm happy playing at,"
he said.
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One of the so-called Big Four,
along with Federer, Djokovic and Nadal,
who have dominated the game for years,
Murray's ranking has slumped to 230.
He hasn't reached a Grand Slam
final since winning his second
Wimbledon title in 2016, but has nevertheless enjoyed a glittering career since
turning professional in 2005, with not
only three Grand Slam titles, but two
Olympic Gold medals and 45 ATP
crowns.
Notably, in 2013 Murray became
the first British man to win Wimbledon
for 77 years, ending the nation's obsession with finding a champion to follow
in the footsteps of Fred Perry.
Top Australian coach Darren Cahill,
who until recently was mentoring
world number one Simona Halep, said
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Murray was an example of the neversay-die attitude that separated the best
from the average.
"When you search for examples of
'emptied the bucket to be as good as they
could be' there should be a picture of
Andy Murray sitting under that quote,"
he tweeted.
"Remarkable discipline for training,
competition, sacrifice, perfection, a little crazy but a legend of a bloke." Former
star Andy Roddick also paid tribute on
Twitter.
"I tip my cap to @andy_murray!
Absolute legend. Short list of best tacticians in history. Unreal results in a brutal era. Nothing but respect here. I hope
he can finish strong and healthy," he
said.
Murray said he had an option of
another operation on his troublesome
hip, but it was more about his quality
of life after hanging up his racquet.
"That's something I'm seriously
considering right now," he said.
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Zealand-raised Briton
Norrie and
NewCameron
American Tennys Sandgren
will contest the ATP Auckland
Classic title after winning
their semi-finals in contrasting fashion on Friday.
Norrie
outlasted
Germany's Jan-Lennard Struff
in a three-set battle of the big
servers 7-5, 4-6, 6-3 while
Sandgren comfortably had
the measure of Philipp
Kohlschreiber 6-4, 6-2.
Sandgren and Norrie have
played each other six times in
the past, with Norrie winning
four of their encounters.
"Three times in a row he
beat me. In consecutive tournaments in the fall of 2017,
which wasn't a lot of fun,"
Sandgren recalled.
Norrie, who was born in
South Africa and raised in
New Zealand before moving
to Britain, broke Struff at 6-5
to take the first set.
Struff took the early initiative in the second set, with
Norrie dropping a serve for
the first time this week.
There was a further service break each before Struff
held on to take the set.
However, Norrie was not
to be denied in the decider as
he raced to a 3-0 lead and
stayed in control from there.

?aPY]TbWT]cTab0db A
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Even when a touch of
nerves while serving at 5-3
saw him down 0-30 he was
able to steady himself to take
the match.
Sandgren, ranked 63 in
the world and the last player
accepted into the main draw
of the tournament, picked up
a deciding break early in each
set against the 34th-ranked
Kohlschreiber and was never
under pressure.
Kohlschreiber managed
to save two match points at 25 in the second set before losing the match with a double
fault.

<4;1>DA=4) Outlining his
growth as a player, a consistent
Prajnesh Gunneswaran sealed
his maiden appearance in the main draw of a
Grand Slam by qualifying for the Australian
Open men's singles event here on Friday.
The 29-year-old from Chennai came from
behind to beat Japan's Yosuke Watanuki 6-7(5),
6-4, 6-4 in the third and final qualifying round.
Prajnesh is only third Indian in five years
to feature in the men's singles main draw of a
Grand Slam, the other being Somdev
Devvarman and Yuki Bhambri.
While Yuki played in all four Grand Slams
in 2018 before a knee injury cut short his season, Somdev, who is now retired, last played at
the 2013 US Open.
"It's obviously huge for me. First time ever
in a Grand Slam main draw, something I have
always dreamt of. I am really happy, don't have
words to describe it but it's big deal for sure,"
Prajnesh said.
"I am very proud that I stuck to it and put
in all this work. I got here much later than most
people do. I had the tennis to reach here, now
just need to rest and recover for the main draw,"
Prajnesh added.
Prajnesh will open his campaign American
world number 39 Frances Tiafoe and if he
crosses the opening hurdle, he is likely to face
fifth seed and Wimbledon finalist Kevin
Anderson.
PTI

ustralia's Ashleigh Barty
claimed another top 10
scalp to power into the Sydney
International final on Friday,
while veteran Andreas Seppi
upset third seed Diego
Schwartzman to reach the
men's decider.
The 22-year-old Barty is
on a hot run, stretching her
unbeaten streak to seven
matches dating back to her
career's biggest title at the
WTA Elite Trophy in Zhuhai.
She is one of the form
players heading into the
Australian Open next week,
but had to dig deep to scramble past world number nine
and seventh seed Kiki Bertens
(6-7 (4/7), 6-4, 7-5).
Her reward is a clash with
either 2015 champion Petra
Kvitova, who beat Belarusian
qualifier
Aliaksandra
Sasnovich 6-1, 6-2 in the other
semifinal.
Barty had already accounted for world number one
Simona Halep and former
French Open champion Jelena
Ostapenko before beating 10th
seeded Belgian Elise Mertens
in the quarter-finals.
She came into the match
with the advantage of having
twice beaten Dutch star
Bertens previously, including

as recently as last August
in Montreal.
Seppi edged past
Schwartzman 7-6 (7/3),
6-4, a day after derailing
the hopes of top seed
Stefanos Tsitsipas, proving he still has what it takes at
age 34.
The Italian, seeded eight,
had made three previous semifinals in Sydney — the first way
back in 2006. But he had
never gone further and was
delighted to get a crack at
another ATP title to add to
three he already owns.
"It was never easy, he is a
great fighter and makes you
play a lot of balls and you have
to run a lot," said Seppi of the
Argentinian. "But I played a

good match today and
was happy to close it out.
"I'm trying to keep
working hard and I
always play well in
Australia. My last final
was in 2015, so excited
to be on another one," he
added.
Australia has been a happy
hunting ground for Seppi.
As well as his deep runs in
Sydney, he has a trio of roundof-16 appearances at the
Australian Open, when he
pulled off upsets against Marin
Cilic in 2013, Roger Federer in
2015 and Nick Kyrgios in 2017
He will play either exciting
young Australian Alex de
Minaur or veteran French star
Gilles Simon in the final.
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tressing that India has the potential to win and enter the knockouts, football coach Stephen
Constantine on Friday said the team
needs to get its act together ahead
of the clash with Bahrain in the
AFC Asian Cup.
India went down to hosts
United Arab Emirates 0-2 in their
second group stage match after they
had defeated Thailand in their
opening game.
"We have to pick ourselves up
and get ready for the next game. We
need to aim for a win and get something from that game. Hopefully, we
can get the result to qualify,"
Constantine said.
India face Bahrain on Monday
in their final group stage match and
a victory will ensure the Blue Tigers
a spot in the Round of 16.
Talismanic striker Sunil Chhetri

also echoed Constantine's words.
"We are still in the running. We
are ready to face Bahrain. As a team,
we are united. We are ready to fight.
That's our game plan against
Bahrain," Chhetri said.
Against UAE, the Indians

missed several opportunities, hitting the bar twice and eventually
going down 0-2.
Referring to the last match,
Constantine explained: "I said to
the boys you did not lose this game.
You have shown what you are
capable of. Even they
(UAE players) were surprised and did not
believe that we were
this good."
"We are only going
to get better with these
kinds of games. The team has an
average age of 25. The players will
get only better from here. We had
four clear chances to score but UAE
scored with the half chance they
had," he said.
Skipper Chhetri added: "It was
a tight game. If we could have taken
our chances it could have been different. UAE are a good side, and
they converted their chances."
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arcelona could not overcome
the absence of Lionel Messi
and other regular starters on
Thursday, losing 2-1 at Levante in
the first leg of the Copa del Rey's
round of 16.
Barcelona's second-stringers
struggled from the start in
Valencia, escaping an even greater
defeat only because Levante's forwards squandered some clear
scoring chances.
The return game is next
Thursday at Camp Nou Stadium
in Barcelona, when the four-time defending
champion is expected to have some of its starters
back in action after they were rested this week.
Levante took the lead early with a close-range
header by Uruguayan defender Erick Cabaco in
the third minute, and striker Borja Mayoral scored
the second goal with a low cross shot in the 18th.

The hosts kept threatening
throughout the match, taking
advantage of a Barcelona defense
that was without Gerard Pique and
Jordi Alba. Newly signed
Colombian player Jeison Murillo
was making his club debut in central defense.
Without Messi and Luis Suarez
in attack, the Catalan club had difficulties creating scoring opportunities. The trio of Philippe
Coutinho, Ousmane Dembele and
Malcom was largely ineffective,
and the team's lone goal came late
with a penalty kick converted by
Coutinho in the 85th after substitute Denis
Suarez got past a defender and was fouled inside
the area.
"In the second leg hopefully we will take
advantage of Coutinho's goal," Murillo said.
Barcelona routed Levante 5-0 in Valencia in
a league match in December.
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our little ones face many challenges
the day they open their eyes in this
material world. Developing social
skills and interacting with the world
around them will be a critical part of their
success and happiness, even more important than their academic results.
Some kids are naturally more socially
adept than others. Nevertheless, socialising is an art one is mastering every single
day of growing up. Teaching your children
pick up social skills and communicate well
is a big task for parents.
When talking to somebody, encourage
your children to look into their eyes and
talk for effective communication and to
build confidence. Your toddlers may need
practice every day to master this art. Try
games like ‘staring contest,’ tell your children to talk to their soft toys, or tell you
stories looking into your eyes.
Let your children imitate a variety of
emotions—joy, anger, disappointment,
excitement, mischief, weirdness, nervousness, tiredness, terror, danger, etc. Play
‘identify the emotion’ game by making faces
or holding placards of different smiley. This
helps them differentiate emotions and
express better; and not get confused when
mingling with other kids or people.
Not all kids need help with the same
social skills, and what your child needs
practice with could vary, depending on her
age. It's important to know the normal
developmental skills appropriate for different age groups so you can determine where
the help is needed.
Verbal or non-verbal, your children
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should learn to express, interact, and
respond to social stimulus. Help your children learn appropriate greetings and
responses. Kids may need help or guidance
to interact with others appropriately, to
overcome shyness, to manage a response,
and express true feelings. Let your children
know that they are free to talk, ask, question, and communicate their needs, desires,
beliefs and ideas. As parents and grandparents, talk to them every day and make generous use of words like ‘please,’ ‘let’s,’
‘thank you,’ ‘common,’ etc.
A lonely child may have difficulty in
interacting with the world. Give your children good company, exposure, and chances
to interact with different types of people.
Kids with social skill deficits often have
trouble reading expressions and interacting socially. So activities that get them more
comfortable with these situations are a great
idea. Playschools, hobby classes, playgrounds, sports activities, etc., will give
them a chance to socialise. When kids mingle with other kids or elders, they develop
a range of interpersonal skills that become
the foundation of their personality.
Run through different scenarios by asking your child how other people might feel
when certain things happen, and substitute

different situations each time.
Tell your child that it's important for
everyone to have some personal space to
feel comfortable, and practice acceptable
ways to interact with someone during playtime. Teach kids the proper way to start a
conversation, get someone's attention, or
join a group of kids who are already playing together. These are all situations that
can be discussed and brainstormed at the
dinner table, or in the car on the way to
school or activities.
Sit with your child for at least an hour
a day and play with him to explain what it
means to wait, take turns, and share.
To help kids differentiate a range of
tones, "use a tape recorder and record dif-

ferent emotions in your voice and ask your
child what they are, then explain how
meaning changes with voice change,"
Diamond recommends. For example, try
recording phrases like "I'm angry!" in a
loud, empathic voice, and "I feel so sad" in
a soft, low, dejected voice.
Try making eye contact as your child
swings on a swing. Make a game of it
where the child tries to reach you with their
feet. The sensory input may be calming
and allow them to focus more on you.
Compliment them on how nice it was to
have them looking at your eyes.
Instead of using movie titles, animal or
other typical words, use emotions. Write
down feeling words on pieces of paper –
or, print out and cut up the worksheet
below. Take turns picking a slip of paper
and then acting out the word written on
it. You could substitute written words for
pictures showing the emotion. If kids prefer, you can draw the emotion rather than
act it out like in the game Pictionary. You
can make it harder by setting a rule that you
cannot draw the emotion using a face.
Instead, they have to express the feeling by
drawing the body language or aspects of a
situation that would lead to that emotion
(e.g. for sadness, you can draw a kid sitting
alone on a bench, or a rainy day, etc.).
When people have a conversation, they
pick a topic to discuss. Each person adds
something to the conversation until the
conversation has finished or the top has
changed. Sometimes it is hard for children
to stay on topic and take part of a regular
conversation. Here are some activities to

help with staying on topic and carrying out
a conversation.
It seems like some kids (or people of
any age) are more naturally socially
adept than others—you know, the kind of
people others gravitate to and for whom
making friends comes easily. Don't worry
if your children don't fit that mold or
aren't winning any popularity contests.
Like any other skill, social skills can be
learned, and, besides that, "being social"
or outgoing isn't the end goal in itself.
Older kids, in middle school and high
school, have more complex social skills
to learn, thanks to growing peer pressure
and that simply awkward period called
adolescence. It's a time when they're
becoming more independent, but everyone's forming cliques; when they're making big decisions about who they are and
what they want to be, but also might start
to care a bit too much about what others
think.
The funny thing about being a parent
is it forces you out of your shell and can
help you become a better person through
analyzing your own behaviors and attitudes. The general rule of thumb is to
accept the nervousness that comes up as
a part of normal life that affects most people, reassure yourself that you're ok anyway, and focus on others rather than yourself. For instance, remind your child that
she doesn't have to be interesting, just
interested, and teach her to ask other kids
questions and listen to their answers.
Brainstorm with her how she might handle a situation that makes her nervous.
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did cheat in my
Economics exams. I had
an invigilator who let
the entire class cheat. I
am not proud of that,”
says actor Emraan Hashmi
with great candour. He is in
the capital to promote his
film, Why Cheat India,
and unlike many from the
fraternity who prefer to be
politically correct, the 39year-old’s no-holds-barred
discussion is certainly welcome. Nothing is off limits,
whether it is nepotism or his
child’s battle with illness or
even a political gaffe (deliberate or otherwise about one
‘Modi’ being the biggest cheater,
which he later clarified as being
Nirav) that he made at a recent
press conference.
“I don’t mince words. Over the
course of the year, I have learnt so
much about what is wrong with
education in the country that it
enrages me. So much can be done
and should have been done but is
not being attended to,” he says and
goes on to talk about how only a
minuscule amount of the GDP,
about 2-3 per cent, is being
ploughed back into education as
compared to other countries where
it is as high as 25 per cent. He elaborates, “When you do not have enough
money to pump into the education sector,
you don’t get qualified teachers or good
schools. Then at the University level, there
are not enough seats and the justification that
is given is that unless you get a 98 per cent
you cannot get a seat in college. Even if you
are a 90 per cent holder, you will still be a failure. But the reason is that there are not
enough seats,” he says. It was while researching for the movie that he learnt how the cheating mafia in different states is eroding and
eating the system. “As it is, there is 60 per cent
reservation — 50 per cent for the lower caste
and 10 per cent for the economically weak
upper caste. Of the minuscule per cent left,
the cheating mafia is spreading its net over
that too. So where do the deserving students
go? The systems promises that you can be

what you want to be. If you work hard, you
will get dividends. But you see jobless people and kids committing suicide,” says the
actor.
It is not as if he is just critical. Emraan
does have ideas on a system that could be
more holistic and inclusive and enable a child
to develop to his full potential. “Universities
might move out of the brick and mortar
building. They are now in the internet as one
can get more information there rather than
sitting for eight hours in the class where you
are told facts that are of no use. Everything
is a click away. In the school and college of
the future, you can learn from the comfort
of your home. And at the physical building,
there can be case studies, projects and discussions rather than sitting like a robot in a
classroom. Children need to learn things that
have real world application — communication skills, emotions, responsibility, discipline,
managing your mind that comes in the
domain of spirituality. Do you know the average depression age is 15? It is alarming,” says
the actor.
There is no hint of the swagger that was
common in his earlier movies. Emraan comes
across as an ordinary person who just happens to work on the big screen. Talking about
his course of action, he elaborates further and
says, “It is not necessary that I will only do
socially-relevant films. But there is essentially a departure from the kind of things that
I was doing. I have changed as an actor during the past 18 years that I have been in the
industry because of life experiences, maturity and the evolution of my craft. From 10
kisses in a film, I am down to one and that
is some progress,” he laughs hinting at the
moniker of ‘kissing star” on account of the
content of his films like Murder, Aashiq
Banaya Aapne and more.
But there has been an attempt to break
out of that image, he believes, successfully.
“Once you do another genre, it is a step in
the right direction. I couldn’t do that for the
rest of my life. A 45-year-old snogging with
a 20 something. How sick is that? Of course,
I couldn’t do it overnight for it is a gradual
process,” says the actor dressed in a tan jacket and matching shoes paired with jeans and
black-rimmed glasses.
Dibakar Banerjee’s Shanghai was one of
the seminal movies that set him on the path
that he is trying to chart out. “It gave me what

10 blockbusters couldn’t even though it was
not a hit. It gave me a perspective that I could
play a characters in films rather than the star,”
which was a revelation to him as at that point.
He goes on to explain the difference between
the two. “A star means that you change and
adapt the script to suit your star quotient but
an actor is someone who adapts to fit into
the script. That is what the film did and it
paid huge dividends. A huge section of the
cinema-going audience, which was slightly
more evolved, felt that he can act.”
The winds of change had started blowing and have come to a head. “There is a
change in content which is helping everyone
as one can engage with a lot more creative
material than was done 10 years ago. You
couldn’t have made Why Cheat India 10 years
back because either it would not have been
made or it would not be a box office success,”
he says.
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He feels that the film is like starting afresh
even if it does not make big money. “I know
that it will build on the fresh different persona of myself,” he says.
Not just in himself, he also wants a
change in the way films are classified. “I firmly believe that films should not be slotted on
the basis of budget but on the basis of the idea.
The big films should be the ones which have
the bigger ideas. This year a lot of big budget films did not do well,” he says, driving
home the point.
The change is also evident in him turning producer with the film. “I have seen the
process from its infancy, starting with the
story, script, screenplay right to marketing.
While it does not help in the craft of acting,
it does give you a bird’s eye view of where the
film is going. If it starts raining then we need

to figure out how to finish the shoot within
a given time. You are a part of the entire decision-making process and you are not limited to your performance on screen,” he says.
Having started the process, he has
decided to start producing more films. Next
one up is Father’s Day, which is starting in
May, and another by the end of this year. He
will also be seen in Body, directed by Jeethu
Joseph, the director of Malyalam Drishyam,
which co stars Rishi Kapoor and two fresh
faces. He will also be seen in Bard of Blood,
a Netflix show which should be out in August.
It is based on on a book of the same name.
“It is about an English literature teacher who
teaches Shakespeare and is an ex spy. He is
thrown back into the battlefield and goes to
Balochistan to rescue agents,” he divulges.
Talking of web content, he agrees,
“There is better content as the audience has
evolved because of the many diverse influences. This keeps us on our toes and makes
us test our creativity because we cannot take
the audience for granted. There are a lot more
options including cinema, OTT platforms,
TV and YouTube. It has become a consumers’ market now. Films with stars crashed
last year as mediocre content and shoddy stories don’t work,” he says.
For making better content and characters that are more evolved involves a lot more
research than goes into playing a lover boy
or an action hero. For Why Cheat India, he
researched a lot as it factually based on a system. “I spoke on the phone to a lot of people who are a part of the cheating mafia to
understand how it works and is organised.
They refused to identify themselves but I tried
to understand their take on education and
if they are looking for a justification for doing
what they were doing. I had to completely
immerse myself,” he says.
He goes on to add that the tonality of the
film is very realistic. “In that sense, it is a
departure from my earlier work. It is like you
have placed a camera in a home in Lucknow
or in a college where you see these characters come alive. We will pull you into this
world and hopefully teach you how cheating works,” he says.
Coming back to the film, it ran into trouble with its initial name of Cheat India. “I
don’t look for logic. The Censor Board looks
at the negative connotation without looking
at the overall context of the movie and the

perspective it has on scams and cheating. It
is in a pathetic state. I often call it the ‘senseless censor board’”, he says.
Arguing his case further, he points to a
film like Simmba which had a UA certification. “Children can watch this film which
talks about rape and putting cocaine in a
school child’s bag with parental supervision.
A 13-year-old might understand it but a
seven-year-old might not. Why can’t they
make it more elaborate and change it with
more grades,” he says, shrugs and adds, “But
I don’t know if it is effective because what is
PG 13 or PG 15 by their logic might not
work.”
Talking about children, one can’t help but
talk about Emraan’s boy who battled and successfully overcame cancer. “It is very tough.
It is more palatable to hear that you have an
illness but when you hear that a three year
10 month-old-kid has that illness, it shatters
you,” he says. While they battled cancer as a
family, there was learning involved. “It is close
to five years. We lied to him as we had to take
him to the hospital. We realised only when
we took him for treatment to Canada that we
should have told him that there is a monster in his body and that we need to fight it.
We could have used that narrative and added
a philosophical aspect to it,” he says. Emraan
wrote a book, Kiss of Life about how to fight
the disease effectively which he hopes would
help anyone fighting cancer.
Talking of his child also brings us to the
question of nepotism in the industry. He
agrees that he would not have been in the
industry had he not been related to Mahesh
Bhatt. “On the flip side, you still have to work
hard. The family can’t make you work as only
the audience can. It is their acceptance that
governs if you will be a star or you will be
chucked out. It is that which makes or breaks
you. On the other hand people expect a lot
from actors who have successful fathers and
if they can’t match up, they are overshadowed
by legacy,” he says.
Emraan acted in about 20-25 advertisements as a child for brands like Goodnight
Rasna, Bournvita and more in the eighties.
“I was trying to get hold of the material to
put on my website but it was all damaged. I
got pushed into acing later and took it as a
summer job and things happened. I was an
accidental actor!” he says with a laugh and
walks off. (The film releases on January 18.)
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o working after Season One,
what’s your experience like
working on a very important
show? Did you learn anything different? Do you feel any more pressure for the second season?
Yeah, definitely, I feel like when you
start a project, when you start a show,
there’s no way to know how it’s going
to be received. There’s no way to
know what it’s going to look like when
you put it all together. It’s like you’re
in a bubble, meaning that everyone
that’s working on the show thinks it’s
great, but who knows how it’s going
to be received.
We knew we were doing something important. We knew that we
wanted to make something with a lot
of integrity. But to have it released to
the world, and have them receive it
in the way that they have, to have
everyone talk about how timely the
show is... we definitely didn’t see all
of that coming. I think for Season
Two, there’s a sense, at least for me,
of a new-found responsibility to get
the story right. To make sure that
we’re giving, you know, our audience
what they have come to know and
love about the show. And stay consistent with that.
And yeah, it does feel like a little more pressure, especially with all
the awards the show has received. It’s
like guys, we got to do that again.
What do you think is the worst
aspect of what Moira has to go
through in Gilead?
To be honest, I think coming from the
perspective of my character, one of
the things that is obviously horrible
is the rape. But I think for Moira, and
for people, women who are gay, it is
an affront that is indescribable and
just the worst thing that could ever
happen to you. To be violated in that
way. Any woman, but of course, a
women who doesn’t even have intercourse with men by choice, I think it’s
indescribably horrible. That’s what I
feel is the most horrible thing for
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has the conversation with June, I
think she comes back to herself in that
moment, in that conversation with
her best friend. June is able to say,
basically where are you, where have
you gone? This is not you. Don’t let
the bad people grind you down.
And I think in that moment she
comes back to herself and she realises, oh, I’m not a victim, or I don’t have
to be a victim.
I can be proactive and I can figure out how to get out of here.
For me, in terms of bringing life
to the character, I think a lot of that
has to do with all the things that make
her a minority. She’s black, she’s gay,
she’s a woman. Me being all of those
things in my life as Samira, I can tell
you that definitely influences the way
that I move through the world. So I
think that’s one of the things that I can
point to.

Moira to go through.
Moira still picks Jezebels over the
colonies at some point. What are
your thoughts on that decision?
I think that it’s this dichotomy of
what’s the lesser evil? And Moira
knows for a fact that if she goes to the
colonies she will die. She’s weighing
going to the colonies, and you know,
doing drugs every day, and drinking
alcohol and making herself completely numb to it all.
In that moment she had to make
a decision and, thank God she did
because now she’s in Toronto.
Can we expect Moira to be in
Canada in Season Two?
Yes, Moira’s going to be there in
Season Two. I’ll tell you that much.
She’s reunited with Luke. And they
have to kind of form this makeshift
family, and move to a place in
Canada called Little America.
She gets a job at the embassy
because she was so affected by that
moment when she first got into
Canada and how much the embassy
helped her.
So she has in turn taken that and
is helping refugees in the refugee center.
And when you think about
Moira being a refugee, you think
about how wonderful that is. She’s
escaped, and she’s in this new place.
But, as a refugee, it’s also terrible
because you don’t know the land.
You’re not with your people. And it’s
this rollercoaster that I think we’re
going to see with her, the good and
the bad of being a refugee.

From misogyny to refugees, this
show has a never ending list of
important topics. You’ve been in
another show that was also packed
with very important subjects. The
choices you make as an actress, are
they politically motivated?
You know, I wish that I could sit here
and tell you yes. But I think for me
as an actor, the thing that pulls me
toward projects is the heart of the
character. First and foremost, before
the project, and of course the project
is very important itself. But for me,

in terms of what attracts me to
something, is the heart of the character. And what their essence is, what
they’re fighting for. And just from
reading something, I say to myself, do
I feel I can bring that person to life?
And if the answer is no, it’s going
to be too hard of a challenge then I
don’t want to do that because I feel
like it’s a disservice to the actress could
do a really good job. But I’ve been
really, really lucky in terms of the projects that I’ve been involved in, that
as you say, have been on the forefront

of people’s conscientiousness.
A major theme of the show is survival. What do you think drives
Moira? How does she find the
strength to go, to escape? And how
do you bring life to the character?
We always talk about nature versus
nurture. And I think Moira’s nature
is a person that’s just a bull dog. Like
she’s a tough person, she’s got that
ingrained in her.
In the scene, where she’s at
Jezebel’s and she’s been broken and

This is a very dark show but the
theme of empowerment is also
very present. Do you feel that there
is a lot of hope in this story?
Honestly, in the last episode of the
first season, doing the escape scene
we had drones following me. I was
like, this is awesome. It’s was a
moment of almost too much joy to
even take because Moira’s escaped to
Canada. It is a story of survival. It is
a story of perseverance. And I think
that a lot of times people focus on
how dark the show is but the message
that we want to keep beating, the
under beat of the whole show, is this
message of hope.
Were you proud or surprised when

you saw the pictures of people
wearing Handmaid’s costumes at
the Women’s March? What was
your feeling when you saw that?
It was definitely surprising, in the best
way possible. You know when you’re
working on something, whatever it is,
you always hope that it impacts
whoever’s going to watch it. Whether
that’s one person or a bunch of people. You want them to have a conversation they wouldn’t have had otherwise. I want people to think about
something they wouldn’t have
thought about without seeing the project.
So to see that, and to see how the
show has impacted the whole world,
and also Hillary Clinton quoted the
show... all of those things are very
overwhelming and also very humbling to know that something that
you’re doing is out there in people’s
consciousness.
You’ve been in shows that are
very female-driven. Do you think
placing women behind the camera
as well as in front of the camera
makes television more relevant and
actually more interesting?
Yes, I’ve been really blessed to be on
The Handmaid’s Tale and Orange is
the New Black, to be surrounded by
so many women in power... the
women in the cast, the directors. Even
in The Handmaid’s Tale last season,
every single director we had was a
woman, except for one.
I do feel really naive and lucky to
be in this position because I haven’t
been surrounded by a bunch of
men. And I do think that is completely a reflection of the time that I am
working in. You know, thank God
that I am working in this time. I think
it’s our job really as artists to reflect
the time that we are living in so that
people can look back and say that was
going on.
(Watch Handmaid’s Tale
Season 2 every Monday at 10 pm
on AXN.)
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hy did you only choose Erich
Kästner’s Emil and the Detectives
for your direction?
This production is Slingsby’s seventh.
Previously, we have adapted a Grimm
Brother story (The Mouse, The Bird and the
Sausage), an Oscar Wilde story (The Young
King) and created four completely original
works including an opera. I was first attracted to the story of Emil and the Detectives
because it is often referenced by great contemporary children’s authors like Philip
Pullman as a real point of inspiration for
them. The story is a great adventure for
children and families but it also has some
dark, truthful moments about the world we
live in. The story is very honest for children
about the wonder and strangeness of life.
This mirrors Slingsby’s approach to making theatre for an audience that includes
children and adults.
Slingsby is particularly interested in
bringing ‘coming of age’ or ‘getting wise’ stories to the stage. We find that these stories
often have the power of being immediately relatable to our multi-generational audience (aged eight+ including adults attending on their own and in groups) as well as
being philosophical enough to be open to
infinite interpretation.
When I read Erich Kästner’s Emil and
the Detectives, I was excited by the way
Kästner presents a world filled with good
as well as flawed people. Even though this
is a story for children, he had presented a
complex world where happiness and sadness co-exist. This really struck a chord with
what we are trying to explore with Slingsby’s
work. To show that there is darkness in the
world — but that it serves to make the light
moments even brighter and more wonderful.
What was the challenge in setting up and
creating an atmosphere of the late 1920s
for the stage? How have you transformed
the play to suit to the current generation?
The design of our production is inspired
by several leading Australian visual artists
of the 1930s, including John Brack and
Charles Blackman. These artistes emigrated from Europe to Australia — in much the
same way the story did. Using these
artistes as inspiration gives the production
a distinctly Australian look and feel with
a European heritage.
What goes into transforming a written
play into a stage performance?
Each new show has its own discoveries —
we continue to explore new ways to work
as a team and to refine our theatre making process. The starting point for a new
Slingsby show is an image, an idea or a story
that moves me. Something that I feel is epic
enough to have a universal appeal across
a wide age range. We need to find a story
or an idea that has enough at risk for us to
really care about and identify with the character in a high stakes way. Theatre is a compressed moment in time. For us to really

cence wonderfully. She is an adult (we are
a touring company so it is very difficult to
tour with child artists) but is able to
embody that discovery of the world without overplaying it. And it is more about
playing the character and not the age.
Are there any particular additions that
you have made in your script to suit the
Indian audience?
We keep our focus on the audience. We
have not adapted anything specifically for
India. I believe that the audience is similar across the world. We have toured 11
other countries and have had similar
responses wherever we tour. We are very
excited to be in India for the first time.
The play is a funny as well as a smart story
about how a group of children finds their
way. Given its universality, how did you
end up choosing costumes and crafting
dialogues?
Often is it the action and the fun of a situation that makes an audience laugh, rather
than just the dialogues or jokes. The show
has a lot of physical action — children and
adults often find this to be a lot of fun. We
have not modernised the story at all, we still
refer to and use rotary telephones and the
design is inspired by the 1930s. We find that
the young audience really enjoy being invited into a world that is strange, mysterious
and new to them but full of details. If the
story is relevant to their emotional lives, it
holds their attention.

engage with a story, it must in some way
address an anxiety deep within us. This is
why coming-of-age stories are so potent for
us. As humans we are constantly evolving
into a new phase of our lives, leaving part
of our old selves behind and forging new
grounds.
Once I have selected a book, an image
or an idea to adapt to the stage, we bring
together a team of artists to forge a loose
idea into a new theatre production. The
process for each of our seven productions
has varied but for the last two shows (The
Young King and Emil and the Detectives) we
have commenced our development with a
process we call ‘Paths Less Travelled’.
This ‘theatre laboratory’ brings together our
core team, Quincy Grant, Geoff Cobham
and Wendy Todd along with one or more
actors and sometimes a writer and other
design collaborators. Through this twoweek-long process, we experiment with the
theatrical possibilities of the story or
image. We really try to discover a new way
to share this with an audience and dig into
the philosophy of the piece. Through this,
we hope to find failure as well as success.
This is where we can take real risks. The
aim of this process is to push theatrical
form and find new ways to share time and

space with our audience.
In the final stages of this process, we
will often invite our ‘critical appraisal
group’ to see the very early period of this
work in development. It is a small group
of peers and individuals that we respect and
are confident in their ability to provide an
outside eye to the development of each new
show. This group will generally include a
Board Director of Slingsby, a theatre
maker, an educator and from time to time
a young audience member. This group will
see showings at various stages of the making of a new work and the final production
— meeting with me at each stage to offer
insights and feedback and to ask questions
of me and for me to ask questions of them.
The next phase of development will
often include commissioning a playwright
to write a script informed by the initial idea,
image or story along with the discoveries
from the ‘Paths Less Travelled’ process.
Following the first few drafts of the
script, we will undertake a second creative
development with the cast — often involving a reading of the script to a young audience — to gauge their interest in the story
and the language of the piece. This second
stage development will always include
Quincy Grant as composer, joining us in

the room to contribute ideas and music as
the piece develops. The scoring is forged
as the piece is being blocked. There is then
a constant dance and conversation between
text, music and image as we make the work.
This second stage of development can vary
in duration between three days to two
weeks — depending on budget, artist
availability and how ambitious we are being
with the form of the piece. Geoff Cobham
and Wendy Todd (and other design creatives) are always welcome in the room during this phase and collaborate equally in a
very open and integrated way. As a team
we are all trying to find the best and most
impactful and interesting way to stage each
moment.
Where possible, we try to bring production and design elements into the
room as early as possible – with ideas being
generated and refined throughout the
process. This differs from some other
processes where the design may be set
before rehearsals begin.
The final rehearsal phase for our productions is when all of the elements come
together, final design and Geoff Cobham’s
lighting are the culminating pieces to the
puzzle. It is in this final process that Quincy
Grant will coordinate the recording of his
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or decades, India-Pakistan relation has followed a set pattern
of diplomacy. After every major
terror strike, both the countries start
the blame game. Almost two years
ago the moment of reckoning
arrived when special commandos of
Indian Army crossed the Line of
Control (LoC) to hit targets in
Pakistan-occupied Kashmir.
Surgical strikes require not just
detailed and exhaustive planning but
need to be carried out with absolute
precision to achieve the objective of
taking down targets. The film Uri:
The Surgical Strike starring Yami
Gautam as an intelligence officer
depicts the Uri attack that had led
to widespread anger against terror.
The film follows the one carried
by the Indian army against Pakistan
after the latter attacked the Indian
Army camp at Uri.
The surgical strike stunned
Pakistan and before it could even
understand what happened in its
own backyard, the Indian Army’s
special commandos had come back
to their side of the LoC.
So when asked Yami, How did
she manage to get in the character
of the skin as this the first time she
portrays something like this on

screen, she says, “I asked Aditya
(Dhar), what should I do to get completely into the role? Should I watch
something? He said, you just have to
be real Yami, you have to find the
character within you. So it’s better
if you rely on your own instincts.
Intelligence officers are absolutely
real and unpretentious. You won’t
even get a single hint if an intelligence officer is sitting next you, they
are that real. Their identities are classified. My excitement was on
account of the subject of the film
which was reasonable and sensible.
Another thing that attracted me was
that Aditya told me that he wanted

to make a movie which not only
interests the audience but also of
which the Indian Army is proud of.”
She also says that as an intelligence
officer, it’s her job, to foresee the
unseen. It was an interesting
approach for Yami as an actor,
because she had to be natural when
it came to expressions and dialogue
delivery. She says, “The whole idea
was to keep it as real as possible.”
Yami shares that this is the film
very close to her heart, not just as
an actor, but also as the citizen of
India. She says, “I absolutely love my
character, I play a pivotal role in the
entire operation. And the surgical

score and the integration of that into show
control. The final stage is balancing all of
these elements. Meticulous attention is
given to balancing sound, image, text and
live performance. This is when a new
Slingsby show is born. The audience is the
final and most important ingredient. With
each successive one our understanding of
the show grows and we continue to refine
the production after each performance.
Even with The Tragical Life of Cheeseboy,
which we have performed, well over 250
times we still refine moments following
every performance. Perfection is ephemeral if not an illusion.
Emil’s character is very young. How did
you script the role in such a way that people find it relatable?
As soon as I decided to adapt Kästner’s
story, I decided I wanted to cast Elizabeth
Hay. It was because I feel that the character of Emil is a hero and that the gender
of the character is not relevant. This is a
child’s story of discovery and not a boy’s or
a girl’s — simply a child’s. Emil’s gender is
never mentioned. I hope this allows both
boys and girls to identify with the character. Elizabeth is a wonderful actor and has
the ability to convey the wide-eyed inno-

Are there any particular literary plays or
playwrights that you take inspiration
from?
For this production, I have been very
inspired by Hitchcock and Buster Keaton.
We began by trying to tell this story without any words, but we discovered that we
still needed narration and some dialogues
to drive the story forward. However, much
of it is non-verbal.
Anything that you ideally look for in a
play and try to incorporate in yours as
well?
It’s great to see the audience moved emotionally by our performances. I also try to
make that happen. I want Emil and the
Detectives to be fun and full of laughs but
at the same time want the people to possibly relate to the sadness and perhaps shed
a small tear. If something like that happens
through a theatre performance, it surely
implies that we are watching something
important.
I want to give the people a surprising
and delightful experience, and something
that moves them. And through this, I want
them to feel connected to each other, to our
production and to have developed a greater
empathy for each other. The play is all about
meeting people, becoming a community,
and being there to support each other.
(The play will be staged on January 13
at Siri Fort Auditorium.)
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strikes are definitely one of the most
important events in the history of
the Indian Army. Because it is the
first time we took such an initiative
and it is also one of the most brilliantly planned and coordinated
attacks and that is why I think it’s
vital for every individual be it a
child, to know what actually happened.”
The film shows what it means to
step into the army men’s shoes, who
are ready to take a bullet for us. Yami
interestingly shares an incident of
which she’s proud of, “When we
screened the film for the Indian
Army, an officer came to me and
said ‘we really loved the film, the way
it’s written as well as executed it’s
really commendable.’ He praised me
by saying that my acting matched
that of an intelligence officer’s
demeanour. And that it appeared to
be exactly the way they are in real
life. Getting a compliment from such
dignitaries meant the world to me.”
The Indian Armed Forces are
selflessly guarding the borders and
make so many sacrifices for us. She
sees Uri as a very small and humble way to pay tribute to the Indian
Army.
Ask Yami, how did she understand the incident better after doing
the film, she says, “When the Uri
attack happened, I was just aware as
as any layperson. Back then I didn’t even know the meaning of surgical strikes properly. So when I
read the script, it gave me an inside
out of what actually happened and
what our soldiers have gone
through. I remember that there was
only one sentiment that everybody
was angry, everybody was hurt as an
Indian. The way this attack was carried out on our soldiers, who were
sleeping at that time was really very
bad.”
“Patriotism cannot be shown
only on two particular dates; it
needs to go beyond that. I feel cinema, in that way, is a very powerful tool and can successfully influence young minds,” adds she.
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ven though music is something that doesn’t need an initial push, it just comes from
within. For British-Indian singersongwriter, Reshrich, the great
Indian heritage plays a huge role in
providing him the right inspiration
for his music. The singer, whose
father originally hails from India,
hopes to capitalise on the trend
among Indian composers to experiment with the Western culture and
sonics.
The singer, who has had two hit
releases previous year and is ready
with a third offering, believes that
India is at a point where music scenario is really diverse and people are
slowly moving away from the traditional sounds and are experimenting more with the Western culture.
So, is the current youth drifting
more towards rap and pop music?
Has the traditional music lost its
charm over the years? He says, “I
don’t believe that it has lost its
charm, classical music in
Bollywood, or music from the 80s,
90s will always be an inspiration for
today’s music industry, in both
Western and Indian society.
However, if viewed from the business perspective, the demand for
classical music has declined over the
years, especially among the youth,
due to which there is an increase in
demand for pop and rap music
among the youth.”
He believes that this causes content creators like producers, songwriters and artists to want to cater
to that kind of market and make rap
or pop music more than other classical forms.
For Reshrich, the journey of

making his way to the global music
industry wasn’t an easy one. He
believes that it takes “a lot of dedication and patience” to learn and
grow as an artist and for other people to recognise and notice the
potential.
He feels that it is important for
every artist to connect with the
wider audience to grow.
“Commercial music is a great way
for artists to get their name into the
public. Constantly being in a niche
as an artist will not allow someone
to grow and connect with a wider
audience. It’s also a great way for
them to experiment with bringing
their niche sound to the public and
by doing so develop better versions
of themselves and their sounds.”
The singer says that he is
quite open to accepting offers
from Bollywood. He says, “I’ve
loved the industry since my childhood. I have always seen my

grandparents listening to it in the
house.”
The “mostly self-taught” artist
says that his recently-released
tracks have been inspired from
the “sounds that I like and vibe
with when I’m in the studio with
the producers. I don’t like to
copy other artists or rip off a tune,
I just make music that I enjoy
because I know, originality is
what makes it the best. I believe
it will also my listeners enjoy it.”
He adds, “Music is a trial and
error journey that an artist has to
go through.”
When his forthcoming work,
Gasoline, is released, he believes, it
will make people realise the direction he his headed towards.
He says, “It’s going to be maturer than before , both in terms of
music and visual. So when it comes
out next year, people will be surprised.” He explains that the song
shows how in a fruitful and true
relationship, there’s no need to go
anywhere else or seek for other
things for inspiration.
The singer, who was featured in
BBC Asian for his previous hits —
Buy Me love and Moonlight — feels
that making his first two singles has
been a very different and an inspiring journey for him.
He says that while making
Buy Me Love, he wanted to create
song that would combine and
experiment with tablas and the
Indian vocals to give a “traditional touch.”
He says that he has been
inspired by musicians like Ed
Sheeran, Arijit Singh, Enrique and
Drake the most.
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it hard by an unexpected controversy after the high of the
Test triumph, India will look
to fine tune their World Cup preparations in the three-match ODI series
against an under-fire Australia, beginning here on Saturday.
On the eve of the opening game,
the BCCI suspended Hardik Pandya
and K L Rahul pending an inquiry for
their unsavoury remarks on women
during a TV show, effectively ruling
them out of the series.
While Pandya was a certainty in
the playing XI, an out-of-form Rahul
was not in contention to play on
Saturday.
Pandya's presence as the allrounder provides crucial balance to
the ODI side with his ability to bowl
10 overs as well as bat in the middle
order.
Pandya's absence means that India
will have to rejig their attack. Jasprit
Bumrah has already been rested for
this series, as well as the tour of New
Zealand, and this allows the thinktank to conduct one final experiment
with their bowling attack.
Bhuvneshwar Kumar is a shoe-in, and
thereafter it depends if Kohli wants to
go in with a three-man pace attack to
compensate for Pandya's loss.
In such a scenario, Mohammed
Shami and Khaleel Ahmed are expected to get the nod, as India continue
zeroing on the pace quartet for the
World Cup squad. There is a sprinkling of grass on the SCG pitch and
it could push the Indian skipper to opt
for a three-pacer and two-spinner
combination.
Kohli also stated that, in Pandya's
absence, Ravindra Jadeja would step
up as the all-rounder. He would partner up with left-arm wrist spinner
Kuldeep Yadav as India's five-pronged
attack, with Kedar Jadhav fulfilling any
part-time bowling duties if needed.
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While he put in a more consistent
showing than any of the other previously tried contenders, this run came
in conditions different from those in
England. As such, how Rayudu fares
on this twin tour of Australia and New
Zealand will be a closer representation
of whether the Indian team has finally cracked the number four quandary.
India's ODI record in Australia is
quite poor. Apart from the 1985

World Championship and 2008 CB
Series wins, they have lost 35 out of
48 ODIs played against Australia on
their home soil.
The absence of David Warner
(220 runs in three matches in 2016)
and Steve Smith (315 runs in five
matches in 2016) might help them
again though, as also the absence of
Mitchell Starc, Pat Cummins and Josh
Hazlewood, with the trio rested from
this series.
Australia have named their playing eleven ahead of the first ODI, with
Nathan Lyon featuring as the lone
spinner and Peter Siddle returning to
this format for the first time since
2010. Keeper-batsman Alex Carey
will open in ODI cricket for the first
time, and will pair up with skipper
Aaron Finch, while Usman Khawaja,
Shaun Marsh and Peter Handscomb
will form the middle order.
The hosts bat deep with Marcus

Stoinis and Glenn Maxwell lined up
at numbers six and seven, albeit
their pace attack seems weak on
paper. With Siddle returning to the
format after eight years, left-arm
pacer Jason Behrendorff will make his
ODI debut on Saturday.
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India: Virat Kohli (c), Rohit
Sharma, KL Rahul, Shikhar Dhawan,
Ambati Rayudu, Dinesh Karthik,
Kedar Jadhav, MS Dhoni (wk), Hardik
Pandya, Kuldeep Yadav, Yuzvendra
Chahal,
Ravindra
Jadeja,
Bhuvneshwar Kumar, Khaleel
Ahmed, Mohammed Shami,
Mohammed Siraj.
Australia (playing XI): Aaron
Finch (c), Alex Carey (wk), Usman
Khawaja, Shaun Marsh, Peter
Handscomb, Marcus Stoinis, Glenn
Maxwell, Nathan Lyon, Peter Siddle,
Jhye Richardson, Jason Behrendorff.
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look at that otherwise there's someone else that will catch you off-guard
and get the job done as well," said
Finch.
Like India, Australia will kick off
their 2019 World Cup preparations in
Sydney, albeit they have a Test series
against Sri Lanka in between.
The hosts announced their playing eleven for the series opener as per
norm, with keeper-batsman Alex
Carey set to open the batting with
Finch. The batting runs deep with
Glenn Maxwell at number seven.
"It's just an opportunity to see
Alex play in a position he's done quite
bit in Big Bash and one-day cricket.
He's been shuffled around the order
a bit in the last little while... We are trying to search for that process and right
balance of the side.
"We've got three games here
which will be very tough then straight
to India for five ODIs then Pakistan
so that's a very tough 13 games, then
a few warm-up and practice games
against New Zealand."
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ardik Pandya and K L Rahul will
be sent home on the first available flight from Australia as the
BCCI suspended them on Friday for
their outrage-evoking comments on
women, hours after the duo's on-field
leader Virat Kohli expressed his disapproval.
The under-fire players have been
suspended pending an inquiry into
their sexist comments on a TV show,
ruling them out of the three-match
ODI series against Australia beginning Saturday in Sydney.
"Both Pandya and Rahul have
been suspended pending an inquiry,"
the Committee of Administrators
(CoA) chairman Vinod Rai said.
A few hours later it was confirmed that a decision has been taken
to send them home from Australia.
"It's confirmed. The duo is being
sent back. If they can book tickets
then tomorrow they will be leaving
(for India) or latest by day after," a
senior BCCI official said.
He added that at this point their
chances of making the squad for the
New Zealand tour are also "bleak".
The 'Koffee with Karan' episode
featuring the cricketers has since
been taken down by the channel's
online platform.
On the show, Pandya had boasted about hooking up with multiple
women and being open about it with
his parents. Rahul was, however, a
shade more restrained in his responses on relationships and women.
A source in the BCCI said the two
will be issued fresh show cause
notices before a formal enquiry
begins.
"Whether it will be an internal
committee of the BCCI or an ad hoc
ombudsman who will conduct an
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ndian captain Virat Kohli on
Friday said he is not too
Istressed
about ban on all-

With the two openers, and Kohli
at number three, the remaining batting line-up picks itself. Jadhav, MS
Dhoni and Ambati Rayudu will form
the middle order, and there will be
keen interest in the latter duo's form
here.
Dhoni had an off-colour 2018,
managing 275 runs in 20 ODIs at
average 25 without a half-century.
While this is a meagre return for a
batsman of his stature, the worrying
aspect is Dhoni's strike-rate of 71.42,
which is remarkably lower than his
ODI career strike-rate of 87.89.
India brought in Rayudu for the
all-important number four role, and
since the Asia Cup last September,
have given him a long run in the middle order. In this interim, Rayudu
scored 392 runs in 11 ODIs in the Asia
Cup and against West Indies at average 56 including a hundred and three
half-centuries.

inquiry, is yet to be ascertained," the
official said.
Pandya has regretted his comments twice since the show went on
air on Sunday — first on his official
Twitter page and then in response to
the BCCI show cause notice on
Wednesday.
Rahul, on the other hand, is yet
to react to the controversy.
The decision to hand them suspensions came after Rai's CoA colleague Diana Edulji recommended
the same till further action against the
two. This was after the BCCI's legal
team refused to declare the comments a violation of the code of conduct.
Edulji had initially suggested a
two-match suspension for the duo
but referred the matter to the legal
cell after Rai agreed with her and recommended the same.
In Sydney, on the eve of the ODI
series, captain Kohli condemned the
two for what he termed "inappropriate" comments but said he was not
too stressed about the possibility of
a ban on the all-rounder.
"...It's good that we have someone
like (Ravindra) Jadeja who can do the
all-rounder's role if a scenario like
that occurs," Kohli said.
Days after their historic maiden
Test series triumph, Kohli asserted
that the side does not stand by the
"individual opinions", which have
triggered a social media storm.
The likes of Rishabh Pant and
Manish Pandey will now be in contention to be their replacements.
While Pandya was a certainty in the
playing XI, an out-of-form Rahul was
not in contention to play on Saturday.
It is speculated that the BCCI
might bar players from appearing on
entertainment shows owing to the
ongoing furore.
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ustralian skipper Aaron Finch on
Friday said Indian batting is
heavily reliant on its top-three and his
team will be looking to exploit that
weakness in the three-match ODI
series beginning here on Saturday.
Finch said his side's target will be
to dismiss India's top-three batsmen
— Shikhar Dhawan, Rohit Sharma
and Virat Kohli — cheaply.
"Over the last 12 months Virat's
averaged 133, Shikhar 75, and Rohit
50; so there's a lot of runs and balls
faced from their top three. It's important to get them as early as you can
because once they get in, they score
fast and they don't seem to get out too
easily," said Finch on Friday.
With the success of the top-order,
the middle-order comprising M S
Dhoni has not been tested enough.
"Dinesh Karthik, Kedar Jadhav,
Dhoni these are the guys that can all
play their part as well. The top three
are very important but you can't just

rounder Hardik Pandya for his
"inappropriate" comments on
women as the side has a ready
replacement in Ravindra Jadeja.
"We played in India against
the West Indies with a finger
spinner and a wrist spinner. So
it's good that we have someone
like Jadeja who can do the allrounder's role if a scenario like
that occurs," Kohli said on the
eve of the first ODI.
"So we are not too stressed
as a team because you'll always
have things that you can do in
terms of creating that balance for
the side. And hence, we keep
players who can provide balance
with bat and ball as a backup
anyway," he added.
Kohli has distanced the
team from the controversy by
saying that the side does not
stand by the duo on the issue.
"I don't think we will have
too much of trouble if we have
to change our combinations. We
are pretty comfortable as a side
and any combination that we go
in with," he said.
Kohli said he is pleased
with the current team's combination and there isn't too much
room for tinkering with this
squad in the build-up to the ODI
World Cup in England starting
May 30.
"The fact we have not many
games left before the World Cup
and hence we want to play the
side that more or less will feature
in the World Cup. The exceptional case of Jasprit Bumrah
being rested is purely because of
the workload in the Test series.
"But apart from that I don't
think combination-wise we are
going to look to tinker too
much," he said.
However, Kohli did admit
that form and fitness could be
decisive for a couple of spots.
"...A couple of spots which
might need rectification will be
looked at but apart from that the
idea is to make that combination
and that team play together for
the whole period left before the
World Cup," said Kohli.
Pandya and Rahul might
not be available for the start of
this three-match series, and
combined with Bumrah's
absence, Kohli said this is an
opportunity to experiment with
a few more pacers before finalising the preferred attack for the
World Cup.
"What's exciting is that
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etired cricketers plying
their trade in T20 leagues
R
might be a global trend right
now but India captain Virat
Kohli says he wouldn't even
be "seen around the scene"
the day he is "totally spent" to
pick up the bat again.
Responding to a query
on whether he would consider playing in the
Australian Big Bash league
after retiring or if the BCCI
lifts the bar on its players,
Kohli said he would certainly not be around for such a
stint after retirement.
"Look I don't know
whether that stance is going
to change in the future. As far
as I am concerned, playing
more cricket when I am
done, I don't think I am in
that zone to be honest," the
30-year-old said.
"I have played enough
cricket in the last five years
and I cannot comment on
even the first thing I do
when I retire because I don't
feel like I am going to pick up
the bat again," he said.
"I will be spent, the day
I finish I will be totally spent
and that's the reason I am
going to stop playing cricket.
So I don't see myself coming
back and playing again. Once
I am done, I will be done, and
I won't be seen around the
scene," Kohli said.
Bhuvneshwar Kumar is coming
back into the scenario. He's
been working hard during the
Tests. Khaleel Ahmed has done
well when given the opportunities.
"Mohammed Shami has the
skill to provide you breakthroughs with the new ball. So
he has the chance to establish
himself as the member of the
pace quartet or how many ever
will go to the World Cup.
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he recalled Doug Bracewell and
debutant Scott Kuggeleijn starred
T
with bat and ball for New Zealand to
beat Sri Lanka by 35 runs in the oneoff Twenty20 match in Auckland on
Friday.
It ended a dismal tour for the Sri
Lankans with the drawn first Test followed by a succession of losses in the
second Test, three one-dayers and the
Twenty20.
New Zealand, sent into bat, recovered from 55 for five to finish on 179
05?Q 0D2:;0=3
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akistan's bowlers changed
the course of the third and
final Test against South Africa
when they engineered a dramatic collapse on the first day
of the third and final Test on
Friday.
From being in control on
226 for three at tea, South
Africa were bowled out for
262 at the Wanderers
Stadium.
Vernon Philander struck
back for South Africa, taking
two wickets off successive
balls as Pakistan reached 17
for two at the close.
A polished innings of 90
by Aiden Markram, coupled
with some wayward bowling
by Pakistan, laid the foundation for some attacking batting by South Africa, who col-

for seven with Bracewell (44) and
Kuggeleijn (35 not out) as the key
contributors.
Although the target was not
daunting and Sri Lanka easily kept up
with the required run rate to be four
for 118 after 12 overs.
But their last six wickets fell for
the addition of only 26 more runs and
the innings folded for 144 with 19
balls remaining.
Kuggeleijn and Bracewell both
took wickets in their opening overs.
Kusal Perera, who raced to 22 off
12 deliveries was removed by

Kuggeleijn's third delivery while
Niroshan Dickwella, who smacked a
four and a six from the first two balls
of the innings, went for 18 with the
first ball from Bracewell.
Kuggeleijn and Bracewell also
took the catches to dismiss Kusal
Mendis (17) and Thisara Perera (43).
The first game all tour for Sadeera
Samarawickrama was a short-lived
affair when he was bowled first ball
by Lockie Ferguson.
Ferguson finished with figures of
three for 21 while Ish Sodhi took three
for 30.

Sri Lanka did with the toss and
put New Zealand into bat with
impressive early results.
With a more disciplined bowling
attack than was seen in the ODIs, and
with astute field placements, Sri
Lanka ripped through the New
Zealand top order to have them four
for 27 midway through the fourth
over.
But then, Bracewell clubbed 44 off
26 balls including five sixes and a four
while Kuggeleijn only faced 15 deliveries to be not out 35 with four sixes
and a four.
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lectively hit 37 fours and a six
before tea on what looked the
best batting pitch of a series
already won by the hosts.
But the runs dried up
after the interval as South
Africa were able to add only
36 for the loss of seven wickets in 19.4 overs, hitting only
four more boundaries.
Mohammad Amir and
Mohammad Abbas set the
tone after tea, taking two and
one wickets respectively. Both
bowlers gained reverse swing
and tightened up their lines to
make run-scoring difficult.
Amir left the field four
balls into his 16th over after
falling in his delivery stride
and appearing to twist his left

ankle but Hasan Ali and
Faheem Ashraf continued to
put pressure on the batsmen.
Ashraf finished with three
for 57, while Amir, Abbas and
Hasan took two wickets each.

Markram hit 16 boundaries off 124 balls in an
innings marked by crisplystruck drives and firm clips to
leg. It was the third time in his
15-Test career that he had

been dismissed in the
nineties.
Markram, who had to
pass a fitness test after suffering a badly bruised right
thigh while fielding in the second Test in Cape Town,
looked set for his fifth Test
century until he glanced a ball
from the medium-paced
Faheem and wicketkeeper
Sarfraz Ahmed dived to his
left to take a good catch.
Hashim Amla (41)
helped Markram put on 126
for the second wicket after
stand-in captain Dean Elgar
was caught behind off
Mohammad Abbas for five in
the second over.
Theunis de Bruyn (49)

and new cap Zubayr Hamza
(41) both batted brightly in a
fourth wicket stand which
was worth 72 at tea.
But De Bruyn was out in
the third over after tea and
Hamza, who scored 38 off 46
balls before tea, could add
only three more runs off 22
deliveries before he was
caught behind off Amir.
Left to negotiate a tricky
40 minutes before the close,
Pakistan lost Shan Masood,
their top scorer in the series,
for two when a successful
review showed he had got a
faint edge to a ball angled
across him.
Azhar Ali received a
superb first delivery which
seamed way from him and
found an edge for wicketkeeper Quinton de Kock to
take a second catch.

